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Abstract
Wildland and wildland/urban interface fires are a major problem in many parts of the country,
and are increasing in frequency. These fires typically require more resources in terms of
personnel and equipment than any one department has available, and so by their nature require
cooperation and coordination between multiple departments, agencies, and organizations.
Historically fire departments have focused primarily on fire suppression/control responsibilities,
however increasingly the need for greater effort in wildfire risk reduction is becoming important.
This report based on 46 fire chief and senior line officer interviews describes how some fire
departments are addressing the wildfire peril and making the transition to becoming better
prepared and ready to control and mitigate a wildfire incident in their communities. For some
departments these conditions require only minor adjustments in their organization, procedures,
and activities, while for other departments a major shift in outlook and approach may be
required.
Keywords: WUI, wildfire, wildland fire, wildland/urban interface, local fire departments, fire
response, community risk reduction, fire apparatus, wildland fire training, wildfire dispatch
protocols, personal protective equipment, preparedness, mitigation,
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Executive Summary
The purpose of this pilot study is to review and assess the current preparedness and readiness
levels of local wildland/urban interface (WUI) fire departments that have experienced a
significant wildfire event in recent years. Through this process we have captured some insights
that are tantamount to “best management practices” because many of the fire department’s
interviewed had WUI fire response and community risk reduction capabilities.
To accomplish this research goal two research approaches were deployed. The first approach
involved a pre-interview survey comprised of a set of closed-ended questions (see Appendix A).
The research objective for this approach was to provide the interviewer an overall profile of the
interviewee prior to the interview to help guide the semi-structured interview and to illicit close-end
responses that would complement this qualitative study. The second research was a semistructured interview that included a set of open-ended questions (see Appendix B).
The qualitative component is the main research method of this study. Due to the volume of the
data collected the project has been divided into two phases. In the first phase one only 25 of the
46 interviews were analyzed for the following themes – equipment (apparatus, PPE, radios),
dispatch protocols, training, communicating with the public, community risk reduction and
relationship building and cooperation and is only focused on the first 25 interviews:
WUI/wildland fire equipment (apparatus, radios, PPE)
 There is considerable variation in perceptions of the advantages and disadvantages of
different types of apparatus. A number of departments seemed to be managing
budgetary limitations by thoughtful choices about apparatus that could be used for a
variety of different purposes (example: Type 3 ‘hybrid’ engine), and by strategic
dispatching to maximize the effectiveness of resources they have. We did not find
evidence for “one best” approach to dispatch protocols, rather the individual
departments interviewed adequately developed protocols appropriate for local
conditions.


In terms of wildland/WUI fire PPE, we were impressed with the reported high rates
of compliance, but feel that further study into the various factors that brought
compliance rates below complete compliance is needed. Issues around timing of use,
location of transitions in gear (i.e. changing from traditional bunker gear to wildland
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fire gear), staffing and policies need to be further investigated to determine best ways
to raise compliance rates.


In terms of radio technology, there was evidence of broad awareness of the potential
for communication problems due to incompatible radio systems or frequencies.



It is clear from these data that while technology can ameliorate some of these
problems, training and logistical issues will remain regardless of the technology used.
For example, investing in multiple radio systems to provide more flexibility solved
some problems but produced other problems for those who took this path. In short,
there is no “one size fits all” solution to radio communications problems, since
individual circumstances (such as geographical constraints, budgetary constraints, or
the type and nature of relationships between units or agencies needing to
communicate during incidents) will vary.



Decisions about new radio equipment purchases should always be made in
consultation with other agencies/departments that the department works with, in order
to minimize potential radio incompatibilities and have a plan to deal with those that
are inevitable.



Further investigation into the merits of the Type 3 ‘hybrid’ engine and its application
in the WUI and rural settings is warranted. Research should also investigate how
widely adopted wildland chainsaw PPE is applied in practice and determine the scope
of deficiency in field application.

Training




Several problems regarding Wildland and WUI Fire training have been identified.
i. The first was the need to transition from traditional training practices which
emphasized structural as opposed to Wildland/WUI fire training.
ii. Second, Wildland/WUI fire training may be adopted inconsistently, with local
and regional variations in the level and adequacy of training.
iii. Fitness levels may not always be adequate to the rigors of Wildland/WUI fire
events.
Interviewees described a wide range of strategies to improve wildland/WUI fire
training. Some departments were in states which had instituted state-wide systems, or
took advantage of interagency simulations and drills to add wildland/WUI training,
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added wildland/WUI training to refresher training programs or continuing education
programs, conducted training needs assessments, encouraged personnel to participate
in external complex wildland/WUI fire assignments, or created wildfire divisions and
programs within their departments.


Urban, rural and volunteer fire departments increasingly manage fire in the WUI.
Wildland firefighter training, although separate from the traditional (structural)
firefighting training is becoming a more and more sought after capability of the
modern fire department.



Fire departments across the United States are beginning to see the utility in NWCG
wildland fire training and fitness guidelines. In most instances emphasis is placed on
getting the all firefighters to meet the minimum requirements for the NWCG wildland
firefighter type 2 position.



Additional training in the other wildland fire positions and incident command system
positions is more often than not supported by participating fire departments because
these departments understand that these additional capabilities will benefit the fire
department when addressing wildland and wildland/urban interface fires into the
future.



The NWCG (PMS 310-1) wildland fire qualification system “Crosswalk” guide now
incorporates the structural firefighters existing fire suppression knowledge and skills
allowing for the reduction in required classroom hours and curriculum redundancies
to make efficient use of limited training hours. Hopefully this standardized approach
will guide municipal fire departments to develop training programs that meet the
needs of structural fire department personnel.



Progressive fire departments are also enhancing their wildland fire capabilities even
further by creating wildfire divisions and programs. These fire departments are
allowing some of their more advanced members the opportunity to deploy on ‘out of
State’ assignments to further enhance their wildland skills and capabilities.



Cooperation with other wildland firefighting entities through simulation drills is
another way fire departments are enhancing capabilities, skills and relationships to
address wildland fire response preparedness and capabilities.
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The results of this phase one study suggest several areas for further research in the
area of wildland/WUI fire training. Research should investigate such questions as:
How widely adopted are each of the approaches to training discussed above? What
proportion of personnel in each department participate in this training? How common
are departmental “training needs assessments” and how are they done? To what
extent is wildland/WUI training provided for both paid and volunteer staff? What is
the relative effectiveness of the different approaches to training discussed above?

Communicating with the Public
 While all departments seem to use traditional methods, departments may differ in
terms of the degree of their utilization of social media; this may be a missed
opportunity for some.


Further research should be done to determine the extent and nature of social media
use to address the most effective ways of integrating these approaches with traditional
modes of communication, and to evaluate the relative effectiveness of each approach
for specific target audiences and subsets of the population served.



The availability and training of staff dedicated to communicating with the public
(such as public information officers) should be further studied to determine the extent
to which departments have the resources to include these types of services.



Further research should also be done on how access to internet and cell phone service
in rural areas affects the fire department’s ability to communicate with the public, and
how cultural and language differences play a role in the effectiveness of fire
department communications.

Community Risk Reduction
 Nearly all of our interviewees spoke to the positive effect community risk reduction
efforts can have on mitigating the risks of major wildfire events and of losing homes
and property should a fire occur.


However, numerous barriers continue to impede risk reduction efforts in
wildland/urban interfaces around the country.
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While homeowners in some communities seem to rely too heavily on fire departments
to do fuel reduction projects, others want little to no involvement from outside
agencies when it comes to managing the vegetation on their private property,
particularly when departments are trying to enforce state regulations and codes of
which residents are not in favor. In either case, these viewpoints make it difficult for
fire departments to engage homeowners in collaborative mitigation efforts.
Furthermore, resistance to mitigation work is also present among some fire
department staff, who seem to either be uninspired by the humdrum nature of the
work or see these duties belonging solely to homeowners.



The vast majority of the chiefs and captains we interviewed seem steadfast in their
belief in the importance of increasing community awareness of wildfire risk and
community engagement in mitigation efforts.



Most of the fire departments represented have public education and outreach
programs aimed to engage residents in their communities, which might involve going
door-to-door to discuss homeowners’ risk, teach them about defensible space, and
provide strategic advice. The departments might also play a major role in adopting
and implementing formal community-based programs like Fire Adapted
Communities®, Firewise Communities®, Ready, Set, Go!®, or others.



Financial issues and a lack of dedicated staff can greatly inhibit departments’ and
communities’ ability to carry out community risk reduction projects and implement
formal programs. Further research, though, could offer greater insight into fire
departments’ successes and failures in adopting and enforcing WUI codes in their
local jurisdictions.

Relationship Building and Cooperation
 While not all of our interviewees talked of building relationships and robust networks
in fire preparedness and mitigation planning, those who did gave extensive and
detailed accounts of their cooperative efforts.


Interviewees representing departments that work with multiple and diverse
stakeholders in the planning process seemed proud of the relationships they have
cultivated and the plans they have cooperatively developed and implemented. Some
look to other departments as a model to emulate in their own efforts.
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Through networks like the Fire Adapted Communities Learning Network,
conferences, and forums, fire departments have been able to share lessons learned,
best practices, and challenges, which seem to greatly benefit all parties involved.
Other interviewees also emphasized the importance of reaching across jurisdictional
boundaries to consider wider issues at the county level and regional level.



Some fire departments collaborate very little with other agencies and organizations in
fire preparedness and mitigation planning. While some have wide-reaching networks
and partnerships, others reported very minimal engagement with government
agencies, residents, homeowners’ associations, and other groups.



Further research is needed to better understand the barriers to cooperative planning
for these local departments.



A lack of funding and dedicated personnel for mitigation planning and
implementation is an issue for some departments. Similarly, a lack of involvement in
national programs like Firewise and Fire Adapted Communities, which provide an
avenue for state and federal grants as well as access to educational materials and
learning networks, is another likely impediment to relationship building and
cooperative planning.



Further research is needed to identify the site-specific challenges involved in adopting
and implementing mitigation and adaptation programs. Further research could also try
to gauge the effects of municipalities and local fire departments taking more
leadership of these programs.
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Of the 46 fire departments interviewed here are some of the preliminary quantitative results.
Due to sample size it is important to note these results may not be reflective of all fire
departments who are responsible for wildland/urban interface response and community risk
reduction activities. The results do however provide a profile of the fire departments that
participated in this study:
Wildfire Response
 73% of fire departments have a wildfire pre-attack plan (Standard Operating Guideline)
in place.


76% of the fire departments have auxiliary or support roles (i.e. roles that do not involve
active or direct firefighting).



83% of the fire departments have a health screening program.



54% of the rural fire departments and 75% of the urban fire departments have a
firefighter fitness program, of those only 48% of the rural fire departments and 59% of
the urban fire departments use the National Wildfire Coordinating Group (NWCG)
physical fitness test for wildland firefighters “pack” test.



85% use chainsaws in a wildland fire event, of those only 44% of the fire departments
have had all their personnel formally trained in wildland fire chainsaw operation and 8%
of the fire departments provide no formal training. Of those who use chainsaws in a
wildfire event 82% are equipped with ALL the appropriate personal protection equipment
(PPE). 8% had no PPE. Of those who use chainsaws only 54% of the swampers
(chainsaw helpers) wear the same PPE as the chainsaw operator.



ALL believe that collaboration with other emergency response organizations is extremely
important in protecting your community against wildfire.

Wildfire Community Risk Reduction
 22% devote time to wildfire community risk reduction activities (includes prevention and
mitigation activities), 46% to structural community risk reduction activities only, 30% do
the same for both (wildfire and structural) and 2% do no community risk reduction
activities.


Of those who do wildfire community risk reduction, 98% do public education and 69%
fuels management activities. Business outreach (34%), protection of cultural and
historical sites (26%) and the protection of utilities (40%) are less commonly practiced
elements of community risk reduction activities.



69% of fire departments actively involved in Wildfire Community Risk Reduction
activities have personnel that are not grant funded. Only 6% are grant funded.
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Only 76% of the fire departments are familiar with the Verisk Analytics/ISO Fire
Suppression Rating Schedule (FSRS). Of those only 35% are aware of the additional
credit points for community risk reduction. Only 40% believe this is an incentive.



96% believe that collaboration with other organizations is extremely important in
addressing community risk reduction and mitigation activities within a community.

Next Steps
The second phase of the project will be published next summer and will include excerpts from
all 46 interviews, along with additional topics including: precarious situations on the
fireground, situational awareness, all-volunteer fire departments, firefighter health and fitness,
and a comprehensive look at the differences between how fire departments in the eastern and
western U.S. approach wildfire.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
I. Statement of the Problem
Wildland fires and fires in the wildland/urban interface [WUI] have negative effects on
communities, natural environments, and built environments. On average, the burning of wildland fuels
on municipal lands is associated with 117,000 fires per year, with annual losses of $308 million.1 In
2014, 18% of overall firefighter fatalities in the United States were related to WUI or wildland fires. 2
Wildfires are inevitable, but the destruction of homes, ecosystems, and lives is not. The
wildfire problem has historically been perceived as a fire control [response] problem. This has resulted
in the wildfire paradox, where using wildfire suppression tactics to eliminate large and damaging
wildfires has ensured the inevitable occurrence of these fires.3 Fire suppression activities exclude the
natural process of fire from the landscape. Vegetation (fuel) if left unmanaged increase fuel loading
over time with catastrophic consequences which may be exacerbated by climate change.4 The
predominant approach by fire management organizations, including local fire departments, is to
suppress and control wildfires.5 While wildfire suppression is effective from 95% to 98% of the time,
this fire control activity inevitably leads to ecologically significant wildfires with higher intensities and
rapid growth that cannot be suppressed.6 There is therefore a pressing need to understand the
preparedness and readiness capabilities of local fire departments to respond to wildfire threats in their
communities.
Historically, local fire departments have been specifically trained and equipped to suppress fires
in structures. However, in practice local fire departments normally provide the initial response to a
wildfire and are often overwhelmed by wildfires greater than an acre in size or when more than one

Thomas, Douglas S. and Butry, Dave T., 2012. “Wildland Fires within Municipal Jurisdictions,” Journal of Forestry. 3441.
2
Fahy, Rita F., Paul R. LeBlanc, and Joseph L. Mollis. Firefighter Fatalities in the United States 2013. Quincy,
Massachusetts: National Fire Protection Association, 2014.
3
Calkin, D. E., J. D. Cohen, M. A. Finney, and M. P. Thompson. "How Risk Management Can Prevent Future Wildfire
Disasters in the Wildland/Urban Interface." Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences 111, no. 2 (2013): 746-51.
doi:10.1073/pms.1315088111.
4
Marlon, J. R., P. J. Bartlein, D. G. Gavin, C. J. Long, R. S. Anderson, C. E. Briles, K. J. Brown, D. Colombaroli, D. J.
Hallett, M. J. Power, E. A. Scharf, and M. K. Walsh. "PNAS Plus: Long-term Perspective on Wildfires in the Western
USA." Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences: E535-543.3
5
Cohen, J. "The Wildland/Urban Interface Fire Problem." Fremontia 38, no. 2-3 (2010): 16-22.
6
Stephens, Scott L., and Lawrence W. Ruth. "Federal Forest-Fire Policy In The United States." Ecological Applications:
532-42.
1
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structure is involved or threatened. Many of the 30,052 local fire departments inventoried7 serve the
72,681 communities at risk to wildfire in the United States.8
Since no single fire department has enough resources to control a major wildfire, local fire
departments are beginning to address the problem differently. Departments are now focusing on the
susceptibility of structures to the inevitability of wildfire exposure. Some fire departments in cities
such as Prescott, Arizona, Colorado Springs, Colorado, and Austin, Texas focus on wildfire risk
reduction activities in addition to their fire suppression/control responsibilities. The purpose of these
mitigation strategies is to reduce the susceptibility of homes to wildfire loss and ultimately to reduce
home losses.
From a fire control [response] perspective, the WUI environment at its core is a merging of the
typically separate firefighting worlds of wildland and urban. It is a setting where neither fits seamlessly
without adjustments. Wildland firefighters are built for mobility, equipped for long duration
deployments using lighter equipment and covering vast distances. They employ wilderness oriented
operational tactics and strategies, which do not account for the semi-built environment of the WUI. On
the other hand, urban firefighters are markedly less agile, with heavier equipment offering them more
resistance to adverse conditions in shorter deployment durations to more confined areas. Their
structure-oriented operational tactics and strategies require adaptation to address the sweeping
conflagration type fires of the WUI. This attempt to force fit established strategies and equipment to an
altogether different environment is a disservice to the firefighter and inherently puts their life at an
increased risk
According to the Third Fire Needs Assessment of the U.S. Fire Service9, most fire departments
say that wildland firefighting is a role their department performs. However, an estimated 58% of all
departments that provide wildland firefighting services have not formally trained all of their involved
personnel. The percent of departments providing wildland firefighting services is highest among the
smallest communities compared to larger communities. This assessment further identified that 65% of
the local fire departments responsible for a WUI fire affecting 500 acres or more could not be handled
with locally trained people alone. Thirty-seven percent of all departments claiming responsibility for
this type of incident cannot handle it with local specialized equipment. A further 39% of departments
responsible for this type of incident do not have written agreements to facilitate working with other
departments.
Haynes, Hylton and Stein, Gary P. U.S. Fire Department Profile 2013. Quincy, Massachusetts: National Fire Protection
Association, 2014.
8
"National Association of State Foresters | FY 2013 Communities at Risk Report." National Association of State Foresters.
2014.
9
Hall, John R. A Third Needs Assessment of the U.S. Fire Service: Conducted in 2010 and including Comparisons to the
2001 and 2005 Needs Assessment Surveys. Quincy, Massachusetts: National Fire Protection Association, 2011.
7
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A broader investigation into WUI fire department preparedness and readiness for a wildfire
event is warranted. As reported in the Third Fire Needs Assessment, the fire service resources and
response capabilities with respect to wildland fires are inadequate overall. Except for wildfire risk
reduction activities and related factors, fire response capabilities have only been partially investigated.
Even one of the major insurance risk information providers—the Insurance Services Organization
(ISO) has revised their Fire Suppression Rating Schedule (FSRS) to include a new Community Risk
Reduction Section that recognizes community efforts to reduce losses through fire prevention, public
fire safety education, and fire investigation.10 This marked signal reflects a major paradigm shift in
how fire service preparedness and readiness is measured. None is more important than the way fire
departments address the wildfire peril. Investigating local fire departments that have experienced a
wildfire event presents a great opportunity to understand some of the changes they have made to
improve their resiliency to wildfires.
II. Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this pilot study is to review and assess the current preparedness and readiness
levels of local wildland/urban interface (WUI) fire departments that have experienced a significant
wildfire event in recent years. Unlike the structure fire problem, the WUI fire problem appears to be
rapidly getting worse in terms of structures lost and acres burned.11 The resources and response
capabilities of local fire departments in contending with wildland fires are currently inadequate, and a
better understanding of the needs, capabilities, and characteristics of local fire departments is essential
for allocating resources, undertaking effective planning activities, and identifying training and
equipment needs.
In this report we describe the results of our investigation into a range of issues relevant for
understanding fire department wildfire preparedness and readiness capabilities with regard to WUI
fires. We identify gaps and vulnerabilities in local WUI fire departments in relation to firefighting
equipment and apparatuses, training, and tactics; and identify what safety procedures are utilized and
how they are applied in practices. In terms of wildfire mitigation, we discuss the wildfire outreach and
educational initiatives fire departments are engaged in, and how effectively they employ these
initiatives. In addition, we will discuss our findings on how and why fire departments deploy wildfire
risk reduction tactics.
Although assessments of fire response capabilities have provided a critical understanding of an
emerging problem, the research to date has been limited in its examination of wildfire risk reduction
activities. Investigating local fire departments that have experienced a wildfire event presents a great
"Items Considered in the FSRS." Items Considered in the FSRS. 2015. Accessed October 30, 2015.
“NIST Special Publication 1130: Reducing the Risk of Fire in Buildings and Communities: A Strategic Roadmap to
Guide and Prioritize Research.” NIST Manuscript Publication Search. 2012.
10
11
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opportunity to understand changes that have been introduced to improve response and resiliency to
wildfires. Using qualitative research methods that draw on semi-structured interviews with key fire
service leadership in WUI areas, this project examines whether and how local fire departments change
and adapt following a major wildland fire event and to identify critical factors that facilitate or
constitute barriers to change.
III. Research Methods and Data
We designed a survey to identify and assess barriers to change in fire departments’ wildfire
preparedness and readiness capabilities. This survey included questions about staffing, revenue
sources, mutual aid agreements and cooperative relationships with other agencies and stakeholders,
personnel training and equipment, and mitigation, prevention and risk reduction efforts. A copy of the
survey is included in Appendix A. In addition, we designed an interview guide for semi-structured
interviews.12,13 A copy of the interview guide is in Appendix B. The interviews were audio-recorded
and transcribed. A modified form of the coding strategy used in the grounded theory approach was
used to categorize the responses based on the categories that emerged from the data and in response to
our specific questions.14,15,16,17 NVIVO software was used to facilitate the coding process.
The research participants were fire department chiefs and other senior line officers in the fire
departments that agreed to participate in the research. Fire departments eligible for inclusion were local
fire departments that have previously experienced a wildfire. The participants represent a sample of
local fire departments located in wildfire prone areas in the United States with an active history of
responding and mitigating wildfire in their jurisdictions. Participants worked at departments in all four
U.S. Census regions of the country, with most participants coming from the west. Surveys and face-toface or telephone interviews were conducted with 46 research participants in WUI fire departments,
using the 2011 Fire Protection Research Foundation WUI regulatory report as a point of reference.
Using the U.S. Census regions, 27 informants came from the west, 12 from the south, 4 from the

Rubin, Herbert J., and Irene Rubin. Qualitative Interviewing: The Art of Hearing Data. Thousand Oaks, California: Sage
Publications, 2005.
13
Berg, Bruce L. Qualitative Research Methods for the Social Sciences. Needham Heights, Massachusetts: Allyn and
Bacon, 1989.
14
Charmaz, Kathy. “Grounded Theory: Objectivist and Constructivist Methods.” In Strategies of Qualitative Inquiry, 249291. Thousand Oaks, California: Sage, 2003.
15
Charmaz, Kathy. "Grounded Theory." In Approaches to Qualitative Research: A Reader on Theory and Practice, 496521. New York: Oxford University Press, 2004.
16
Glaser, Barney G., and Anselm L. Strauss. The Discovery of Grounded Theory: Strategies for Qualitative Research.
Chicago: Aldine Pub., 1967.
17
Morse, Janice M. "Emerging from the Data: The Cognitive Processes of Analysis in Qualitative Inquiry." In Critical
Issues in Qualitative Research Methods, 23-43. Thousand Oaks, California: Sage Publications, 1994.
12
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northeast and 3 from the midwest. Using the rural definition of less than 500 persons per square mile18
there were 26 rural and 20 urban fire department senior leaders interviewed. The interviews were
approximately an hour long. This phase one study report is based on our analysis of the first 25
interviews that were transcribed, 13 of which were urban fire departments and 12 were rural
departments. Fifteen of the fire departments were from the west, 6 the south and 2 each from the
midwest and northeast.

Figure 1: United States Census Regions.
This study is phase one of a two-phase study. In the second phase, surveys and semi-structured
interviews will be conducted with up to 21 additional participants from WUI fire departments. The
initial recruitment of research participants took place in late March, 2015, when the principal
investigator and a firefighter on the research team attended a Wildland/Urban Interface [WUI]
conference sponsored by the International Association of Fire Chiefs [IAFC] at the Peppermill Resort
in Reno, Nevada. The research team members promoted the research and solicited research
participants through meetings with conference attendees and the distribution of brochures describing
NFPA 1142, Standard on Water Supplies for Suburban and Rural Fire Fighting. 2011 ed. Quincy, MA: National Fire
Protection Association, 2011. 1142-5.
18
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the research. A research project presentation was made to conference participants including the IAFC’s
Wildland Fire Committee. Seven face-to-face interviews took place during the course of the
conference. Conference attendees who were not interviewed on-site but those who expressed an
interest in participating in the research were asked to provide contact information to the research team.
Additional research participants were recruited through 1) a blog post that was disseminated on
several NFPA communication networks, including Fire Break blog, NFPA Today, NFPA’s IFMA
Blog, and the Fire Break newsletter; and, 2) a flyer that was distributed at the IAFC WUI Conference in
Reno, March 2015.
In addition to the recruitment techniques described above, a snowball sampling process was
used to recruit additional research participants until the desired number and geographical distribution of
participants was obtained. Research participants that participated in face-to-face interviews at the WUI
conference received a $50 honorarium, while those who participated via telephone at a later date
received a choice of one NFPA Fire Protection Standard (a $40 to $50 value).
This research project was approved by the Schulman Associates IRB [IRB# 201500767]. Faceto-face interviews conducted during the WUI conference took place in a private space at the conference
site, and the research team obtained informed consent prior to conducting the interviews. The majority
of the interviews took place by phone. For these interviews, informed consent forms were appended to
the survey questionnaire and sent electronically to research participants. Each participant faxed a
signed copy of the informed consent form to the principal investigator prior to the interview.
At the time of the interview, project team members conducting the interview asked participants
for permission to record the interview. The interviewers informed the participants that they could
request that recording be stopped at any time and that they were free to terminate the interview at any
time; none of the interviewees made such requests.
Steps were taken to preserve the confidentiality of all research participants. Individuals’ names
were not used in the transcripts and are omitted from this report, or replaced with the individual’s job
title. Pseudonyms are used for fire departments, cities, names of wildfire events, and other identifying
details.
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IV. Topics Covered in this Report
In this report we present our analysis of the data in four major areas. Chapter 2 addresses issues
related to wildland fire equipment. We discuss the availability and advantages and disadvantages of
different types of fire apparatus, and variations in the dispatch protocols used. Personal protection
equipment is discussed in terms of factors affecting compliance and non-compliance with guidelines
and expectations. Finally, the use of radio technology for internal, inter-departmental and inter-agency
communications during wildland/WUI fire incidents is discussed. This section includes a discussion of
how departments respond to problems with radio communications they experienced.
In Chapter 3 we describe the current wildland fire/WUI training landscape with interviewees
providing a wide range of strategies to help increase and improve the level of wildland/WUI training
within their departments.
In Chapter 4 we describe department’s communications with the public through a wide range of
media and approaches, ranging from direct face-to-face contact through the use of social media. This
chapter includes discussions of the advantages and disadvantages of different modalities of
communication, how specific subgroups are targeted, and differing opinions as to the best strategic
approaches to messaging.
In Chapter 5 we describe our findings regarding departments’ community risk reduction efforts
and how they manage their cooperative relationships with other departments and agencies. This
chapter includes a discussion of barriers to community risk reduction.
In Chapter 6 we discuss the extent of relationship building among fire departments, community
members, government agencies, political leaders, and other stakeholders.
In Chapter 7 we summarize our findings and discuss the practical implications of this research
as well as directions for future study.
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CHAPTER 2: EQUIPMENT
I. Fire Apparatus
A. Introduction
The fire departments in our phase one data set not only differed in their access to adequate
numbers and types of apparatus, they also differed in their approaches to utilizing and dispatching the
vehicles. In this section we first describe the wildfire response profile for the fire departments that
participated in the study. We then discuss the types of equipment available and the advantages and
disadvantages of the different types of vehicles for different types of wildland fire situations, followed
by a discussion on the variety of approaches to equipment dispatch protocols. A traditional approach,
in which Type 1 Engines would be routinely dispatched to WUI fires, was not the typical procedure in
these departments, and was seen as inadequate by some. However, the departments differed in dispatch
protocols. We will discuss these different types of dispatch protocols as well as interviewees’
rationales for their use.
B. Wildfire Response Profile
All interviewees indicated that collaborating with other local emergency response organizations
or agencies is extremely important to their overall wildfire response capabilities. For the most part the
fire departments worked with home/property owners associations (HOA/POA), city and towns,
counties, state and federal agencies (72-85%). The fire departments worked less with the Department
of Defense, Tribal (local authority not the Bureau of Indian Affairs) and non-governmental
conservation organizations (24-33%). The main reason for this lower result is that not all fire
departments interviewed have this type of organization (Tribal and Department of Defense) within their
work area. Based on this sample, home/property owner associations and non-governmental
conservation organizations do more wildfire risk reduction activities relative to wildfire suppression
activities. From a wildfire response suppression perspective, city, county, state and federal partners are
important partners with between 65-76% doing wildfire suppression activities.
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Figure 2: Percentage of fire departments interviewed that work with the following organizations/stakeholders and how these
organizations contribute to fire protection activities (n = 46).

The fire departments interviewed indicated that 87% had a mutual aid cooperative agreement
with the State, with more than half having mutual aid agreements with local city or town, county and
federal organizations. Only 9% of the fire departments interviewed had a mutual aid agreement with a
home or property owners association and 4% with non-governmental conservation organizations. It is
important to note that not all fire departments would have all these types of organizations within their
immediate work area (see Figure 1).
The fire departments interviewed indicated that 72% do mutual training, for example classroom
or simulation exercises with their county organizations, a further 63% with the city or town
organizations and only 48% with federal organizations (see Figure 3).
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Figure 3: Percentage of fire departments interviewed that have mutual aid cooperative fire response agreements and do fire
response mutual training like classroom and simulation exercises with other organizations (n = 46).

Of the fire departments in this study 25% indicated that they spend more of their fire response time on
wildland fire response, 44% spend more of their time on structural fire response, with a further 31%
indicating that they spend about the same amount of time on both wildland and structural fire response
activities (see Figure 4). Seventy three percent of the fire departments indicated that they had a wildfire
pre-attack plan, with a further 76% indicating they have firefighters that are assigned to support or
auxiliary roles only (i.e. they don’t involve active or direct firefighting, such as first aid, command post
operations, firefighter rehabilitation, water supply, communications and logistics).
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Figure 4: Percentage of fire departments interviewed that devote more of their fire response time to either wildland fire or
structural fire response (n = 46).

C. Equipment Options and Availability
Wildland firefighting apparatus refers to the vehicles (including aircraft) used for fire
suppression and transportation of firefighters and their equipment to and from the fire ground. Based
on the 25 interviews in the phase one study data set, there is wide variation in the types of apparatus
and equipment being dispatched on wildland and wildland/urban interface calls. Some of the factors
that influence the type and quantity of equipment deployed are type of incident (i.e. wildland versus
wildland/urban interface), vegetation type, weather conditions, topography, region (e.g., east coast
versus west coast), whether the location was primarily urban or primarily rural, perceived risk and
potential fire severity. Almost all of the interviewees referred to the National Wildfire Coordinating
Group (NWCG) minimum standards by engine type19 (see Table 1). This matrix is designed for
wildland fire application.

“Incident Response Pocket Guide. PMS 461.” National Wildfire Coordinating Group.
2014.http://www.nwcg.gov/sites/default/files/products/pms461.pdf
19
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Table 1: National Wildfire Coordinating Group (NWCG) Engine Type minimum requirements 20
Engine Type
Components
Tank Minimum
Capacity (gal)
Pump Minimum Flow
(gpm)
@ Rated Pressure (psi)
Hose 2.5"

Structure Engines
1

Wildland Engines
4
5

2

3

6

7

300

300

500

750

400

150

50

1,000

500

150

50

50

50

10

150

150

250

100

100

100

100
-

1,200

1,000

-

-

-

-

1.5"

500

500

1,000

300

300

300

-

1"
Ladders per NFPA 1901

Yes

Yes

500
-

300
-

300
-

300
-

200
-

Master Stream 500
gpm Min.
Pump and Roll

Yes

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Yes
-

Yes
-

Yes
26,000

Yes
19,500

Yes
14,000

4

3

3

2

2

2

2

Maximum GVWR (lbs)
Personnel NWCG
minimum

D. Advantages and Disadvantages of Different Types of Apparatus
In this section we discuss interviewees’ perspectives on the relative merits, advantages and
disadvantages of the different types of apparatus available for wildland and WUI fires.
1. Type 3 Engines/Hybrids
There is a strong case to be made for the versatility and utility of what is called a hybrid or dual
purpose Type 3 Engine that is set up to handle both structural and wildland/WUI fire responses. The
prevailing sentiment from most informants is that a Type 3 Engine set up for dual purpose provides
more versatility when responding to either a wildland fire or a wildland/urban interface fire. According
to the interviewees, a dual purpose [hybrid] apparatus/engine needs to have the following capabilities:
four wheel drive, short-wheel base, small turning radius, high road clearance, pump and roll
capabilities, and equipment to accommodate both wildland and structure fire firefighting capabilities.
For example, a battalion fire chief in a rural, western region (Excerpt 1) describes some of the
advantages of a Type 3 Hybrid Engine. These engines can still effectively address structural fires,
while having the capability to go off road and carry the equipment needed for both types of fires. He
also notes that they can provide the correct GPM capacities for structural fires.

20

“Incident Response Pocket Guide. PMS 461.” National Wildfire Coordinating Group. 2014.
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Excerpt 1: Case 10, Battalion Chief, Rural, West
“…they have more of an interface style engine so they can do both, do that dual role of
direct attack but also structural defense. And what tends to happen is when you have all
structural equipment then you don't have the ability to go off road, you don't carry all the
tools you need for wildland. If you have all wildland engines like we have in State
Forestry for the majority, you don't have the tools you need for structure or for when so
many fires are intermingled through these urban interfaced areas.
There are times when you can do a small interior direct attack on a fire in a
garage and save the rest of the home or you don't have, because the wildland engines
don't typically have the GPM capacities or the nozzle capacities to hold up to the BTUs
that are coming out with some of those fires now… We do have some what I would call
urban interface engines. One specifically was built by a manufacturing company for us it
is very similar their X model.”
The X model the interviewee in Excerpt 1 was referring to is a hybrid (combination off-road
wildland and structural firefighting vehicle). It has 4 x 4 chassis, 4 door cab, 1,000 GPM multi-stage
pump, high pressure foam system, 750 gallon polymer plastic tank with pump and roll capabilities.
Pump and roll (mobile attack) capabilities are very effective when making a direct attack on low
intensity wildland fires in terrain that is suitable for the apparatus.21 The ability to pump water while
the vehicle is moving is an important capability when fighting wildland fires because they are very
often wind or topography driven and very fast moving.
The interviewees reported some regional variations in engine type selections across the United
States. In the northeast, the convention is to use Type 3 engines, however the idea of using a Type 6
engine for wildland fire response is beginning to catch on. In the west there seems to be a movement
away from Type 6 engines and an increased preference for Type 3 hybrid engines due to the increased
prevalence of WUI fires where structures are involved. The dual capability of the Type 3 hybrid offers
them the necessary flexibility to address both wildland and structure fire suppression activities as they
evolve. The reason for the trend in the northeast is a matter of accessibility and the low to moderate
intensities of the fires experienced in this region. The Type 6 engine allows them to access the fires
when they are relatively small and suppress them. Type 6 engines are more nimble than Type 3 engines
and there seems to be a need for more of them in the northeastern part of the country. Excerpt 2 shows
the battalion chief of an urban, western department describing the advantages of the Type 3 engine for
WUI fires.
Goodson, Carl, and Cynthia Brakhage. Wildland Fire Fighting for Structural Firefighters. 4th ed. Stillwater, OK: Fire
Protection Publications, Oklahoma State University, 2003. 52.
21
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Excerpt 2: Case 29, Battalion Chief, Urban, West
“Well I think a lot of departments are starting to move away from Type 6s and going to
a Type 3 engine because it's a more diverse vehicle. It carries a little more water, little
bigger pump, little more equipment, typically has a bigger cab and chassis. So with that
engine you can either go on a pure grass fire, forest fire, you can work off of two tracks,
off [of gravel roads]. Or in a wildland urban interface setting that vehicle is very, very
capable to do structure protection as well because you can carry more hose and more
water and a bigger pump. So for us, we've started to move toward some Type 6s and
some Type 3s for that structure protection component, and they're really good for long
duration assignments or deployments. That's a very good vehicle to work out of if
you're on a two week wildland assignment. Your capabilities are so much more diverse
versus that Type 6 engine. It's smaller and there's just so much less equipment you can
haul. So I'm very excited about how wildland fire you see the Forest Service starting to
go to Type 3s and some of the state agencies and we're following suit in that we're
starting to go to that Type 3 engine as well.”
Some fire departments in high wildfire risk areas are strategically switching out their current
structural Type 1 engine response fleet and replacing these engines with a Type 3 hybrid engine.
Excerpt 3: Case 10, Chief, Rural, West
“For all of our county, equipment has been custom designed very similar to what the
state equipment is. It's basically to modify 34 [Type 3 Hybrid Engine], which is the
brush rigs that our state uses. We've just done some adaptations to those and we're using
them as a type 2/3 structural interface engine and that's what we have county wide.”
It is important to note that there is no specific standard as it relates to building a hybrid Type 3
engine. Specification development for such an apparatus should reference Chapter 6 on Initial Attack
Apparatus in the NFPA 1901 Standard for Automotive Fire Apparatus and Chapter 5 on Wildland Fire
Suppression Apparatus in NFPA 1906 Standard for Wildland Fire Apparatus. Because this apparatus
serves two purposes this Engine type should meet the requirements of both NFPA 1901 and
NFPA 1906.
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2. Type 6 Engines
In the northeastern region there seems to be a movement towards procuring more Type 6
engines to address their wildland fire threat.
Excerpt 4: Case 134, Chief, Urban, Northeast
“Type 3s are pretty much what you're going to find all over the northeast. The Type 6 is
something that's brand new, and I just bought a GSA Type 6 in the last three months.”
In the western region the idea is to co-staff Type 2 and Type 6 engines, giving them the
flexibility to apply the correct apparatus to a given situation. Type 6 engines are very nimble and can
respond to brush fires very quickly. However, when the situation changes from brush fire to
wildland/urban interface fire, Type 1 and Type 2 engines are dispatched, with the Type 6 engines on
call should a vegetation/brush spot fire occur.
Excerpt 5: Case 14, Captain, Urban, South
“So all our Type 6 engines are co-staffed with our Type 2 engines. So on a brush fire in
the city of [City], all in all you're going to get two Type 1 engines, two Type 6 engines,
and a battalion chief. On our WUI task force you're not going to get any of the Type 6
engines dispatched.”
3. Modified Vehicles
Some fire departments in high wildfire risk areas are strategically making modifications to add
four wheel drive capabilities to their existing Type 1 engine fleet:
Excerpt 6: Case 5, Chief, Urban, South
“Yeah, we're beginning to place in four-wheel drive apparatus in those areas, where the
structural engines [Type 1/2] are four-wheel drive. Haven't done great modifications, but
that's now a change.”
Several state public safety agencies including forestry departments offer assistance programs for
fire departments to acquire wildland fire apparatus and equipment. In an effort to reduce costs,
excess/surplus military vehicles are often converted to meet the needs of wildland fire applications.
The application of these modified apparatus in wildland firefighting is common practice in many parts
of the country.
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Excerpt 7: Case 6, Division Chief, Rural, South
“For wilderness response? We do have some military, ex-military trucks which we have
converted into what we call a brush tanker. They are capable of initial attack on a
wildland fire, they're capable of pretty much extreme off-road use too. I think we have
three of them in service. They carry 750 gallons of water. Still a crew of two. And they
are limited to I think 200 gallons per minute. They are equipped with foam. They're not
compressed air. We do use those as initial attack on wildland fire, and those are really
good on mop-up because our tracker plow units from forestry will blade a road out for
us and those guys can get in through the ruts and everything and make an attack or mopup, so we have a couple specialty units for that.”
Several safety concerns with the application of these modified vehicles in wildland fire response
where application of NFPA’s Standards is critical: lack and non-use of safety belts, poor maintenance
(NFPA 1911, 1500, 1071), exceeding the gross vehicle weight rating and using fuel tankers for water
transportation without the proper baffling (NFPA 1901), or acceptable safe riding locations
(NFPA 1500) and vehicle modifications (NFPA 1906)22.
Summary. In sum, the different types of apparatus available had different capabilities which
made them more or less suited for different types of fires. There seemed to be a consensus that the
Type 3 hybrid engines provided a useful balance of affordances to enable wildland/WUI and structural
fires. There were variations in use of vehicles depending on region and situation. For example there
were some regional differences expressed in terms of when to use the Type 3 engines as opposed to the
Type 6 engines. While some departments modified vehicles to provide more flexibility in terms of use
in various types of fire situations, we note that there may be some safety concerns. Further research on
regional (e.g., east vs. west coast) differences in preferences regarding use of Type 3 and Type 6
engines needs to be conducted.

"Preventing Death and Injuries of Fire Fighters Operating Modified Excess/Surplus Vehicles." Workplace Solutions.
2010.
22
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E. Understanding Approaches to Dispatch Protocols
1. Traditional Approaches
We found that there are many different approaches to dispatch protocols for wildland and
wildland/urban interface fires. While the ideal scenario may be a protocol that is designed to
effectively respond to the nature of the wildfire risk within a given jurisdiction, some of these protocols
are in place due to the type of apparatus available within a jurisdiction. We suspect that at least some
of these departments would use different dispatch protocols if given the opportunity to expand or alter
their fleet of vehicles.
Some interviewees noted that the traditional approach to wildfire dispatch protocols has been to
treat all fires in the same way by using a “one size fits all” approach. Fire departments would and some
still do send a Type 1 engine in response to a wildland/urban interface fire. This ‘one size fits all’
approach is tactically flawed because it places the wrong equipment and personnel with the wrong type
of training in a situation that is not suited to their capabilities. A Division Fire Chief from an urban,
western region articulates this problematic approach in terms of “structure protection groups”:
Excerpt 8: Case 4: Division Chief, Urban, West
“I think probably the biggest thing you could touch on is, again, this philosophy of
structure protection groups. You see a lot of that in California and you see it to this day.
So we utilize Type-1 engines, which I think is the wrong resource to use in a WUI
environment.”
He goes on to explain why this traditional approach is problematic:
Excerpt 9: Case 4, Division Chief, Urban, West
“If you look at wildland urban interface fires, you need to put the best resource, the
engine type and the best trained person in that environment. So if you look at wildland
urban interface fires, you're typically in the worst place you can be in a fire, you're
indirect with a rapidly approaching head fire coming at you. And what do we
traditionally do? We put a Type-1 municipal city engine that is great for fighting
structure fires, but it's cumbersome, it's big, and it's not very agile in a wildland fire. And
then you look at what type of training that Engine Company has. So... if one of their
primary missions isn't wildland, so you might have a level of training that isn't exactly as
high as it could be given the scenario we're putting them in. So, wrong piece of
equipment, not the highest level of training, and you're putting them in the worst
possible place, indirect with a head fire moving at them. So that can create a safety
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issue. So I think philosophically we should look at why do we keep throwing Type-1
Alpha strike teams in the structure protection groups, putting them in the worst possible
place, indirect, protecting structures with fire heading towards them.”
In short, he is arguing that the Type 1 engines are too cumbersome for wildland fires, and their
crews are not trained for the types of situations they will face. In the next section we discuss several of
the dispatch protocol approaches used by a range of departments in our phase one study data.
2. Dispatch Protocol Alternatives
a. Dispatch Type 3 or Type 6 Engines First. In some situations, the tactic is to dispatch more
nimble apparatus such as Type 6 and Type 3 engines first, with a Type 1 engine on call if needed. A
Type 1 engine may be needed if, for instance, a wildland (vegetation) fire impacts the built
environment.
Excerpt 10: Case 9, Chief, Urban, West
“They are NWCG-compliant Type-6 brush engines. We have two brush, two Type-6
brush engines and two Type-3 brush engines and we also do have a tactical tender that is
a special call if needed and certainly we would get that on the road. There is not
someone assigned to staff that everyday... We would have to special call that out and
have another trained crew come out and take the tactical tender out as well.”
b. Dispatch Type 1 Engines First. In other situations the dispatch protocol is very different for
a wildland-interface fire where structures are already threatened. In this instance, the nimble Type 6
engines are not deployed initially, but rather put on-call to handle any spot fires that may occur as a
consequence of the wildland/urban interface fire. This fire captain from an urban, southern district
describes how they have organized their dispatch protocol to avoid the problem of running out of Type
3 and Type 6 vehicles.
Excerpt 11: Case 14, Captain, Urban, South
“So all our Type 6 engines are co-staffed with our Type 2 engines. So on a brush fire in
the city of [City], all in all you're going to get two Type 1 engines, two Type 6 engines,
and a battalion chief. On our WUI task force, you're not going to get any of the Type 6
engines dispatched. Our CAD system's going to try to specifically pick Type 1 engines
and truck companies and a battalion chief. And so that WUI alarm is going to get two
Type 1 engines, a ladder truck, and a battalion chief on a WUI task force. What we've
found is, some of our busier wildfire seasons, especially when we have a lot of WUI
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[alarms], a lot of our brush trucks would get assigned or dispatched to the structure fires
and we didn't have any left to go to the vegetation fires... It's all through our computer
aided dispatch system. So we've been working really closely with our communications
center and they'll go through the CAD. So each resource in the city has criteria defined
within it, how our CAD will select them for an alarm. And on a WUI alarm that CAD
system is programmed to try not to pick the Type 6 engines.”
Part of the rationale behind this dispatch protocol is to maintain the Type 6 engine fleet in a
ready state to respond to spot vegetation fires that typically occur during an active WUI event. In
addition, the Type 1 engines and ladder trucks are best suited to address structure protection in the
event of an active WUI fire. If the Type 6’s were automatically dispatched to every WUI event there
would be no rapid attack forces in reserve to respond to the spot fires that typically occur when this
type of an event is happening. If the fire is a brush fire only then the dispatch protocol would include
Type 6 engines on initial attack.
c. Dispatch Protocol Depending on Type of Fire. In other instances, the dispatch protocol will
include Type 3 engines in combination with Type 6 engines for brush fires and then a different dispatch
protocol for a WUI event where structures are involved. In this instance more structure engines (Type
1 and 2’s) are dispatched to the fire ground. In some jurisdictions the dispatch protocols are less rigid
and more fluid depending on the situation, time of year and location of a given wildfire. The staff fire
chief in a large urban, western fire department recognizes that they have differing levels of fire calls.
Their dispatch protocol is more flexible than that used by many other departments, and is able to take
account of these changes in situation.
Excerpt 12: Case 7, Staff Chief, Urban, West
“Our department has standard dispatch protocols that of course vary depending upon the
type of call, so a structure call of course would receive different augmented sources for
more equipment with perhaps rescue equipment, things like that, in the event that
something like that is needed, and wildland fire where in California at least we have
varying levels of fire, so if it's a high dispatch, a medium dispatch, or a low dispatch, it
will change the number of equipment that is being dispatched. But for a wildland fire, in
addition to just fire engines, we're going to be dispatching Type 3 engines primarily as
opposed to the Type 1 engines for the structure fire. But in addition to just the engines,
we would be dispatching bulldozers, hand crews, aircraft, and all those types of things
that would not normally be dispatched for a structure fire.”
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Other fire departments have a specific run card for wildland fires, where Type 6 engines are
initially dispatched to address the threat:
Excerpt 13: Case 86, Chief, Rural, West
“…We've got specific brush wildland apparatus, so I mean if it's dispatched as a
wildland call, we've got within our own system, our run card is which apparatus goes
first and it's set up differently for structure fire versus wildland fire. So those brush
trucks respond out the door with tender support and it's pretty much already set in policy
which trucks go where, when. So not a lot of decision process I guess you'd say. The
only thing that would affect that would be like I say in an urban interface type of deal
within a subdivision, the on-scene command may special request structure protection
equipment, so your structure engines earlier than normally, but normally on a wildland
event they're pretty far down on the run card. But if it's an unknown area the duty officer
may just special request that equipment right off the bat, just give them a situation where
it's at.”
d. “Task Force” Approach to Dispatch Protocol. The interviewee described a variety of
approaches to maximize the effectiveness of the equipment available to them in order to meet the
contingencies of structural versus wildland and WUI fires. This division fire chief in an urban, western
region described what he calls a “task force” approach to dispatch protocol:
Excerpt 14: Case 4, Division Chief, Urban, West
“If you look at wildland urban interface fires, you need to put the best resource, the
engine type and the best trained person in that environment... So I think philosophically,
we should look at, why do we keep throwing Type-1, alpha strike teams in the structure
protection groups, putting them in the worst possible place, indirect, protecting
structures with fire heading towards them, versus why not develop task forces where you
can put Type-3's in the right place if you need to, disengage Type-1's, stage them in a
certain area, and they can re-engage behind the flame front once the flame front goes
through. So we're just looking at type of equipment, level of training, and the scenarios
we're putting them in, how do we improve upon that and I think if we go towards more
of a task force mentality that will help with that.”
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Excerpt 15: Case 4: Division Chief, Urban, West
“I think probably the biggest thing you could touch on is, again, this philosophy of
structure protection groups. You see a lot of that in California and you see it to this day.
So we utilize Type-1 engines, which I think is the wrong resource to use in a WUI
environment. I'm a believer in a task force and task force would be comprised of maybe
two Type-1 engines, two Type-3 engines, and maybe a tactical water tender. So that's
one of the things we're probably looking at enhancing is more of a development of a task
force mentality than a strike team mentality. So they're typically right now ordering what
they call Type-1 alpha strike teams, so it's five Type-1 engines and a battalion chief for a
wildland urban interface incident and then they put them in a structure group.”
Summary. In sum, the dispatch protocols all attempt to take account of the relative advantages
of Type 1, Type 3, and Type 6 engines, but they differ in their strategy and their rationale for that
strategy.
II. Understanding Personal Protective Equipment Compliance
A. Wildland and Structural Firefighter PPE

Most interviewees report wildland fire personal protection equipment (PPE) compliance rates
between 90% and 100% when responding to wildland fire incidents. Upon receiving a call, most fire
departments we interviewed respond with their full wildland firefighting assemble. There was some
regional variation, with some fire departments in the south, midwest and northeast responding to
wildfires in full structural PPE instead of wildland fire PPE (to be discussed below). The fire chiefs in
two rural, western departments quoted below describe the PPE they use on wildland fire responses.
Note that both report complying with official specifications or standards in terms of the PPE
firefighters are issued or bring with them on calls:
Excerpt 16: Case 10, Battalion Chief, Rural, West
“We're using all of the specifications that our state forestry authority uses for all of our
wildland PPE so all of our volunteers and paid firefighters have full second layer,
Nomex, PPE, pants, shirts, helmets, shrouds, goggles, and gloves. And then including
wildfire fire shelters.”
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Excerpt 17: Case 124, Chief, Rural, West
“We comply with all NWCG standards. Every employee is issued a pair of wildland
boots, they're issued a crew boss or a wildland specific pant, we make sure they're in a
cotton t-shirt which again meets the standard, they're each issued a Nomex long-sleeve
shirt yellow, they're also issued a wildland pack that is NWCG-compliant that's
equipped with the latest edition of a fire shelter, they're also provided with a wildland
helmet that is color coded to their rank, they're issued a head lamp, wildland gloves, eye
protection, ear or hearing protection.”
In most instances the immediate line officer is responsible for PPE compliance. Excerpt 18
shows a fire chief from a rural, southern department claiming that an estimated 95% compliance rate
goes up to a 100% compliance rate given line officers’ supervision of firefighters on the ground:
Excerpt 18: Case 124, Fire Chief, Rural, South
“I would say 95% of the time our employees are in full PPE. Certain circumstances will
lead to an employee jumping off a vehicle and not putting on their fire line pack with
their fire shelter, or they may engage and not get their wildland gloves on, or they may
not have their shirt tucked in, or they may not have their sleeves unrolled all the way
down to their wrist. If that occurs there's two people, well three people that could be in a
position to correct that PPE error. That would be their engine boss or their immediate
supervisor, or it could be the incident commander, or it could be a safety officer. And
those three people within our organization know that they have the responsibility to
correct that PPE concern immediately. And so you'll see somebody that'll do that, they'll
be working right next to their engine and not have their shelter on, their fire line pack,
and you'll see an engine boss or an incident commander say, get your pack on, and
they're 100% compliant with that corrective action so.”
B. Factors Affecting Non-Compliance
The interviewees in the phase one study data set reported a range of factors related to
incomplete compliance in using wildland fire PPE. The types of factors reported included policies and
procedures, staffing issues, transitions in fire type, and availability and budgetary issues.
1. Procedures and Policies Related to Non-Compliance
a. Changing from Structural to Wildland Fire PPE on Scene. Most interviewees reported that
their firefighters carried both sets of PPE, i.e. structural and wildland PPE. This policy is beneficial in
that it provides maximum flexibility. Fire fighters are prepared with the appropriate equipment for
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whatever conditions they find on the scene. However, as the quote in Excerpt 19 below illustrates, this
flexibility may also be a source of non-compliance or incomplete compliance with expectations for PPE
use. When firefighters are making transitions from one type of PPE to another on the scene, their use
of the equipment may be partial or ad hoc.
Excerpt 19: Case 6, Division Chief, Rural, South
“We do require that they keep their structural gear with them so in case they do have to protect a
structure we do want them in structural gear. Or if they have to you know make an interior
attack with the engine. So on the grass trucks, they do have to their structural gear with them. A
lot of them will take their structural gear and use that as their initial attack and then have their
wildland PPE to change into. And they do get a little sloppy sometimes as to changing into their
wildland gear. They decide to just work in a t-shirt and bunker pants and a helmet. Which we
try not to do. Sometimes in mop-up they get a little sloppy. They may start out initially in their
full PPE, structural PPE, and then change into their wildland and on occasion they want to just
stay in their bunker pants instead of changing over, so I would say 90 percent.”
b. Local Policies and PPE Compliance. According one informant from the south, they prefer
to keep their firefighters in structural firefighting gear due to the vegetation type they work with. While
the rationale for this practice makes sense, given local conditions in terms of vegetation and how
conditions differ from western regions of the country, there is some potential for vulnerability should a
major wildland fire emerge. Whether this is a universal practice in this part of the country is yet to be
determined.
Excerpt 20: Case 126, Chief, Urban, South
“We place them in structural gear so they can be more aggressive in fighting the fire. So
in a sense the fire is extinguished quicker because of their ability to be protected from
the heat of the fire. And wildland fires down here are different from the wildland fires
out west. The material being burned has an output of a higher BTU than other
vegetation. They fight aggressively and then they go to rehab... what we have done is
incorporate when we did our risk analysis for the specification of the gear, we took into
consideration wildland firefighting and the need to protect from the high heat, the need
to release body heat quickly, the need to have an abrasion resisted outer shell. And the
gear that we have, [suspect] we’re in probably our fourth year, and it's doing very well.
The number of repairs has gone down substantially. And we have not had, I don't know,
I could not say how many people we have had to send to the hospital for heat
exhaustion, I would say very few. Although the guys may say that they're hot, yes.”
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c. Departmental Enforcement of Wildland Fire PPE. Fire departments differ in the extent to
which they enforce PPE requirements, with some departments having a looser interpretation of what is
an acceptable wildland PPE ensemble on the fire ground. For example, some fire departments use
Nomex jump suits in combination with the rest of the wildland firefighting PPE ensemble. Excerpts 20
and 21 show a fire chief from a rural, northeastern department explaining how firefighters may use the
Nomex coverall as a substitute for a complete change into wildland fire PPE, or may fail to completely
change:
Excerpt 20: Case 135, Chief, Rural, Northeast
“For us it would be wildland-style firefighter helmet, Nomex protective shroud on the
helmet, all leather gloves, leather logging type boots, and then either a Nomex shirt and
Nomex pants or in some cases we still have Nomex jump suits laying around, because
sometimes folks are coming off a different job and they don't have time to change into
their other stuff, so they just throw their one piece coverall right over their regular work
clothes and then put on their logging boots and they're ready to go.”
Excerpt 21: Case 135, Chief, Rural, Northeast
“Occasionally someone, no, no they've always got their PPE on. It might be, I'm trying
to think, in the rare occasion somebody might not have their Nomex pants and they
might be running around, and we do allow use of all cotton pants whether it's denim or
Carhartt, as long as it's all cotton. If they don't have time to change into their Nomex that
would be acceptable. But other than that it's pretty much required that they have to use
their PPE…”
2. Staffing Issues Related to PPE Non-Compliance
Two staffing issues related to PPE use and compliance emerged in these interviews. When
personnel on the fire scene were not part of the fire department, expectations and practices regarding
PPE use may differ from those which apply to the staff of the fire department.
a. Volunteer Firefighters and PPE Compliance. There were several instances that were
identified when full PPE compliance may not be realized. In some instances the challenge arises when
volunteer firefighters arrive on scene with only their structural firefighting gear or have not been issued
wildland fire PPE. This may also be a budgetary issue.
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Excerpt 22: Case 19, Chief, Rural, South
“In our county there's probably 400 firefighters. We've got three paid departments or
combination departments in our county, but some of the volunteers don't have wildland
PPE. A lot of them will try to wear structural PPE out in the wildland, which creates
some real issues.”
b. Non-Fire department Personnel and PPE Compliance. There are times when a fire
department is reliant on non-fire department suppression resources. These non-fire department
personnel may not have the necessary PPE with them when requested.
Excerpt 23: Case 14, Chief, Rural, South
“We've got some dozer resources that are in the area that we're tapped into, and I think
that's a lesson that we learned that that's also another relationship that we'll need to
expand and maybe improve upon. There were times that we were often time scratching
the bottom of the barrel for any assistance and help. And the county and the city
operates bulldozers, and it was the rest of the state was depleted and wiped out of
resources as well, so we tapped into some county and city resources for bulldozers and
they might not have been that adequately trained and prepared as we would prefer. And
so that again another program that we are looking to expand and implement. But as far
as the other suppression like direct suppression resources for us, the only one that were
utilized were folks that were appropriately trained. Appropriately trained and qualified
and outfitted with PPE.”
3. Transitions in Fire Type and Non-Compliance
PPE compliance may also become an issue when a fire department responds to a structural fire
in full structural firefighting ensemble, but the fire then changes to a wildland fire.
Excerpt 24: Case 28, Chief, West
“The kicker becomes if the house fire is going into the wildland. They may have started
out as structural firefighters that are transitioning to a wildland attack and so there may
be some confusion, but eventually we want them all to be in the wildland. There are
people, there is nobody working on our scenes who is less than wildland PPE, they may
be in more heavily structure PPE and have to transition out of it.”
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4. Equipment Availability/Budgetary Issues and Non-Compliance
a. Availability of Fire Shelters and Compliance. Another instance where there may not be full
PPE compliance is related to the application and availability of fire shelters. Several interviewees
indicated by omission that the fire shelter was not standard issue. Some interviewees had fire shelters
for all riding positions and others were in the process of acquiring fire shelters for every firefighter who
had this responsibility. Most interviewees indicated that it was primarily a budgetary constraint that
was limiting the procurement of this additional PPE.
Excerpt 25: Case 29, Chief, Rural, West
“When we talk about the wildland fire shelters, it's important that every firefighter
operating within the WUI be provided with those shelters. So when [Name] fire hit us,
we had one shelter assigned to every seat on the apparatus, but we found that through
changing out individuals, often times they'd get off the fire and they still got their shelter
and everything with them, somebody else would get on the apparatus, head to the fire,
and did not have a shelter with them. So that was a huge concern. So from that,
equipment-wise we purchased a large order of fire shelters directly after that fire so we
wouldn't run into that issue in the future. So besides just having one assigned to every
seat on the fire apparatus, there was an additional one put on there, so there should be
five on each apparatus. In addition, we have a cache supply of them that could be taken
to a large incident and provided if needed.”
b. Effective Respirators and Compliance. While guidelines address the need for respiratory
protection, it is not always a part of wildland PPE. This fire chief from an urban, southern department
describes the inadequacy of the respiratory protection options for their firefighting needs.
Excerpt 26: Case 126, Chief, Urban, South
“One thing that our firefighters have expressed concern about, and regrettably I don't
think the NFPA has done very much about it, is respiratory protection. There is a
standard for respiratory protection for wildland firefighting, but it doesn't really say very
much. And there are no approved devices for wildland firefighting respiratory
protection. And I think that's a significant short fall in the fire service. Bandanas don't
work, we make available to our personnel P95 respirators with heat protection but they
may not use that.
We have told them they can use SCBA but that would drain their energy levels
even further. So with the concerns, I mean they go into wildland fire situation and they
don't know what's burning. It could be trash along with the vegetation. So that is a
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considerable concern which we hope the NFPA would address quickly.”
5. Summary and Further Research
In sum, while most departments’ estimated high rates of compliance with wildland fire PPE
guidelines, a number of the interviewees revealed situations in which compliance was at least slightly
less than 100%. Among the reasons for incomplete compliance were aspects of the procedures or
policies regarding wildfire PPE, the use of non-fire department staff in certain situations, transitions in
type of fire, and equipment availability and budgetary issues. Further research should investigate the
extent of PPE non-compliance and the reasons for noncompliance, including the extent to which
budgetary limitations affect PPE availability and compliance, as well as the accuracy of estimations of
compliance; there may be a tendency for fire officers’ to over-estimate compliance.
C. Faller/Sawyer (Wildland Chainsaw Operator)
A sawyer is a person who fells tree and snags in the wildland fire environment. Fire
departments typically have chainsaws on their apparatus with the primary purpose being for structure
firefighting application, with no real preparation for wildland fire application. In our pilot data set
several interviewees reveal some deficiencies, either in availability of the chain saws themselves,
training, or availability of related PPE.
During a wildfire event 85% of the fire departments represented in the survey indicate they use
chainsaws. Of those only 44% of the fire departments indicate that all their personnel who use
chainsaws on the fireground had been formally trained, with 8% of the fire departments having no
chainsaw training at all. Eighty-two percent of the fire departments were equipped with all the
appropriate personnel protection equipment (PPE) (eye, ear protection, chainsaw chaps, gloves and
boots) for all the firefighters within their department who would use a chainsaw in a wildfire event
(suppression and mop-up activities). Ten percent of the fire departments indicated they had some of
the appropriate chainsaw PPE, with 8% of the fire departments indicating they had no PPE.
In Excerpt 27 a fire chief from a rural, southern region explains how their level of chainsaw training
and proficiency affects strategic decisions about how to handle fires, by focusing on using chain saws if
necessary to protect structures, but not being trained in how to use chainsaws in wildland fires.
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Excerpt 27: Case 5, Chief, Rural, South
“Every apparatus has at least one chainsaw. Their primary use is structure
firefighting…forcible entry or roof ventilation. That’s the primary, but they also get used
when a company has people that have gone to training on their own. Those companies
do find themselves using chainsaws for prepping homes in the advance of a brush fire or
sometimes even crew work of building perimeter, but it is a very small percentage of our
folks that actually have that training….. we don't we are not able to equip our members
and train them effectively for chainsaw use, but I tend to think in many cases, except for
freeing equipment and getting them through areas, I don't want to have fellers out there
in the middle of the woods. That is a forestry problem to me. I prefer to hang around and
anchor off the structural protection and if we can go in and control a fire in an incipient
stage and do that, but our local fire at the very least is an equipment intensive fire.
Unlike a lot of our brothers and sisters in the western part of the United States, hand
tools and power tools tend on an individual basis tend not to come into use very often in
our setting.”
This fire captain from an urban, western region has recently acquired chain saws for their
wildland apparatus, but training for their use in the wildland environment has not yet been
implemented.
Excerpt 28: Case 18, Captain, Urban, West
“Our chain saw training is a little bit in its infancy right now because we just started
making this move to putting chain saws on our wildland apparatus, so we're just now
implementing the S212 class. It's a little bit different from our truck companies, our
truck companies are trained to standard with the saws for obviously structural
firefighting but there hasn't been in recent past any specific training for wildland
firefighting with saws, but that's incorporated into our training plan now.”
In many instances, municipal fire departments are augmented by federal or state land
management organizations who assist in this wildland chainsaw activity. A fire chief from an urban
western department also admits that their department does not have sufficient training in wildland chain
saw use. In his case, the problem is mitigated because they can rely on assistance in this area from their
mutual aid partners.
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Excerpt 29: Case 36, Chief, Rural, West
“That type of training isn't the one that's readily available to be honest with you. And
one of the other things is in our wildland response we get [to know] that type of resource
that comes with our mutual aid response with the federal, the forest service and the
department of natural resource.”
Some of the interviewees reported a lack of PPE for wildland chainsaw use. Some departments
are in the process of mitigating the risk by purchasing the appropriate PPE to complement their current
wildland fire PPE ensemble. This includes such items as chainsaw chaps, eye protection and ear
protection. This fire captain from an urban department in the south explains how his department has
begun purchasing PPE for wildland chainsaw use, and is in the process of revising policies for their
use.
Excerpt 30: Case 14, Captain, Urban, South
“One of the other new PPE initiatives, and I saw in the survey that kind of question to it,
we are implementing and improving our chainsaw program if you will. And this last
year, we purchased a lot of equipment for our Type 6 engines and one of the critical
pieces of that were chainsaw chaps. And so that's something that we're going to work
here now to update. We'll need to update our PPE policy as well as some other response
policies to reflect our new chainsaw program and initiative to ensure that responders are
wearing the newly acquired PPE that the rest of the fire department now has.”
There is no wildland fire chainsaw requisite knowledge or skill requirement for Firefighter I and
II professional qualifications23 ‘other than the ability to transport and operate hand and power tools and to
force entry through doors, windows, and wall using assorted methods and tools’. There is not specific
language in NFPA 1001 that speaks to the idea of using chainsaws for wildland fire or post weather event
mop-up and clean-up activities. The only alternative training available to the municipal firefighter is
what is offered through NWCG’s S-212 Wildland Fire Chain Saws or chainsaw manufacturer’s safety
course. In an effort to comply with NFPA 1001, most fire departments receive limited training specific
to the use of chainsaws on a structural firefighting assignment. However on a wildland fire, wildland–
urban interface incident or hurricane clean-up assignment, the safe use of the chainsaw requires a
completely different skill-set that is not yet widely appreciated or accounted for by the U.S. fire service
community at large.
NFPA 1001, Standard for Fire Fighter Professional Qualifications. 2013 ed. Quincy, Massachusetts: National Fire
Protection Association, 2012. 1001-8.
23
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A chainsaw operator is required to wear at a minimum a helmet, eye and ear protection, gloves,
chainsaw chaps that cover the legs from the waist to 2” below the boot tops and boots without a steel
toecap.24 Generally, there is a deficiency in the PPE being used, with many fire departments not being
properly prepared to accept these types of assignments, even though traditionally they do carry a chainsaw
on most firefighting apparatus.
Summary. In sum, this appears to be a period of transition for many departments in terms of
chainsaws, chainsaw PPE, and related training, since for some departments chainsaws are only now or
recently being purchased. Training and related policy changes are also either newly begun or imminent.
Further research needs to be done to follow up on the success of these changes, and to gauge more
precisely the extent to which complete implementation of chainsaw capability for wildland fires has been
achieved for all departments.
D. Swamper (Wildland Chainsaw Assistant)
The term swamper refers to two different categories of workers who assist equipment operators
in the wildland firefighting environment. The swamper in this instance assists fallers and/or sawyers
by clearing away brush, limbs and small trees. In addition to these activities, they also carry fuel, oil,
and tools, and act as a lookout for dangerous situations.
“When operating chain saws, sawyers and swampers will wear additional safety equipment,
including approved chaps, gloves, hard hat, and eye and hearing protection. Swampers should wear
chaps when the need is demonstrated by a risk analysis considering proximity of the chainsaw to the
sawyer, and the slope and fuel type”.25 Only 54% of fire departments represented in the interview who
use chainsaws in a wildfire event have swampers (firefighter who assists the chainsaw operator) wear
the same PPE as the chainsaw operator.
The role of swamper was only occasionally mentioned in the 25 interviews analyzed in this
report. Only a few departments reported PPE compliance for the swamper position. In Excerpt 33, the
staff chief of an urban western department reports that they meet the minimum NWCG standard
requirements for this position.

24
25

S212 - Wildland Fire Chain Saws Student Workbook. Boise, ID: National Wildfire Coordinating Group, 2013. 1-8.
PMS 210 – Wildland Fire Incident Management Field Guide. National Wildfire Coordinating Group, 2013. 4.
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Excerpt 33: Case 7, Staff Chief, Urban, West
“We take it seriously. We carry all of it, we make sure we have enough chaps for the
sawyer and the swamper, so everybody's wearing full PPE. Because that's been a
problem before in the past, I know, and we've, you know, we have a lot of guys who are
trained both, all level qualified sawyers. We actually have some B and C class sawyers,
so they'll, some of them, have their own chaps as well. But we have those on the Type-6
as well.”
Much more common in our phase one study data set were interviewees who reported that
swampers in their departments did not meet the minimum PPE requirements for the position. Excerpt
32 shows the fire chief in a rural southern department explaining that they do not have sufficient PPE to
fully equip both a sawyer and a swamper.
Excerpt 32: Case 5, Chief, Rural, South
“If you have a swamper that's working with a sawyer, the only thing that that person
would not have on that the sawyer would be the chaps. And we just don't have two sets
and we typically don't dedicate a swamper with a sawyer. If one person gets the chain
saw and he's running it the other two on that crew may function as swampers for them
but they don't have chaps, that's the only thing that they're missing.”
Summary. In sum, there are potential vulnerabilities to staff due to inadequate staffing or
equipping of sawyer and swamper roles. While many departments appear to be working to improve
these situations, further resources to equip and train these personnel may be required.
E. Summary
In this section we have analyzed the phase 1 study data on Wildland/WUI fire equipment,
including apparatus, personal protective equipment, and radio equipment. In terms of apparatus, we
found significant variation in the types of vehicles in use and the preferences for type of vehicle given
such factors as region, topography and vegetation. These factors also affected the approaches to
dispatch protocols. In terms of PPE, reported compliance was generally high (with some exceptions),
and a variety of reasons were reported for less than 100% compliance. These factors included
incomplete changes of PPE when on site, local policies due to idiosyncratic conditions, staffing and
enforcement, transitions in type of fire, and equipment availability. Equipment and staffing for sawyer
and swamper positions seemed to be more vulnerable to inadequacies than other types of PPE.
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III. Communication Problems Related to Radio Equipment and Radio Frequency
Incompatibility
A. Radio Communication Problems
Effective radio communications are essential on wildland fire incidents, particularly since these
events usually involve different departments or agencies working together. While some interviewees
reported overall satisfaction with their radio communications technology, fifteen of the twenty five
interviewees discussed problems related to radios or radio use. The most common problem mentioned
was incompatibility of frequencies with other departments or agencies they needed to work together
with when responding to wildland fire incidents. Some departments were using VHF, some using 800
or 700 megahertz, and some 400 megahertz or lower.
For example, the chief of a rural midwestern fire department characterized the problem
succinctly as “not enough channels or frequencies and too many people needing to communicate on
them” (Excerpt 1). One division chief described how an upgrade in radio equipment from a VHF to an
800 megahertz system ended up causing problems in inter-agency cooperation:
Excerpt 1: Case 6, Division Chief, Rural, South
“We used to all be on VHF. Life was good, we could talk to everybody. Then the
county went to 800 and the state and federal stayed on VHF, which create some
problems... it was better when we were all on VHF.”
A battalion chief talks about the challenges of managing a wildland fire incident when dealing
with multiple radio systems:
Excerpt 2: Case 10, Battalion Chief, Rural, West
“One of the struggles we have with technology is just the difference of the engine radios
have, each channel is different than the hand held radios. And I know state wide [------]
is trying to change that but we’re still a long way from doing that to where everything is
the same. So you end up being channel [-] here and channel [-] here and when you’re
switching between command and tactical nets and trying to monitor both and air to
ground it ends up becoming quite cumbersome. And especially when you’re a chief
officer and you’re expected to monitor three to four different frequencies and you only
have two radios... you’re listening to two radios and flipping back and forth.”
A chief from an urban western region acknowledged challenges with radio communications, but
attributed them primarily to geography rather than technology:
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Excerpt 3: Case 28, Chief, Urban, West
“[Communications are] always going to be an issue here simply because of our
geography... We have a very mountainous district and so radio communications are
pretty well swamped... Also, we have issues with the canyons; they’re very steep and
narrow and in some cases there is no good way to communicate in and out of those
canyons. So you have to do the best you can with what you got, and we use everything
from human repeats, to distance repeats, to lookouts acting as human repeaters, to cell
phones when we can get them, and 800 megahertz radios where we have towers to make
it work.”
Excerpt 4: Case 28, Chief, Urban, West
“As with any mountainous region, it stinks and there’s no real good way around it. If
we had a better, or, I don’t know how you would make a better system, the 800
megahertz system is as built out as it can be and it’s still an issue. The VHF system, we
stay with it because low tech is the best tech in ways, and it works the best for us. But
it’s still not the “be all end all” solution. There’s got to be a different way around it.”
However, the technological redundancy provided by multiple radio systems could be helpful in
some situations. The interviewee in Excerpt 5 describes a situation where the ability to fall back to
another communication system when their main “repeater system” failed during an incident enabled
them to continue to work together:
Excerpt 5: Case 86, Chief, Rural, West
“There were some glitches that happened during the incident that were unrelated to our
performance level. I mean our whole repeater system, our whole communication system
went down twice, I think, three times during the incident which was ((inaudible)) but
everybody performed through it, they managed to get themselves off on some [flex]
channels where you could talk truck to truck and it just worked out very well. So despite
some of the gremlins that came along with the issue, people overcame any problem and
just kept on trucking through the whole situation.”
Radio incompatibility issues did not just create challenges in coordination and getting the work
done, they also had the potential to create dangerous situations:
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Excerpt 6: Case 8, Captain, Rural , West
“The incident fire that I was on in 2011, that was a huge issue because we had different
jurisdictions coming in... without our frequencies, and that was a huge communication
problem. Luckily the fire went out within the first 24 hours, but the first 12 was pretty
crazy.”
Excerpt 7: Case 18, Captain, Rural, West
“It was just again, happening so quickly and then once the sheriff’s office got involved
in evacuation, which became an incident within an incident because they weren’t on the
same frequencies as the fire managers. So again, what started to happen was the
command and control and that structure began to break down... they did not get on the
same frequencies in a timely manner.”
Excerpt 8: Case 25, Chief, Rural, Midwest
“It eventually works out fine, it’s just you’re maybe not able to keep track of everybody
as closely as you’d like to for safety reasons.”
Excerpt 9: Case 86, Chief, Rural, West
“Well the repeater system failure was one of them. When that went down initially
probably was at one of the absolute worst times it could've happened because of the
intensity of the fire and the mobility of our folks doing structure protection, I mean
communications was critical at that point in time. And as an incident commander that
was probably the point in time where I feared most that if we were going to hurt
somebody on the fire it was right then, just simply because we hadn't, we didn't have the
ability to start pre-assigning we were just getting to the point where we were going to
break the fire up into divisions and all that kind of stuff and get people on different
groups or different channels to talk on. And prior just being able to get that done, is
when the communications system went down. So not only did we have people working
on the fire already trying to communicate back and forth, we also had a lot of incoming
resources that were coming into the incident and all of a sudden no communications.
That was a pretty critical time period.”
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B. Responses to Radio Communication Problems
The departments interviewed described a wide range of responses to communication problems
related to radio technology and radio frequencies. For some departments, the solution was using
programmable radios and reprogramming them when necessary to be compatible with relevant
agencies. For others, training in how to channel communications during incidents with partners with
different radio frequencies was the solution. Some departments reported having extra radios available
that matched the systems used by external partners during incidents. Another response mentioned was
working through dispatch to relay messages from units with incompatible radios. For others, it was
purchasing up-to-date radio equipment which provided a wide range of affordances, so that all
combinations of the agencies they worked with could communicate effectively. A final issue
mentioned was the use of supporting technologies to make sure the radio communications were
working in the field (e.g., portable generators for battery charging).
a. Reprogrammable Radios. A captain in an urban western fire department notes that they have
programmed their radios to handle the different frequencies they will use on incidents:

Excerpt 10: Case 38, Captain, Urban, South
“We do have the state interoperability frequencies programmed in all of our radios now
under the new names and whatnot.”
A chief from a rural western department reported that they were on the same radio band that US
and state forestry used in their area, and they had programmable radios so that they could easily put
their radios on the same frequency as these government agencies. However, this interviewee noted that
the forestry service in their area changed their radio frequencies roughly every 18 months. They
therefore had to reprogram their own radios at the same time in order to maintain compatibility with the
forest service. Unfortunately, the time taken to complete this reprogramming task has occasionally left
them out of sync with the forestry’s frequencies, thus creating a vulnerability if a wildland fire incident
occurred during the reprogramming process:
Excerpt 11: Case 3, Chief, Rural, West
“Forestry does tend to change their frequency every 18 months or so, so we have to reprogram all the radios... it is just a big task; we’ve got about 800 radios in the
department [made up of 8 fire districts] and so that takes a lot of time to program that
many radios.”
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a.

Training as a Response to Radio Frequency Incompatibility. A division chief in an
urban western area (Excerpt 12) reported holding yearly training exercises which incorporated
instruction in procedures for getting radios on the correct frequencies to facilitate collaboration
during wildland fire incidents. He acknowledged that some agencies they work with still use
different frequencies or systems. These working partners had agreed to use VHF during joint
actions, even though some of the agencies normally used 800 megahertz. During yearly
trainings everyone is instructed on when to use the VHF so that all agencies can communicate
together during incidents, as well as the importance of having their radios programmed with the
right frequencies. These training efforts have improved radio frequency compatibility, but not
totally eliminated the problem:
Excerpt 12: Case 4, Division Chief, Urban, West
“So I still wouldn’t say it’s 100 percent that all our local government partners have a
robust VHF system, because sometimes you find that they do not have the latest
programming when they come out to your incident, but it’s light years ahead of what it
was in 2003.”

The chiefs of two urban western departments also believe that training is the best method of
handling the problem of incompatible radio frequencies:
Excerpt 13: Case 29, Battalion Chief, Urban, West
“I think communications... should be emphasized at every training that we do with our
mutual aid partners. Finding out for sure what frequencies they have available, I said
most of us are under the 800 megahertz system, but some are not. They’re still under
the 400 system. So how do we communication with that?”
Excerpt 14: Case 4, Division Chief, Urban, West
“Still to this day, as a matter of fact we have an annual three-day county wildland drill...
so basically every agency in the county gets to go for three days and we do a series of
lectures with strike team leaders and we do a series of drills and one of those we talk
about is communication, making sure you have your radios programmed with the right
frequencies for this season, when do you use your VHF.”
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Unfortunately, training to prevent problems from occurring when radio systems are
incompatible is not always successful. This interviewee describes a situation where a failure of
coordination during an incident resulted in all parties not being on the same radio frequency:
Excerpt 15: Case 18, Captain, Rural, West
“This one in particular, where you have other county jurisdictions, and again you have
cooperators that are assisting the mutual aid, they may be coming in on different
frequencies, and unless they’re instructed to go to command frequency, they may not be
on the correct one. And so that all starts with the dispatch and when you build your
incident command structure... that was the issue where resources did not go to staging
they just went to the incident. And they did not get the correct information.”
c. Providing Extra Radios. Some interviewees mentioned that they kept some extra radios in
the frequencies needed for collaborating with other agencies. While this was one way of handling radio
incompatibility, it did add an extra step to the process of getting ready to go out on a call.
Excerpt 16: Case 38, Captain, Urban, West
“We do have... a small cache of VHF radios up in supply. But you have to go up there
and request them and get them out of supply.”
One disadvantage of this approach is that while it facilitated communication with the central
command for the incident, it did not facilitate inter-department communication between units in the
field:
Excerpt 17: Case 19, Chief, Rural, South
“What they did is there’s a cache of radios that they would give to these units that were
going out there and make sure they could communicate back to the command post. Now
they might not be able to communicate with the company working next to them, but
that’s they did a pretty decent job with that, but it was some work.”
A captain quoted in Excerpt 16 above elaborates on the limitations of relying on providing extra
radios as a way of handling frequency incompatibility issues:
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Excerpt 18: Case 38, Reference 1, Captain, Urban, South
“We either get radios from them, or we go get our VHF radios out of supply before we
go. Or we give them a radio. It kind of depends on which group has the most people
represented... But it’s sort of an ad hoc system. I mean there’s no formalized
communication plan for a regional response where we’re going to be mixing bands. To
my knowledge there’s no formal plan in place for mitigating that communication issue,
which is unfortunate since the forest service has been able to communicate with each
other for about the last 60 years. We’ve got the most expensive crap we can buy, but we
can’t go out 30 miles into the country and talk to the people out there, which is a sad
state of affairs.”
Another interviewee makes a similar point:
Excerpt 19: Case 73, Division Chief, Urban, West
“The more technology you pile into this world, the more chances we have to not be on
the right channel or forget something, and that’s where we run into some of our issues.”
d. Coordination with Dispatch to Handle Radio Incompatibilities. When radio frequencies are
incompatible between units or agencies that must communicate with each other during wildland fire
incidents, one way of handling that problem is using dispatch to relay communications from one unit to
another.
Excerpt 20: Case 29, Battalion Chief, Urban, West
“So a piece of that would be also working closely with our dispatch center with being
able to dispatch calls from one frequency to another, understanding there’s a slight delay
with that but it’s important that our individuals know that’s a possibility they can turn to
make the communications happen.”
Another interviewee (Excerpt 15) describes a situation where different agencies had
communication technology with different frequencies. Their plan to have dispatch handle this
problem for them was not entirely successful due to units on the scene not following the
procedures that would have given this information.
e. Investing in State of the Art Radio Systems. Some departments had invested in state of the
art radio systems which provided the maximum possible level of flexibility and options for use. One
captain (Excerpt 21) described the experiences of an urban western region where new city, county and
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state radios were being purchased which would provide a wide range of systems. He enthusiastically
describes this new technology as “ridiculously robust” in its ability to facilitate communication on
whatever type of system needs to be used in a particular situation:
Excerpt 21: Case 14, Captain, Urban, South
“The radios that we have in our hand will communicate not only on our local 800 system
on state, there’s another 700 megahertz system that it has, it communicates on the state
800 system as well as our state VHF system, [and] a neighboring jurisdiction’s trunks
VHF system.”
Another Chief (Excerpt 22) described their department’s high tech solution to communications
problems. Their state of the art system is on 800 megahertz, as are their mutual aid departments:
Excerpt 22: Case 124, Chief, Urban, West
“I know we have everything that’s P25 compliant. It’s the latest generation of 911
systems, it’s all digital. We have predetermined banks of radio channels that we can go
to, we have channels already established for all agencies to get onto and use common
frequencies. Those are all predetermined and established. It’s all on a truncated system,
it goes through our local towers and then it’s backed up through a trunk system in
[Name of City], the state capital. So there’s a redundancy build in. I’m not a really tech
savvy guy but I know it’s a pretty involved system.”
f. Availability and Functionality of Supporting Equipment. One department (Excerpt 23)
described how they were able to keep communication lines open during a wildland fire incident due to
a portable generator they used to recharge a repeater site:
Excerpt 23: Case 36, Chief, Rural, West
“We really didn’t have a problem with our radio system. We had battery back-up on our
system. Our system, we have a repeater that works in the valley and goes to our
dispatch. It worked well for us, we didn’t have a breakdown. It did take getting the
generator up on that repeater [site] after a while to make sure our battery didn't run [out]
but, we didn’t have a lapse in it at all. We were able to tie in with the teams here
because communication-wise we got together and made sure they could talk to us
directly on our frequency and they could hear our communications so they knew what
was going on.”
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C. Summary. In sum, the problem of incompatible radio systems/frequencies is a common
issue among the interviewees. Although there were a variety of ways of responding to these problems,
no one type of response could eliminate all potential communication problems. Further research should
evaluate the best ways of managing radio and related technology, training, dispatch, incident
procedures, and command structure. For example, one division chief from a rural southeastern state
(Excerpt 25) has a wish list of new radio equipment to mitigate communication problems due to
incompatible systems. However, issues around the handling of the logistics of training, switching from
one system to the next, and coordinating communications on each of the systems will remain.
Excerpt 24: Case 6, Division Chief, Rural, South
“I would want to equip every forestry unit with 800 and I would want to equip all of our
units with VHF, so we would have two complete different systems to talk to and it
would be seamless.”
IV. Summary and Conclusions
This chapter has provided a broad look at the issues related to equipment for wildland/WUI fire
response. We found considerable variation in perceptions of the advantages and disadvantages of
different types of apparatus. A number of departments seemed to be managing budgetary limitations
by thoughtful choices about apparatus that could be used for a variety of different purposes, and by
strategic dispatching to maximize the effectiveness of resources they did have. We did not find
evidence for “one best” approach to dispatch protocols, rather the individual departments interviewed
adequately developed protocols appropriate for local conditions. Further investigation into the merits
of the Type 3 ‘hybrid’ engine and its application in the WUI and rural settings is warranted.
In terms of wildland/WUI fire PPE, we were impressed with the reported high rates of
compliance, but feel that further study into the various factors that brought compliance rates below
complete compliance is needed. Issues around timing of use, location of transitions in gear, staffing
and policies need to be further investigated to determine best ways to raise compliance rates. Research
should also investigate how widely adopted wildland chainsaw PPE applied in practice and determine
the scope of this deficiency in field application.
In terms of radio technology, there was evidence of broad awareness of the potential for
communication problems due to incompatible radio systems or frequencies. It is clear from these data
that while technology can ameliorate some of these problems, training and logistical issues will remain
regardless of the technology used. For example, investing in multiple radio systems to provide more
flexibility solved some problems but produced other problems for those who took this path. In short,
there is no “one size fits all” solution to radio communications problems, since individual
circumstances (such as geographical constraints, budgetary constraints, or the type and nature of
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relationships between units or agencies needing to communicate during incidents) will vary. Decisions
about new radio equipment purchases should always be made in consultation with other
agencies/departments that the department works with, in order to minimize potential radio
incompatibilities and have a plan to deal with those that are inevitable.
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CHAPTER 3: TRAINING

I. Introduction
Today’s fire department is typically required to provide a multitude of services ranging from
conventional structural firefighting, emergency medical services, hazardous materials response,
technical rescue, fire prevention, code enforcement and WUI and wildland firefighting. This diversity
of service activity creates an urgent need from both safety and litigious perspectives for fire
departments to implement and maintain appropriate training programs.
Historically, municipal fire departments have primarily focused their firefighting training on the
built environment with a lesser emphasis placed on the natural environment. Currently there is no clear
distinction made between WUI and wildland/vegetation firefighting. However, from a technical
perspective there is a big difference between fighting purely vegetation fires and WUI fires. Vegetation
fires typically only involve brush, grass and forests, whereas WUI fires include both vegetation (natural
environment) and structures (built environment). Fire behavior within a WUI fire is very different from
a vegetation fire or a one or two structure fire. Although elements from both wildland (vegetation)
firefighting and structural firefighting form the basis of our understanding of WUI fires, the
combination of these two elements results in the need for a completely new skill set and suite of
training. To address this deficiency in training, national organizations like the National Wildfire
Coordinating Group have developed training courses like S-215 – Fire Operations in the
Wildland/Urban Interface (NWCG, 2014) and state organizations like CALFIRE have developed a
Wildland/Urban Interface Operating Principles training manual.26
There are two basic reference documents firefighting professionals use to understand the
minimum job performance requirements and position task books for various wildland firefighting
positions: NFPA 1051, Standard for Wildland Fire Professional Qualifications27, and the NWCG’s
PMS 310-1, Wildland Fire Qualification System Guide.28 The former is primarily designed to provide
guidance to municipal fire departments, whereas the latter primarily provides guidance to state and
federal land management wildland firefighting agencies. These state and federal agencies are typically
engaged in situations where the complexity of response is far greater than what is experienced by a
typical municipal fire department.

CALFIRE Wildland Urban Interface Operating Principles. 1st ed. California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection,
2014.
27
NFPA 1051, Standard for Wildland Fire Fighter Professional Qualifications. 2012 ed. Quincy, MA: National Fire
Protection Association, 2012.
28
PMS 310-1 National Incident Management System: Wildland Fire Qualification Subsystem Guide. October 2015 ed.
National Wildfire Coordinating Group, 2015..
26
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Recently, NWCG has incorporated a “skills crosswalk” document.29 This document identifies critical
wildland firefighting skills that structural firefighters need to be safe and effective in either of two
situations: (1) an initial attack on a wildland fire in their jurisdiction and (2) assisting on fires requiring
working with state and federal wildland firefighting agencies.
The NWCG’s PMS 310-1 guidance document is more widely adopted than NFPA 105130. Their related
training courses were referred to frequently by the 25 interviewees in the Phase 1 study data. It is important
to note that NWCG’s training system is geared for complex wildland fire incidents that are typically
managed by State or Federal authorities and may be multi-jurisdictional in nature.
NWCG’s Wildland Fire Qualification System is based on completion of required training and
completion and certification of the applicable NWCG position task books. This Qualification System
supports the Incident Command System and is universally applied by State and Federal wildland
firefighting agencies. Many positions are covered, including incident command positions, wildland fire
positions, incident support positions and associated positions. In this report we will focus our
discussion on the wildland fire positions.
Another element that is often over looked is the capacity for the local fire department to work
within a wildland fire complex. With this elevation in complexity an understanding of the national
incident management system becomes critical, especially when type 1-3 incident management teams
are brought into manage these major incidents.
In this section of the report we document some of the best practices that municipal fire departments
are experiencing with regard to Wildland/WUI fire training.
II. Approaches to Achieving or Exceeding Wildland/WUI Firefighting Competency
In many parts of the country, fire departments are requiring or encouraging their firefighters to
complete the NWCG ‘wildland’ Firefighter Type 2 basic training in an effort to complement the basic
‘structural’ Firefighter I training requirement typical municipal firefighters receive.31 Some states have
introduced this NWCG ‘wildland’ firefighter training into their basic Firefighter I curriculum as a
requirement. This specialized wildland firefighter training32 includes the following:
(1) An introduction to the incident command system (ICS-100)
(2) Human factors in the wildland fire service (L-180)
(3) Firefighter training (S-130)
PMS 310-1 National Incident Management System: Wildland Fire Qualification Subsystem Guide. October 2015 ed.
National Wildfire Coordinating Group, 2015.http://www.nwcg.gov/sites/default/files/publications/pms310-1_2015_0.pdf
30
NFPA 1051, Standard for Wildland Fire Fighter Professional Qualifications. 2012 ed. Quincy, MA: National Fire
Protection Association, 2012.
31
NFPA 1001, Standard for Fire Fighter Professional Qualifications. 2013 ed. Quincy, MA: National Fire Protection
Association, 2012.
32
PMS 310-1 National Incident Management System: Wildland Fire Qualification Subsystem Guide. October 2015 ed.
National Wildfire Coordinating Group, 2015.http://www.nwcg.gov/sites/default/files/publications/pms310-1_2015_0.pdf
29
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(4) An introduction to wildland fire behavior (S-190)
(5) An introduction to the national incident management system (IS700)
(6) An introduction to the annual fire line safety refresher training (RT-130)
Due to the physical demands of wildland firefighting, physical fitness requirements are just as
important as training requirements for safe and effective performance on the fire ground. A high level
of physical fitness is necessary to ensure the well-being of the firefighter in this type of environment. It
is important to note that there is inconsistency within the fire service on what acceptable physical
fitness requirements are and how they are applied in individual municipalities and jurisdictions. In
some jurisdictions the physical fitness requirement is mandated and applied according to the NWCG
guidelines, while in others it is not. The requirement for a firefighter Type 2 is an ‘arduous’ physical
fitness level. However, some jurisdictions only require a ‘moderate’ physical fitness level to work on a
local wildland fire. Other departments simply follow the established fire department basic firefighter
fitness and health standard operating guidelines if they have them.
a. Utilizing a Statewide System for Wildland Fire/WUI Training. Several western states have tried
to overcome these local inconsistencies in training by introducing a statewide system where the training
and physical fitness requirements are parallel to PMS 310-132. Excerpt 1 below shows a fire chief in a
rural, western region explaining how they both meet and exceed the statewide requirements by also
meeting the NWCG standards. In terms of physical fitness levels, they encourage but do not require
the ‘pack’ test.
Excerpt 1: Case 36, Fire Chief, Rural, West
“Because we are part of the statewide system, the mutual aid system, we adhere to their
standard of training for wildland firefighters... But it's also, we go a little bit further in
that we go ahead and meet the NWCG standard. And so that training includes the
beginning, obviously, firefighter receives S130, S190, L180, and of course they all have
I-100 already. So they get that and our department what we do is we ask our firefighters
who are going to participate in the mutual aid program to go a step further and meet the
physical requirement, the work capacity test or what they call the ‘pack’ test. We ask
them to do that, I don't think it's necessarily mandatory but we encourage them to do
that. Now, to go on a local wildfire, none of that training is required. Only to participate
in the statewide mutual aid system is that required. To go on a local wildfire, if you're a
firefighter with my jurisdiction and you have no interest in doing wildland firefighting
sort of extracurricular, you are not required to take any of that training, there is no
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minimum standard other than just being a basic state-certified firefighter.”
The fire chief in a rural, southern region also reports that there are state-level training
requirements which his department now meets. He also reports tying raises to certification, thus
providing an incentive for increased training.
Excerpt 2: Case 06, Fire Chief, Rural, South
“There's a requirement in my state, it's taken a while to get there, that every structural
firefighter has to go through a minimum of S-130/190, and the L180. They now teach
that in every minimum standards or Firefighter-1, Firefighter-2 class in the state. I think
it's in the Firefighter-1 curriculum now. It wasn't to begin with and it was up to the
counties to do that. And the way we kind of got around that was if you're going to leave
your county on anything, if you were going to go to another county on a response, it was
required by the State Fire Chiefs Association that anybody you send out of your county
had to have the 130/190 so we were able to, we actually had it part of our technical
ladder to get a raise here having 130/190s. We had a very large percentage of people
take that and of course now everybody coming out of the fire school has it as well. That
was a big battle down here for several years.”
b. Interagency Simulations and Drills. Due to the complexity of some wildland fire/WUI
events, some fire departments have taken their training activities beyond the minimum
requirement. Instead of meeting just the minimum requirements of a ‘wildland’ firefighter
type 2, including refresher training, they have established annual drills with other wildland
firefighting cooperators. In Excerpt 3 below the staff chief in an urban, western department
describes both annual drills with federal and state land management agencies and monthly
drills with the military.
Excerpt 3: Case 04, Staff Chief, Urban, West
“Yeah, we invested, as a matter of fact we do annual drills with them. We do monthly
squadron drills with the military and then at the culmination of every Spring. Next week,
we have our big three-day training exercise, which essentially the first day is a telecom
exercise between our communications center to the military communications center and
walking through the requests on how we request assets through the defense supports
civil authorities protocol under Immediate Response, or what they call IR, so
communications center to communications center. Then the second day is an executive
leadership meeting where we bring our policymakers together to review the agreements,
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when we can use military, when we cannot, if we do, when do we do it, how do we do it.
And then the third day is actually a field exercise where we launch assets to the military
base and they're actually physically dropping water and then we bring the media out and
we do a media day as well. So we do that every year. But we are constantly investing
training and time into our military partners.”
c. Refresher Training Augmentation. Some states have incorporated and enhanced the NWCG
RT-130 refresher training into a state certification program and for that matter NWCG 310-1, which
guides the state in the development of their minimum training standards for all firefighters in key field
positions on the fire ground. Every year firefighters who respond to wildland fire incidents, including
volunteer firefighters are required to go through this refresher training, including volunteer fire
departments. The intent of this program is to develop the qualification and experience requirements for
firefighters assigned to wildland/urban interface incidents.
Excerpt 4: Case 1, Deputy Chief, Urban West
“Each year we put everybody through a refresher training that meets our state
certification system and they have a guide for refresher training for wildland firefighters
and each year we put all of our firefighters through this refresher training.”
Other fire departments have augmented their annual refresher training to include not only
suppression/response preparedness activities but also some wildland fire risk mitigation activities
which serve as an opportunity to work with fire in a controlled environment and improve the fire
department’s readiness capabilities when dealing with a working fire.
Excerpt 5: Case 2, Fire Chief, Rural, West
“Well we do have wildland training. We actually head out and we mitigate the county
land only, we don't mitigate private land, because we'd be held liable. So we do go out
and mitigate. We make piles. Sometimes we burn the piles during the winter months if
the weather conditions are perfect for dissipation of smoke. Then once a year we do
have a recertification for our wildland training, which includes deploying the shelter.”
One western rural fire department has created a 12 month training program for their new paid
and volunteer recruits that incorporates the ‘wildland’ Firefighter Type 2 training requirements into
their basic training curriculum.
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Excerpt 6: Case 3, Fire Chief, Rural, West
“Our folks all go through all of the S130/190 class and that's in the core requirements to
become part of the department for both volunteer and paid. And so we run them through,
it’s a program that we created about a year and half ago. It is called ‘Zero to Hero in
Twelve Months, that is what I call it. And what we do is we do the S-130/190 along with
the firefighter 1 for structural, and it is in a one year period. But anyone coming into this
department has to get that S-130/190 or else they don't go to wildland fires.”
Another department enhances their refresher curriculum by focusing on select wildfire topics,
thereby improving their preparedness capabilities each year. This curriculum augmentation is based on
their internal training needs assessment which is developed through risk and call volume analysis.
Excerpt 7: Case 18, Fire Captain, Urban, West
“What we have done is we've incorporated, every year we do the national, or the NWCG
firefighter and fire line refresher, the minimums for that, and then what we do, we do a
baseline training in terms of our whole organization on wildland firefighting tactics and
strategies. So for instance, this year our whole department will be going through a fourhour course on three different topics, one will be firing devices, the next will be
progressive hose lay, and the next will be fire line construction. Last year the topics
were radio usage, mobile attack, and tool configuration. And so each year we try to build
upon what we taught from the last year. And so some of that is based off of what we see
in the training and some of it is based off of where we have deficiencies. So for instance
next year there'll probably be a larger focus on saws, chain saws, that'll probably be the
focus next year. So, and what we have done at the company officer level is, we have
given the specific course content for the leadership piece, such as firing and for chain
saws, strike team leader, division supervisor, those types of things.”
d. Risk Management Approach: Annual Training Needs Assessments. Many of the more urban
fire departments have begun applying a risk management approach to the way they plan and structure
their training activities on an annual basis. This captain from an urban, western department describes
doing a training needs assessment so that training efforts can be focused on the types of calls and risks
the department actually experiences.
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Excerpt 8: Case 18, Fire Captain, Urban, West
“We based it off of our needs assessment. And so our training model is based off of a
couple things. Our needs assessment incorporates our risks and our call volume, so
depending on how many fires we have in the urban interface and what kind of issues,
and what type of attrition we have in our expertise. And so again as we're bringing new
firefighters into the organization, it's just trying to keep that baseline high and just trying
to develop our company officers.”
This urban, southern department also conducts a training needs assessment based on the
analysis of several types of data:
Excerpt 9: Case 14, Fire Captain, Urban, South
“Yes, over 80% of our response is EMS response, but we also address our training plan
in somewhat of a risk management manner as well. And so we're looking at not only the
responses that we're going to, we're looking at our after-action reviews, and try to figure
out, did we mess up something, or did we fail, is there something we can improve on,
and then we also look at injury data and things like that. So there's a whole lot of things
that we look at that kind of crunch numbers to dictate what type of training, what we're
going to spend our money, for preventive measures or anything like that.”
e. Continuous Education Approach. As stated above, there are a lot of training requirements
for the many fire and rescue response services a typical fire department offers. Often the requirement
to maintain proficiencies and certifications in emergency medical or structural firefighting supersedes
the need for wildland firefighting training. This is especially true in areas of the country where the
potential risk for wildfire is relatively low. One fire department has tried to balance these competing
needs through doing continuing education to implement their training plan. After conducting a risk
assessment based on an analysis of responses, after-action reviews, injury data and other factors
(described in Excerpt 9 above) the department decides which quarterly courses to provide as part of
their continuing education program.
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Excerpt 10: Case 14, Fire Captain, Urban, South
“What we do for our training, we do continuing education, we follow the continuing
education program. So every quarter we do training, either online with our crew or with
a larger portion of the fire department together. But we do continuing education, so
every year the office of the fire department gives the wildfire division three of those
courses that are committed specifically to wildfire response and training. And then each
year we also have EMS medical response training and structure training.”
f. Experiential Training: Participating in Complex Wildland/WUI Fire Assignments. Many of
the fire departments have embraced the value of the national incident management system and incident
management teams. One of the ways some fire departments augment their training is to allow
personnel in their fire department to take assignments outside of their jurisdiction. The rationale is that
the skills and relationships they forge on these assignments will better enable them to handle complex
wildfire incidents or any major event when it occurs within their own jurisdiction. Due to the relatively
low frequency of these major events in any one jurisdiction, the only way a fire department can gain
this type of training is by taking outside assignments.
Excerpt 11: Case 73, Fire Chief, Urban, West
“We have a fairly extensive effort where we have probably 50 of our folks are nationally
certified red cards for fire qualification and we have about 15 of those people that are on
interagency incident management teams in the southwest both either Type 2 or Type 1
incident management teams in various functions. We've got them in finance logistics
plans, operations safety, information, so they've got training they've [gone] through to
get to that level and maintain it. Then also, the other folks that we have red carded in
our engine crew or water tender program where we send those resources out nationally
on wildland fires at the request of someone who needs help. Usually it's National US
Forest Service or the state and they travel all over the west throughout summer as
needed. So that we've got a fairly robust type of a response program that's... our own
folks but they are going outside of the city... We need to play on a large landscape to
come home and be effective here. We've seen it work here that's why I could pick the
phone up on the recent major fire and talk to the state office and give them some very
critical information that they need to make decisions to assist us. Had we not had that in
place, those conversations would have occurred, [but] the information would have been
exchanged over time but it wouldn't have been as crisp and would not have occurred in a
timely manner. And I just to me that’s the key on this is we've got to get out of our own
department and into a larger world to be effective in our community.”
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In Excerpt 12 the fire chief of an urban, western department discusses the differences between
training classes and wildland fire experience. He argues that both are necessary, but that experience in
the field is essential. Also note that he shows how some training can occur “organically”—firefighters
who have worked on extended wildland fire incidents then come back and share their knowledge
through informal means with their fellow department members.
Excerpt 12: Case 2, Chief, Rural, West
“I don't know if we need anything new and I could be way wrong here. I think that
training that exists is the training curriculums the training programs are fairly deep fairly
robust and really pretty good. I think a critical skill for us as it is for any department and
I have the advantage in my role as do other people in our department from being at a
point not only in my career but in terms of my experience where I can look and see how
all of this stuff I've done in the past plays into what we do today. One of our challenges
is that for folks on the line and this is why I push and am such a major believer the
incident management team involvement and our engine water and crew engine water
tender crew program to get people out of here under these large incidents is that we will
never be prepared for the incident we will face if we stay home. The fires that we see,
the relationships that we need, the experiences we will gain, and not just the operation
side but in the full spectrum of fire management whether there's logistics, safety,
information, finance, [or ] planning. I mean all that stuff and the relationships we will
build with players who will come to our aid at some point. We're not going to see it on
the 99% of the fires we have in town which are single engine response or a couple of
engines you know up and over in an hour or two. We've got to be engaged on major
incidents that last for weeks where we see this whole thing come to play and people get
experience in those different functions and then bring it back home and understand the
system understand and have the capacity to engage in conversations, discussions,
effectively train with their partners who they've been engaged with elsewhere. And that's
where I think our focus needs to be. It's not [just] getting training by attending a class,
it's by getting the experience.
g. Wildfire Divisions and Programs. Some urban fire department have taken their training and
internal fire department capabilities to a new level by creating wildfire divisions and wildland fire
programs within their departments. Most of these organizational changes were based on recent
experiences and needs assessments and after-action reviews. Their leadership has identified a need to
develop wildland fire capability in-house, but these changes have not been without some organizational
challenges. One of the issues is level of integration between different divisions in the department.
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Another issue reported is different levels of training obtained by different categories of personnel.
Some of these special groups hire on civilian personnel who although they have wildland firefighting
and mitigation expertize they have not gone through the same training ladder that traditional fire
department firefighters have progressed through. To reinforce collaboration and cooperation internally,
these divisions/programs offer wildland fire specific training to the rest of the fire department. The
goal is to promote integration and improve the overall understanding and capabilities of the whole fire
department with respect to wildland and WUI firefighting and mitigation practices.
Excerpt 13: Case 29, Battalion Fire Chief, Urban, West
“Within our department we have our firefighters that are in the special wildland
program, so they get additional NWCG training. We also deploy nationally with
different levels, so whether that be an engine boss, task force leaders, strike team, or
division sup, we're able to provide all of those. Within our organization there are civilian
individuals within our mitigation crew who also provide specialty training for those
individuals and they all attend NWCG classes, they coordinate all of the wildland
mitigation within the area. But then when you look at logistics, plans, [and FOBS33, and
FBAN’s34] we also have extensive training in all of those areas. A bunch of these
positions are filled through the EOC35, the emergency operations center, and they're
individuals within the organization, those specific positions that you see are civilian
positions but they are employees from our fire department... they have the S130/190, the
arduous pack test, the fire behavior training, so yes they do. And they have the proper
PPE including shelters to be on the fire scene.”
The fire captain in this urban southern department articulates some of the challenges that
occurred during the transition:
Excerpt 14: Case 14, Fire Captain, Urban, South
“I mean I want to sit here and say it's very successful, but I'd also say that its [wildfire
division] didn't come without some struggles. I think that we had a large population that
felt like it was kind of a knee jerk reaction, maybe not necessarily needed. But we've
worked to try to integrate and include the rest of the fire department in our plans. And so
one of the terms you used earlier and the whole reason that the wildfire manager and I
are both here in this interview is so we're not “siloed.” Our wildfire division has worked
FOBS – field observer
FBAN – fire behavior analyst
35
EOC - emergency operations center
33
34
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very, very hard not to be “siloed” over here in our efforts. To do that we've done a lot of
things. One thing that we do is we offer training to the entire department. So we don't
just focus our training and efforts and improvements on just our division or our handful
of select groups, we offer it to the entire department without limitation really.”
Developing a specialized group within the department allows for state and national deployment
which in turn results in enhanced learning. Not only do these special groups get exposure to the
complexity of major wildfire events, but it also prepares them should a major conflagration event occur
in their local work area.
III. Summary and Conclusions
In sum, several problems regarding Wildland and WUI Fire training have been identified in this
chapter. The first was the need to transition from traditional training practices which emphasized
structural as opposed to Wildland/WUI fire training. Second, Wildland/WUI fire training may be
adopted inconsistently, with local and regional variations in the level and adequacy of training. Third,
fitness levels may not always be adequate to the rigors of Wildland/WUI fire events.
Interviewees described a wide range of strategies to improve wildland/WUI fire training. Some
departments were in states which had instituted state-wide systems, instituted or took advantage of
interagency simulations and drills to add wildland/WUI training, added wildland/WUI training to
refresher training programs or continuing education programs, conducted training needs assessments,
encouraged personnel to participate in external complex wildland/WUI fire assignments, or created
wildfire divisions and programs within their departments.
Urban, rural and volunteer fire departments increasingly manage fire in the Wildland – Urban
Interface (WUI). Wildland firefighter training, although separate from the traditional (structural)
firefighting training is becoming a more and more sought after capability of the modern fire
department. fire departments across the United States are beginning to see the utility in NWCG
wildland fire training and fitness guidelines. In most instances emphasis is placed on getting the all
firefighters to meet the minimum requirements for the NWCG wildland firefighter type 2 position.
Additional training in the other wildland fire positions and incident command system positions is more
often than not supported by participating fire departments because these departments understand that
these additional capabilities will benefit the fire department when addressing wildland and
wildland/urban interface fires into the future.
The PMS 310-1 (NWCG, 2014) wildland fire qualification system “Crosswalk” guide now
incorporates the structural firefighters’ existing fire suppression knowledge and skills, allowing for the
reduction in required classroom hours and curriculum redundancies to make efficient use of limited
training hours. Hopefully this standardized approach will guide municipal fire departments to develop
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training programs that meet the needs of structural fire department personnel.
Progressive fire departments are also enhancing their wildland fire capabilities even further by
creating wildfire divisions and programs. These fire departments are allowing some of their more
advanced members the opportunity to deploy on ‘out of State’ assignments to further enhance their
wildland skills and capabilities.
Cooperation with other wildland firefighting entities through simulation drills is another way
fire departments are enhancing capabilities, skills and relationships to address wildland fire response
preparedness and capabilities.
The results of this phase one study suggest several areas for further research in the area of
wildland/WUI fire training. Research should investigate such issues as how widely adopted are each of
the approaches to training discussed above. The proportion of personnel in each department that
participate in this training, how common are departmental “training needs assessments” and how are
they done, the extent is wildland/WUI training is provided for both paid and volunteer staff, and the
relative effectiveness of the different approaches to training discussed above.
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CHAPTER 4: COMMUNICATING WITH THE PUBLIC
I. Introduction
The phase 1 interviews provided a wealth of information on the procedures, technologies, staff,
and management issues related to communications. While many strengths were identified both
internally within departments, and between departments and other agencies and the public, both
isolated and systematic problems do occur. In this section of the report we will describe the current
status of communications as they relate to Wildland Fire prevention and education, as well as identify
some of the common problems and interviewees’ ideas about potential solutions and best practices.
The division chief of an urban, western region describes the fundamental nature of the communication
“problem”. In his view communication problems can never be completely solved or prevented, instead
what is necessary is a continual process of learning in response to ever-changing conditions:
Excerpt 1: Case 73, Division Chief, Urban, West
“I guess one of our training things is trying to get people to realize that we will never
solve the communication problem. It will always exist. We will just find new ways it
will surface but then do we have people who can think through and work around those
issues as they encounter them, and then post-fire, lets fix those problems if we can. I
think we have... this belief we can solve our communication issue with this technology
or that system or whatever and that's just not going to happen. We'll get better at [it], but
we're going to find new ways to have problems and that's my personal belief.”
In this document we will begin by describing the wide range of methodologies used to
communicate with the public, with a particular attention to emerging modalities such as social media.
A wide range of methods and approaches to communicating with the public are being used by the
departments in our survey. All departments responding to questions on this topic used at least two or
three different approaches, while many departments use a wide range of approaches and
communication modalities to get their message out to the community. Differences in the types of
communication approaches used were tied to a number of factors, including the nature of the
information to be communicated, the availability and training of staff, and the nature of the community
served. In this section we will first give examples of how departments used traditional means of
communicating with the public, and then discuss their use of social media. We will then discuss
staffing issues related to communication work, how specific subgroups of the population are targeted,
and what strategic approaches to messaging are preferred.
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II. Traditional Communication Modalities
A. Direct Contact with the Public
Most departments use a combination of methods to communicate with the public. The
interviewees reported a wide range of activities including putting on open houses, attending
homeowner and neighborhood association meetings, visiting residents at their homes (either as a formal
inspection—where mandated, or as an educational/informative door-to-door visit), participating in local
events, fairs or festivals, doing programming in the schools, offering classes in wildfire hazards, and
providing wood chipper services to help residents reduce brush on their property. There was also
widespread use of traditional media outlets such as newspaper, television and radio, as well as
brochures, direct mail, and signs or flags posted at fire stations. Most of the interviewees also reported
using prevention/education programs such as Ready, Set, Go! Firewise, Smokey Bear, Living with Fire,
CERT36, Safe Communities America. The examples below illustrate how these traditional
communication modalities were utilized by departments.
1. Open Houses. This excerpt illustrates how a department puts on a successful open house.
Note that they use a range of staff, equipment, programming, and documents to reach as many people
as possible:
Excerpt 2: Case 9, Fire Chief, Urban, West
“We do have an open house. Unfortunately it's usually after fire season, it kind of
prepares them for the next year. We, in conjunction with Fire Prevention Week, we have
a very large open house. It usually has somewhere in the area of about 3-4,000 people
attending. So we invite the Forest Service and State Forestry to come help, we have
Smokey Bear there, we've got a display trailer set up that has a looped video that talks
about fuel reduction and talks about mitigation projects and homeowner responsibilities.
And we set that trailer up as well. In terms of education program, we've got there. We
have our folks out there with our equipment with one of our Type-3s out there with all
the equipment laid out. Forest Service will bring the fire prevention people out as well,
with Smokey the Bear to talk to the kids and hand them all the hand-outs, and trying to
reach the adults and stuff about fuel reduction, so really that's the biggest thing that we
do. In September, with part of our preparedness month that we do in conjunction with
our emergency managers in September, we also are there to talk about wildland fire risk
and risk reduction and community risk reduction and talk about defensible space and
what they can do, so we're there as a resource when we have our emergency
36

CERT – community emergency response team
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preparedness month in September which is right before our open house. We really get
the word out when it starts getting into fire season.”
2. Attending Community Meetings. Another interviewee describes how their staff uses visits to
neighborhood and homeowners’ association meetings as an opportunity to communicate about
programs and prevention, and to try to get residents involved in prevention activities:
Excerpt 3: Case 124: Chief, Urban, West
“We go to neighborhood meetings, homeowners’ association meetings, that's where we
start pitching things like our 50/50 grants. We pitch things like Firewise, try to
encourage neighborhoods to be Firewise, communities, fire adaptive communities. So
we're interacting with those groups all the time, both through the media, social media,
and then we'll actually attend their meetings and say, look we've identified your
neighborhood as being at risk to a large catastrophic fire, thus putting lives and property
at risk and here's some programs that you could utilize in your neighborhood to mitigate
those risks. And so what we explain to them is, look the fire department and the
government can't do it all, so we try to engage the community and our citizens to take
some ownership in those threats to fires and say, here's some ways that you can take
ownership and you can clean your property up and we'll help you and we'll facilitate it.
So trying to get the word out that we can't do it all, we don't have an engine or a
firefighter for every house in the interface, and try to encourage the homeowners to take
some ownership.”
This department (Excerpt 4) also participated in homeowners meetings and has a school
program and a chipper program. The chipper program is part of public communication because it
increases awareness of fire prevention and builds relationships between homeowners and fire
department staff.
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Excerpt 4: Case 86: Rural, West
“We partner up with the homeowners associations, so I mean we do educational
programs throughout the year for them. We do educational programs for, there's a school
program, I can't think of what the name of it is right now off the top of my head, where
they bring schools out and or just one of the many stations, but they'll go out and learn
about wildfire awareness, they're doing stuff like chipper day or chipper week, this week
people have stuff that they've cut down over the winter time and we'll go out and chip it
for them. So we got that collaboration. We were actually one of the pilot communities
for the IAFC's Ready Set Go program as well. So we're constantly working with the
media trying to keep that information in the front of people's minds and making sure it's
still out there all the time so that they don't forget about it type of thing. And then we
work on a state level as well through DNRC about advertising the same thing, and then
of course work with them and try to manage these issues. We work with some, BLM
does fuel mitigation work with some of the BLM properties in our area and that type of
stuff.”
3. Home Visits. This chief from an urban, western department (Excerpt 5) describes what he
feels is the most effective communication technique—home visits.
Excerpt 5: Case 124: Chief, Urban, West
“I think the most effective is standing in the yard with the property owner overlooking
their property and walking around and looking at their property from a threat assessment
point of view, pointing out things like flammable vegetation, their building material,
their roofing material, the proximity of vegetation to their home, talking to them about.
Look if a fire approached your home it's going to be very difficult to defend because of
these reasons. If you were to do these corrective actions, we could make your home way
more defendable or even survivable. We may not have to put a truck in your driveway.
Your home may survive a fire that comes through on its own. So there's the one-on-one
contact that we get standing in the yard with the homeowner. And then the next level
would be attending that homeowners association meeting, or that neighborhood meeting,
and talking to them specifically about things like becoming a Firewise community, or
explain to them the Ready Set Go model, and things like that. So then there's that
smaller group setting. And then the other end of the spectrum is really wide brush
strokes with social media, utilizing the television, radio, to explain programs out there,
to talk about fire danger, to encourage people to take ownership, call the fire department
for more information, be careful outside, today is a red flag day, things like that. So as
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far as what's most effective, probably that one-on-one interaction, and then it goes from
there. I think you're most effective one-on-one and you're least effective with those
broad public service announcements and things like that. And then in the middle are
those group settings that we interact with individual neighbors.”
4. Prevention/Education Programs. The specific programs mentioned in the data are
Ready, Set, Go!®, Firewise®, Smokey Bear®, Living with Fire brochures, CERT, and SAFE. One of
the benefit of these education/prevention programs seems to be that they provide a mechanism for
direct contact between fire department staff and the public.
Excerpt 6: Case 9: Chief, Urban, West
“Um I think, again, I didn't really even mention it because but we just started delving into
the whole Ready, Set, Go! program this past year, I think that gives us an opportunity when
we meet with the individual homeowner groups for us, I think that is our best outreach and
our folks just going out door-to-door at the start of fire season to go out and just meet
people and talk with them. We've talked about handing out, in the past we've handed the
Living with Fire brochures. So going out in the interface area. I think that's been the faceto-face contact with our community risk reduction, you know when we talk about risk
reduction. I think that's worked best.... We've gone out, every year we've gone and taken
some proactive approach at least. Our ___ has gone out to the homeowners, given them
some advice, knocked on the door and we had little cards that we had printed up that they
hung on their door that were bright orange that said "Evacuate" and we told them, "If we
hang this on doorknobs we know you're out. And of by the way, let's talk about some of
your oak brush that is five feet from your structure. We might want to reduce, have some
fuel reduction there." We don't do any ourselves, but we've worked with the state and
Forest Service at least along the fire break road to enhance the fire break road. We've
looked at different programs trying to get some funding for mitigation projects, things like
that. A lot that is just going out to door-to-door handing out the hanger, hang this on your
door when you evacuate and give them some tips, sometimes received, sometime not wellreceived.”
Summary. In sum, most interviewees have a robust menu of traditional means of
communicating with the public for preventative and educational purposes. Interviewees did not talk
much about communications with the public during wildland fire incidents. This is an area we might
want to address in future research. Future research on the public’s perspective on which of these
approaches are they aware of and which do they find most helpful, would also be useful.
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III. Social Media/Technological Means of Communicating with the Public
The interviewees who discussed their use of social media (11 out of the 25 respondents)
differed on a variety of dimensions including the types of social media they utilized, their level of
knowledge about social media, their awareness of generational differences in the use of social media,
their methods of targeting messages to specific subsets of their audience, the types of information they
communicated via social media, and the degree of integration of social media messages with traditional
methods of communication.
a. Types of Communication Technology/Social Media Utilized. The respondents who reported
using social media for communicating with the public used a variety of types of media. The
most frequently mentioned were Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram. One department also
reported using a program called “Next Door” which enabled the department to communicate
directly with organizations such as neighborhood or homeowner’s associations or
condominium complexes. They also reported using their own websites to post information
for public consumption. One department mentioned the use of YouTube, one mentioned
blogs, and one explicitly addressed reverse 911 calls (reverse 911 calls are probably used
more commonly than this—our questions did not directly address these calls).
b. Degree of Knowledge about Social Media. While most interviewees displayed knowledge of
social media, there were some who seemed less confident of the social media options available. This
staff chief from an urban Western department displays an understanding of the importance of social
media and of the range of types of social media that are effective for his organization:
Excerpt 7: Case 7: Staff Chief, Urban, West
“We have websites, I mean everything's driven by social media, so you've got these
Facebook pages, you know media outlets and things like that, so we do a lot of outreach
that way also.”
This division chief in a rural, southern region seems less convinced of the value of social media.
He describes several traditional means of communication that he utilizes (e.g., door to door contacts,
paper flyers, and participation in community meetings) but is somewhat vague about the use of social
media. This quote suggests a future aspiration rather than current utilization of social media:
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Excerpt 8: Case 6, Division Chief, Rural, South
“Well, probably social media. Because that seems to be everything the whole world is
going to.”
c. Understanding Generational Differences in Social Media Use. Departments differed in the
degree of understanding they displayed of their target audience’s use of social media. This includes
awareness of generational differences in the use of social media and in the types of social media
typically used by different age groups. This division chief from an urban, western region (Excerpt 9)
displays a high degree of awareness of the importance of targeting social media to the appropriate
audience, in particular the differences between younger and older persons.
Excerpt 9: Case 4, Division Chief, Urban, West
“So obviously the latest generation, again I keep harping on social media, but a lot of
people it's all about social media and what's on their phone. The older generation's going
to be the most traditional -- mailing, mailed flyers or TV spots or, you know, pamphletsbased information, so I think it's incumbent upon us to make sure we look at who our
constituents are and what methodology they use for receiving information and so we can
tailor our messages in the appropriate way. Whether it's through mail or brochures or
Twitter feeds or it's Facebook feeds or, you know, You-Tube feeds, you know we have
our own state public safety TV on YouTube for messaging to the public and we'll send
those spots out via emails and email blasts, you know we have vast directories of people
that sign up that want to be on our email list and we'll send out a link to You-Tube that
says, "Hey, here's the latest clip from state public safety TV." And it will have a public
education messaging system on it. So I think we're being successful in that effort.”
In response to the interviewer’s question, a chief from a rural midwestern department (Excerpt
10) explains what he thinks is the best way to get information out to his community. He makes a
distinction between those over and under forty years of age:
Excerpt 10: Case 25: Chief, Rural, Midwest
“For us, I think it's still maybe newspaper because the newspaper is still flowing, people
read it still so. And I would say that was the age group of 40 and older which would be
me. And then myself, 40 and under, I guess I'm not as, I'm not a Facebook person but I
can see some of that electronic media being utilized down the road for that group of
constituents because they've, some of them are never going to touch a newspaper but
they're checking Facebook or they're, oh what's it called, tweeting or some of those
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things all the time, so I think that's probably the next generation phase of getting
information out.”
Summary. In sum, only a couple interviewees explicitly displayed an understanding of
generational differences in use of social media, and in the types of social media used by different
subgroups. Further research should explore more precisely the types of social media used and the
specific groups targeted by these media.
d. Integration of Social Media with Traditional Approaches to Communicating with the Public.
Most of the interviewees seem to use both traditional and social media approaches to communicating
with the public. In this section we explore the ways in which they integrated both types of approaches.
This division chief from an urban western region believe that both types of approaches are effective:
Excerpt 11: Case 4, Division Chief, Urban, West
“I think they're very effective, but I think you also have to understand that we're using
traditional means of education and more modern means. So we've kind of a dual
approach.”
This chief in an urban western region describes how his department integrates social media with
traditional modes of communication. During high fire danger periods, they use a saturation approach,
blanketing all media at their disposal to make sure they reach all target audiences:
Excerpt 12: Case 124: Chief, Urban, West
“And so when the fire danger gets to very high or extreme categories, they'll fire up a
[canned] public service announcement, and when they do that then they all hit. It's the
same message, goes out to all of our media outlets. We'll send those to the TV stations,
and the radio, we use social media, we use Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, we have fire
danger signs in front of our fire stations, so there's a process where the employees at
each one of those stations will go out and update their little sign in front of the station
just like the U.S. forest service does. And a lot of times the media will take on that and
they'll bring the nightly news or any of their news programs, they'll say, and just a
reminder the [City] city fire department is urging everyone to use caution in the outdoors
we are in extreme fire category or a very high fire danger category. So we push it out on
the front end quite a bit in the media and we track our Facebook numbers to see how
many people are picking up on that. We have pretty extensive of an education campaign
that hits those.”
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This same chief describes (Excerpt 3, page 52) how traditional and social media are used for
routine educational and preventative work with the public.
This chief (Excerpt 14) answers an interviewer’s question about how they communicate the fire
danger ratings in their community. Note that he does not have a systematic way of evaluating the
effectiveness of these various methods. Instead, he relies on unsolicited feedback to verify his sense
that they are useful:
Excerpt 14: Case 86: Chief, Rural, West
“For our particular department, we have a website that's on and we have a Facebook
page that we put that on. We have a sign out in front of the fire station. If we get a red
flag warning day, we've actually got a red flag that hangs out and blows in the wind kind
of stuff. And we try, being a smaller community we don't have a daily newspaper, we
have a weekly newspaper and we don't even have local TV or radio that center just on
our communities, so we can rely on the TV and radio that we have, but it covers a much
broader audience that may, some may not have the same conditions that we do, I guess
you can say. So it's a little more difficult sometimes with that kind of stuff. But our
primary way is through our department website, our sign out in front of the station, and
the Facebook page to get people to understand what the actual conditions are like.
[These measures are] relatively effective. I mean we get a lot of feedback from folks that
say they've seen it, or they noticed the red flag hanging outside the fire station type of
thing. So we're not a huge community so it doesn't take a lot to get a lot of the word out
sometimes, but it's going to be one of those deals the folks that want to know will figure
out ways to find out and the other ones probably didn't care anyway.”
This chief from a rural southern department reports using webpage notifications, but does not
mention any other types of electronic media.
Excerpt 15: Case 5: Chief, Rural, South
“Well we, I mean, Division of Forestry, [State Name] Forest Service puts out fire, daily
fire sets. We mirror their daily fire set. If you're talking to the community as a whole, we
utilize through the webpage notifications of what the daily fire hazard is, specifically
because we, in the very rural areas, we'll still have individuals who will attempt to burn
debris or something during that time. Yeah, they put signage up at stations that type of
thing.”
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There are some disadvantages to websites as a mode of communicating with the public. This
chief from an urban western department points out that information on websites will only be helpful if
the public takes the time to visit the website.
Excerpt 16: Case 28: Chief, Urban, West
“In our case, it has been neighborhood organizations. One on one works okay but having
the neighbors all there with a little bit of peer pressure applied so that the neighborhood
standard comes up tends to work the best for us. Websites are fine but they are pull
locations, you have to go out and get the information from that. We do send out printed
materials in terms of newsletters and information and things like that. How much of that
effects people's behavior is tough to judge. But we can always, but when we do
neighborhood education campaigns, that's where we get our best bang for the buck.”
e. Advantages of Social Media over Traditional Modes of Communication. Some types of
social media provide affordances not obtainable through face to face or traditional means of
communication. For example, the division chief of an urban western region notes that their use of
social media enables them to communicate ‘near real-time’ with their target audiences. This enables
them to get out information very quickly when situations change.
Excerpt 17: Case 4, Division Chief, Urban, West
“Again, a lot of it is through social media and through networking and our Public
Information Office we have... And so we have near real-time information that goes to
our elected officials and community members and through that effort out of the '03 fires
with our Public Information Office, we've got great communication and networking
capability through social media, blogs, Facebook, Twitter accounts, and that's how we
push a lot of our messaging out through fire safety and what to do, you know defensible
space, and educating our community.”
Another department uses a type of social media called “Next Door” to enable them to target
specific subgroups of the population they serve:
Excerpt 18: Case 18, Captain, Urban, West
“We use a tool called Next Door, which is a social media tool, are you guys familiar
with that? Okay so it's set up for neighborhood associations or homeowners associations.
So in my homeowners association for [Name] subdivision we have a Next Door social
networking site so people in the community can talk to one another about things that are
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relevant to them in their own community. So it's different from any other social network
type in that regard. Now cities can be set up as a Next Door neighborhood and we could
push information out. So the police department, parks department, fire department, we
can push information out to people in select communities. So if I want to go in and pick
[Name] neighborhood homeowners association, or [Name] neighborhood association, I
can select individual communities from that social networking site that I want to push
messaging out to. And so for our assessing residential wildfire hazards class that we
hosted here a month ago, I sent a social networking piece out to 10,000 community
members that lived in the wildland urban interface and I only selected those
communities that had people living in the WUI, and it's been a very effective tool as far
as that goes. We also use Facebook and Twitter and that kind of thing, but the Next
Door site is very useful from a city standpoint trying to pinpoint specific communities to
push messaging out to.”
f. Relative Benefits of Traditional and Social Media Approaches. The interviewees express a
diversity of perspectives on the relative value of social media and traditional communication modalities
for interacting with the public. In general, two perspectives emerged. Some interviewees felt that faceto-face contacts were the most effective, while others believed that a multi-modal approach is essential.
None expressed a desire for all communications to be virtual. In spite of the number of departments
that deliberately integrate traditional approaches with social media use, a number of interviewees argue
that direct contact with the public is the best approach:
Excerpt 19: Case 10, Battalion Chief, Rural, West
“I think the best way is having going out face to face having meetings and stuff.
Everybody gets the newspaper and everybody gets the news and when fire prevention is
kind of the last because it’s not a shooting, it’s not a fire, you know, it’s not something
that is directly impacting. You kind of get pushed to the back page in publication, so I
think and that social media is a wave, it’s only if it affects me if people are going to
really pay attention to it. So what has been most effective in our area is just doing the
community meetings and the face to face contact with those people.”
Excerpt 20: Case 38, Captain, Urban, South
“Well. I'll be honest with you. I'm kind of old school about that. I think that the most
effective way for us to communicate these messages is building relationships and that
takes people with the time to do that and that requires some commitment on the part of
organizations and dollars to get people out in the community communicating this
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message, these messages. I think the most effective way is face-to-face. Now, does that
mean that the other ways of communicating aren't effective? No. But I just think that's
the most effective way, I think it's the one that probably promotes the actual action on
the ground.”
Excerpt 21: Case 124, Chief, Urban, Midwest
“I think the most effective is standing in the yard with the property owner overlooking
their property and walking around and looking at their property from a threat assessment
point of view, pointing out things like flammable vegetation, their building material,
their roofing material, the proximity of vegetation to their home, talking to them about.
Look if a fire approached your home it's going to be very difficult to defend because of
these reasons. If you were to do these corrective actions, we could make your home way
more defendable or even survivable. We may not have to put a truck in your driveway.
Your home may survive a fire that comes through on its own. So there's the one-on-one
contact that we get standing in the yard with the homeowner. And then the next level
would be attending that homeowners association meeting, or that neighborhood meeting,
and talking to them specifically about things like becoming a Firewise community, or
explain to them the Ready Set Go model, and things like that. So then there's that
smaller group setting. And then the other end of the spectrum is really wide brush
strokes with social media, utilizing the television, radio, to explain programs out there,
to talk about fire danger, to encourage people to take ownership, call the fire department
for more information, be careful outside, today is a red flag day, things like that. So as
far as what's most effective, probably that one-on-one interaction, and then it goes from
there. I think you're most effective one-on-one and you're least effective with those
broad public service announcements and things like that. And then in the middle are
those group settings that we interact with individual neighbors.”
Other interviewees argue that a multi-modal approach to communicating with the public is
essential. The argument is that there is no one best method for communicating with the public—
multiple methods need to be used. When asked what he thinks the best way to get information about
awareness prevention programs to the community, these respondents answer that there needs to be a
multi-pronged approach:
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Excerpt 22: Case 86, Chief, Rural, West
“I think it takes multiple, I don't think there is one best way to do it. I think you need to
look at your community as whole. And like I said we've only got a weekly newspaper,
but that's one of the aspects. Mailers if you need to go that route, but we're finding that
the electronic media probably is as good as anything else, one single thing, because
people can look at that on their own time and they seem to be all connected all the time
anymore. So that's probably one of the main ones that we rely on, but again it's not a
silver bullet, I think you can't rely just completely on that.”
Excerpt 23: Case 134, Chief, Urban, Northeast
“I'm a saturation [bombing] guy. I don't believe that any one way ever does anything.
They say now that lecture teaching alone does not work. So you have to be able to
communicate to all the different levels of people, and sometimes when it's appropriate it
should be a one-on-one. I would drive around while they were doing the fires and it kind
of bums me because I would like to be in there helping with the fire but my
responsibility now as the fire chief, I drive around. Inevitably somebody stops me and
says, hey chief what's going on? I did get the 911 thing but, and then I take that
opportunity, it's a great opportunity to explain to them what's going on. Hopefully
they've got it correctly and they've passed it on to their other neighbor. But the other part
of it would be some stuff on the website, and then trying to, with the board of selectmen
are pretty much on board with this as well, and so I need to do a better job in informing
them, because people will ask them questions and I want them to give the right answers.
So I think I've pretty much told you saturation's the way to go. There is no one format,
and try to get to as many people as possible. I use the news medias a lot to do that type
of stuff.”
Excerpt 24: Case 135, Chief, Rural, Northeast
“Oh definitely a combination. I think that's actually a good point. We do have a fire
department website that we started building and that's actually a good place to put links
to Smokey Bear and S.A.F.E [program]37 and all that. But yeah I think, you know how it
is, because everyone gets their information from a different source, kids get it from one
place, adults get it from another place, and if you see it around town or if you see it on
the website or whatever, to see it in schools, eventually the more stuff you put out in
different ways you have a better chance of reaching folks.”
S.A.F.E. – is a fire prevention education program designed to equip elementary, intermediate, and high school students
with skills for recognizing the dangers of fire, specifically, the fire hazards smoking related materials pose.
37
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This officer seems uncertain as to what the best method is; it’s not clear he’s thought it through:
Excerpt 25: Case 24
“To the community? I would say probably classes and community meetings. You know,
like, what you normally see is there's only a select few individuals that are going to
spend the time and show up to something like that.... You know it’s kind of hard to get a
good portion of the people, so I don't know maybe commercials and things like that.”
Summary. In sum, we found that these departments report effective integration of a wide range
of traditional and technologically mediated communication modalities in their education and prevention
efforts.
IV. Staff Doing Communication Work
Departments reported a variety of types of staff members who contributed to the work of
communicating with the public. One department reported having a “fire prevention division” within
the department that took responsibility for education/prevention work. Other departments had a
dedicated communication specialist such as a Public Information Officer (PIO). This department’s PIO
performs a variety of communication functions and uses social media to communicate with the public:
Excerpt 26: Case 9 Chief, Urban, West
“My Fire Prevention Specialist also happens to be my PIO, he's also on the local Type-3
team as a PIO as well, so he's very well-versed in wildland fire and wildland fire risk
reduction, so he'll send out tweets ((chuckles)), he'll send out things or put things on
Facebook reminding people, you know, it's time for spring cleaning, time for defensible
space around your homes. And he'll take the time to do that. So we do, I do kind of rely
on him as the Fire Prevention Specialist and also the department's PIO and really take
the opportunity to send that message out to people.”
This Division Chief believes it makes a difference who communicates with the public. In his
area, local fire department employees have more credibility with the public than state or federal
agencies (note—this may also be a “cultural” issue—with some western states being ideologically less
comfortable with federal and/or state governments):
Excerpt 27: Case 73, Division Chief, Urban, West
“One of the really interesting things that I think paid for us in the initial part of this
program fifteen eighteen years ago was that wildfire prevention messaging and efforts
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were a long time the mainstay of the US Forest Service and the state and I think what
helped us here and what helped this move along both in our community and outside of
our community is that while that message was the same, it was being delivered by
entities and agencies that in many cases are were not viewed well by the public; and
when the fire department got involved; not only talking about it but when we fielded the
crew and we began to do work and we were enlisting people to help; and I think having
the fire department, specifically the fire department as not a mouth piece, but a leader in
this effort for many in the community; and I mean they view the fire department as the
top in surveys nationally they look at the fire department as the most trusted agency that
they deal with and when the fire department is beginning to convey that message and do
the work, the message isn't really any different. It just takes on a different stance of
importance.”
This Chief has a full time PIO who networks with other departments and agencies, thus
presumably improving his/her ability to do the job of communicating with the public.
Excerpt 28: Case 124, Chief, Urban, West
“We have a public information officer in the fire department, that's their full time job.
He belongs to a consortium of public information officers, one from the state, and one
from the U.S. Forest Service, and from our city and county emergency management.
And they're talking all the time.”
This chief from a rural eastern department is very aware of the benefits of having a trained PIO.
He believes that all managers in the department should have the level of training in communications
that the PIO has.
Excerpt 29: Case 135, Chief, Rural, Northeast
“Communication is kind of the linchpin of everything, whether it's me communicating
my needs to the select board and the finance committee, whether it's folks on the fire
ground, whether it's communicating out to the community like you say with some of the
outreach programs. So I think there's a couple things on there, we need as much training
as we can in communications. I think personally, I think every Chief officer and even
down to company officer should be trained as PIO, at least have the training, at least
understand how it works and understand how to communicate with the press, how to
communicate with people and I think there's some good courses out there that people
should really take but. It's on my list, I haven't got to it yet but it's on my list.... Well our
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county is putting together an incident management team, there's only two of them in the
state really, there's the [ ] County in the northwest and then they have one down the
southeast [region]. This crew out here I was loosely involved with them on different
stuff. But there's tons of training for that stuff, whether you just want to take the training
and sort of help out, there's so much there to learn. And like we're saying, that
communications when there's a big incident going on, you just want people to have
timely correct information, that's all you want. You don't have to give them a life
history, but just at least be able to explain to people what's going on and so they
understand you're not bullshitting them, that you can get reliable information.”
Summary. In sum, while only a few interviewees specified which staff members were
responsible for communicating with the public, we can see from the excerpts above that there is wide
variability in the choices departments make about staffing these positions. Further research should
investigate what types of staffing are generally used, and what proportion of departments have the
resources to dedicate staff to this purpose. In addition, several of the potential benefits of having
trained staff dedicated to public communications work were touched on in the examples. These
benefits included regular communications with the public through a variety of media, networking with
other departments and agencies, and providing timely information during wildland fire incidents.
Further research is also needed on the functions and perceived benefits of specialized and trained
communications staff.
V. Targeting Specific Subgroups
One way that specific subgroups can be targeted is through the use of social media, as described
above. Recall that social media enabled departments to connect more easily with younger generations,
and that some types of social media enabled them to communicate directly with specific subgroups,
such as homeowners associations or neighborhood groups. In addition to the use of social media, there
are some other issues related to the targeting of specific subgroups which emerged from the data. In
this section we will discuss the communication challenges in rural areas, and some issues related to
cultural differences and full time versus transient populations.
a. Communication Challenges in Rural Areas. Rural areas may have trouble with internet
access, but local TV news coverage is also likely to be lacking outside of urban areas.
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Excerpt 30: Case 5: Chief, Rural, South
“Right now we pretty much target areas when we do door-to-door or the web-based
information. We do not have a lot of independent media in the county. It depends on the
county media to do that, and so that is not a focus a lot of times for more urban settings.
So you can do some little newspaper. We tend to do outreach during the fair. It’s a large
event in the county, you'll do outreach there. And it's through emergency management
also, because they do an all-hazard risk outreach at those events and wildfire is a part of
that.”
Access to social media may also be a problem in rural areas. Especially in rural or low-income
areas, access to social media may be problematic due to lack of internet connections and/or cell phone
towers (particularly if there are geographical conditions such as mountain ranges or extreme distances
from urban areas).
Excerpt 31: Case 6: Division Chief: Rural, South
“Well, the door-to-door is probably best because you actually talk to people. And you
know you don’t know who all has internet, etc.”
B. Issues Related to Cultural Differences and Transient Populations. It is interesting that few
of the interviewees raised the issue of cultural difference in terms of ethnicity and/or language
difference, even though some of the states included in the data have large Hispanic populations. These
Hispanic populations include a number of people for whom English is a second language, as well as
some who do not speak English at all. The captain from an urban southern department raised the issue
of public communications with a spanish-speaking population:
Excerpt 32: Case 14, Captain, Urban, South
“We were the pilot community selected... to develop the Spanish equivalent of the
English Ready, Set, Go! guide that we've developed an outreach campaign around the
guide and the strategy for using that guide as our implementation tool for our at risk
segments of our population that may not resonate with some of the other national
programs that are available, so finding unique and innovative ways to meet the needs of
our diverse population. [City Name] is a minority majority city so it's very important to
us that we reach all of our population at risk and we're striving to develop and partner
with key agencies to develop innovative programs from that standpoint.”
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However, there were some comments that addressed ways in which culture, defined more
broadly, was relevant for a department’s decisions about how to communicate with the public. In one
western state the predominant religious group used a system of districting which the fire service found
convenient to piggy back on. This quote describes how they used the church’s districts to facilitate the
CERT program:
Excerpt 33: Case 9: Fire Chief, Urban, West
“We have a pretty good network in [State name] with the predominant culture there
being in the [[Name of Religion]] community, they have a very strong network where
their communication network is really good. Our CERT program within our city is very
robust, we have thousands of people trained in CERT and they are divided into districts
based on the stake centers that they're in used the [name of religion] Church boundaries
again, but it's a good geographic way to divide the city up into eight different districts
for CERT.”
A captain in an urban, Western city describes how the large proportion of tourists and other
transient individuals in their city makes the job of educating the public and keeping them informed of
daily fire danger levels more difficult. They have in essence two very large population bases that
require different methods and approaches to fire safety communications:
Excerpt 34: Case 14, Captain, Urban, West
“Captain [Name] handles a lot of our social media outreach and avenues and so we fully
plan on continuing to leverage that as one of our day to day mechanisms for increasing
outreach. And part of the localization of the fire prevention effort is also to align it with
not just the daily fire danger, but with other cultural elements of our community. [Name]
mentioned [regional extent descriptor], 200,000 people, so we have on average over a
quarter of a million additional people in [City] who don't know the fire adaptive nature
of our community who will be using our open space and staying in residential areas and
things like that. So one of our biggest challenges is it seems like a lot of the focus is on
messaging around fire safety and prevention is aimed at the local population, and that's
critical that we have that foundation, but we're also acknowledging the fact that we're
dealing with a largely transient population because of the eco-tourism nature of our
community from an entertainment, arts, and cultural standpoint is we have a huge
population that is constantly floating through [City] and won't bring with them that
situation awareness we're asking the public to maintain on a daily basis. So we're
working to expand the signage program to some of our high-use recreational and green
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belt areas, that really we can't fault the general public when they enter a green belt area,
we don't have anything right now that tells them what the fire danger is and how they
can help be a part of what keeps [City] green. And so working to kind of integrate that at
all levels but using the NFDRS38 as our platform moving forward... And part of the
localization of the fire prevention effort is also to align it with not just the daily fire
danger, but with other cultural elements of our community.”
Summary. In sum, information about ethnic and language differences of the populations served
should be sought in future research. Further exploration of the special communication needs and issues
facing areas with large transient populations should also be addressed.
Strategic Approaches to “Messaging”
There were a few quotes in the data which were suggestive of major challenges faced in
communications with the public, and opinions or strategies for how to best deal with these problems.
For example, this Captain from a rural western department discusses the need to be proactive rather
than reactive. He also believes that the best way to reach the public is to have a simple direct message
that is repeated continually through a wide range of media:
VI.

Excerpt 35: Case 8: Captain, Rural West
“I think this is not only a [state name] or western states issue, but it goes across the
board, whether it's any fire department, how you're going to take care of the community
and be proactive instead of reactive, get out in front of the public, have a great PR
program. I mean, we, unfortunately we are a business, but we're in the business of
saving lives and if we can't do it without talking to people and getting out in front of
them, they're not going to hear the message, unless you hammer it over their heads over
and over and over, not only you know television, social media, paper, all that stuff, it's
like, what are we selling? We're selling how we can protect you, how we can save your
life, how we can help you but you have to help us. And I don't think that message is
getting heard clearly or often enough. And it needs be just, it needs to be simple. Like a
politician. You need to have a bullet-proof campaign speech and make sure you don't
deviate from that whatsoever and you just hammer it over and over and over.”

NFDRS - National fire danger rating system, a uniform but multiple index fire danger rating system that focuses on the
environmental factors that control soil moisture content of fuels.
38
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A captain in an urban western department expresses concern that important information about fire
danger in his area is not getting the same “play” in the media as are other less urgent issues. He uses
the analogy of the media’s report of pollen counts to illustrate this concern:
Excerpt 36: Case 14, Captain, Urban, West
“And then ultimately, I don't know what it's like where you guys are, but we get really
bad pollen and [mold] and so every day when you turn on the news they talk about the
pollen count, and our goal is for the fire danger to be as prominent as the pollen count
when appropriate.”
A staff chief in an urban, western department believes the most important job of those
communicating with the public is to create public buy-in and ownership of the problem of fire
prevention. He thinks the key is to find ways to reach “spark plugs” in the community (those who will
be motivated enough to organize on this issue and “coerce” others in the community to participate):
Excerpt 37: Case 7, Staff Chief, Urban, West
“Well, I think the strategy and tactic that is the most effective is just simply to
communicate with the public. In my opinion, fire prevention strategies will never ever
work by the government telling the people, this is what you have to do, that's just never
going to work. People have to accept the risk, understand the environment they live in,
and be willing to be a partner in helping reduce that risk, understanding the fact that the
fire environment is where they've chosen to live, and how to you live there successfully,
in living with fire. And so we want to be there as a tool to help with that and explain
anything they want. Kind of the technical experts on it, but we can't make them want to
do it. They have to be encouraged to do it themselves. So again you go back to any little
fire activity you have, you want to kind of highlight that and see, this could happen in
your backyard too, and of course, there's a lot of people it's like, it's never going to
happen here, and it's easy for them to bury their head in the sand. But I think you've just
got to keep pushing and find those spark plugs in the community who just kind of get it
and they can be kind of the conduit to kind of coerce their neighbors into doing it. So I
really think the best tool is the community involvement and getting them to buy into it.”
Summary. In sum, this subsection suggests that some interviewees have an overall philosophy
or strategy underlying their communication with the public. Whether it’s a belief that the most
important thing is to be proactive, to saturate the audience with continual messaging, or to take steps to
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create public “buy in”, each Chief seems to have a different sense of which issues are most important
and what type of overall approach is necessary to achieve their goals.
VII. Summary and Conclusions
In this chapter we have addressed both traditional and technologically mediated
communications with the public for fire prevention and education purposes. We found that while all
departments seem to use traditional methods, departments may differ in terms of the degree of their
utilization of social media; this may be a missed opportunity for some. Further research should be done
to determine the extent and nature of social media use to address the most effective ways of integrating
these approaches with traditional modes of communication, and to evaluate the relative effectiveness of
each approach for specific target audiences and subsets of the population served. The availability and
training of staff dedicated to communicating with the public (such as PIOs) should be further studied to
determine the extent to which departments have the resources to include these types of services.
Further research should also be done on how access to internet and cell phone service in rural areas
affects the fire department’s ability to communicate with the public, and how cultural and language
differences play a role in the effectiveness of fire department communications.
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CHAPTER 5: COMMUNITY RISK REDUCTION
I. Introduction
In this section, following a brief note on community awareness of risk, we discuss the barriers
to community risk reduction related to not only homeowners’ resistance to mitigation efforts, but to
resistance among fire department staff. We also discuss how issues like responsibility deferral and
environmental regulations have hindered or stalled fuel reduction and other mitigation efforts. Finally,
we give considerable attention to the public education, outreach, and formal programs that, for many
departments and communities, play crucial roles in fire prevention and risk reduction.
II. Wildfire Community Risk Reduction Profile
Of the fire departments in this study 22% indicated that they spend more of their time on
wildfire community risk reduction activities, 46% spend more of their time on structural fire
community risk reduction activities, with a further 30% indicating that they spend about the same
amount of time on both wildland and structural fire response community risk reduction activities (see
figure 4). Seventy-three percent of the fire departments indicated that they had a wildfire pre-attack
plan. Ninety-six percent of the interviewees indicate that collaborating with other local organizations
or agencies about wildfire community risk reduction activities is extremely important.

Figure 5: Percentage of fire departments interviewed that devote more of their time to either wildland fire or structural fire
community risk reduction activities (n = 46).
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III. Community Awareness of Wildfire Risk
Residents facing the risk of hazards such as wildfire tend to rate the risk lower than
professionals or experts.39 In this Phase 1 study we do not have access to residents’ perspectives, but
we do have fire department personnel’s perceptions of their awareness. Many of our interviewees
believed the frequency of catastrophic events greatly affected community members’ awareness of and
belief in wildfire risk.
Conversely, the occurrence of disasters other than wildfires can distract the public from
awareness of wildland fire risk. A chief from the urban west explained how the aftermath of a recent
flood had occupied the attention of homeowners and made community engagement in fire preparedness
and mitigation exceedingly difficult:
Excerpt 1: Case 28: Chief, Urban, West
“The big issue right now is that the big fires are now about five years in the past, and
how to keep that fresh in peoples' mind… Our last disaster around here was a flood and
so fire is sort of off of peoples' radar again. And keeping fire fresh in their minds when
we've got standing water all around is a little tough.”
Another chief from the urban west expressed a similar sentiment:
Excerpt 2: Case 18: Chief, Urban, West
“If you have a lot of success or you have a lower frequency of these events, then public
interest and political interest wane. But the risk really doesn't leave you, it's just like
anything else, what's in front of you right now is the most important issue.”
In general, our interviewees considered increased awareness and acceptance of fire risk in
wildland/urban interfaces to be one of the first necessary steps in community risk reduction. While
most of the interviewees reported that they believe residents in their local wildland/urban interface
communities are aware of the fire risk in the area, they tended to be less confident that these residents
were knowledgeable or proactive about preventing and mitigating fire around their properties.
Fire departments, of course, do not rely on the occurrence of major wildfires, instead taking a
variety of measures to increase community awareness of fire risk. One major method is the
implementation of a range of formal community risk reduction programs.
Meldrum, J. R., Champ, P. A., Brenkert-Smith, H., Warziniack, T., Barth, C. M. and Falk, L. C. (2015), Understanding
Gaps Between the Risk Perceptions of Wildland–Urban Interface (WUI) Residents and Wildfire Professionals. Risk
Analysis, 35: 1746–1761. doi: 10.1111/risa.12370
39
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III. Formal Community Risk Reduction Programs
A majority of our interviewees consider formal community risk reduction and prevention
programs to be effective in increasing community awareness about fire risk and mitigation practices.
While some of these prevention programs are not geared directly towards educating the public about
defensible space, some, particularly Ready, Set, Go! and Firewise, teach elements of the defensible
space concept and can work well alongside other risk reduction-oriented programs, as these two
interviewees note in response to a question about effective mitigation strategies:
Excerpt 3: Case 14: Captain, Urban, South
“…I think that brings us back to that one of the previous questions that [my partner]
discussed, the importance of all of the different programs and them being used
collectively, and incrementally. First being Ready, Set, Go! then maybe the Firewise
Community then the Fire Adapted Communities program.”
Excerpt 4: Case 86: Chief, Rural, West
“…what I like about that program [Ready, Set, Go!] is that it takes the program beyond
just the mitigation around your home, it takes it to another level which is the evacuation
and leaving during the event type of thing, or before the event kind of thing, which I
think are important pieces. They're all good programs, most all of them have all the
same information, in fact they play off each other, and so I think any one of those that a
person would use, you can't go wrong with by any stretch of the imagination.”
Likewise, a chief from a rural southern area expresses an affinity for several fire prevention and
community risk reduction programs, as he utilizes various elements to fit the place-specific needs and
circumstances of his jurisdiction. As we discuss in more detail later, he also mentions adopting WUI
codes as a part of risk reduction going forward:
Excerpt 5: Case 19: Chief, Rural, South
“Well, I’m going to tell you that I like components of several different programs. I love
Ready, Set, Go! I love the Fire-Adapted Communities stuff…I think you've got to have
different tools in your toolbox to use different ones based on the communities, the
demographics of the community, your road infrastructure, the whole nine yards. So I
think there's several. I mean, Firewise I think is great. When you talk about the different
types of fuels, where you've got that information to be able to hand those people
((inaudible)). And then Ready, Set, Go! when there is an emergency that occurs.
Because it's going to occur. And then the big thing I'm looking at now is going towards
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looking at some, maybe a WUI code and going back to the trenches of community risk
reduction and getting those stakeholders together and make it real for them.”
As mentioned in the Public Communications section of this report, prevention and community
risk reduction programs provide an avenue for community engagement and partnerships with fire
departments. In an urban southern community, a captain’s top priority in mitigation work is to get his
department be more engaged through these formal programs:
Excerpt 6: Case 38: Captain, Urban, South
“I would really like to see my fire department more involved at the local level in a
Firewise® or a Ready, Set, Go! ® program regarding wildfire. I'd love to see them
involved more richly in some mitigation efforts that are being done, maybe not
necessarily in our jurisdiction, but in neighboring jurisdictions where we have mutual
aid responsibilities we could be involved in those mitigation programs to a greater extent
that are just now emerging, I mean. I'm hopeful that we will be, but those programs are
just now coming on line and so we really haven't had that chance yet to see where our
priorities and commitments are going to be in that regard. Those would be the top on my
priority list.”
“As a general rule,” this interviewee stated, “[these programs] are exceptionally good at doing
what they’re designed to do and that is to create awareness by everyone.” He later adds:
Excerpt 7: Case 38: Captain, Urban, South
“…they're a good start to what needs to be an even more aggressive approach to
involving every stakeholder – whether it be a homeowner, or someone in the park
department, everyone – in the awareness of wildfire threat…so, yeah, are the programs
effective? Absolutely. And the more the merrier in my opinion.”
Similarly, a captain in the rural west expresses the need for more vegetation management and risk
reduction around people’s homes, which he believes programs like Fire Adapted Communities have
aided. Still, like the captain above, he knows there is much work to be done:
Excerpt 8: Case 8: Captain, Rural, West
“I think that like the Living with Fire and those organizations that have helped talk about
how you can prepare your house for a wildfire has gotten more attention. The [Name]
Fire down in [City] was a big one, you know as we see the west burn all the time, there
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are programs out there that will help our homeowners realize, hey, I can still have nice
plants, but I need to defend out 100 feet so I can give my local fire department a chance
to save my house. Getting rid of shake shingle roofs, taking care of juniper bushes,
getting your wood away from the house, covering your vents, all the things that I think
Firewise and Ready, Set, Go! and all those Fire Adapted Communities programs are
doing are helping, but they've got a long way to go I think.”
IV. Barriers in Community Risk Reduction
In this section we discuss barriers to fire department’s efforts to increase community awareness
of and responsiveness to wildfire risk through various community risk reduction efforts. The most
frequently mentioned barriers were cultural barriers, the WUI codes and regulations themselves, and
the conflict between environmental protection regulations and wildfire prevention.

Figure 6: Percentage of fire departments interviewed who have a wildfire community risk reduction program that include
the following programs/activities (n = 35).

Of the interviewees that have a wildfire community risk reduction program (n= 35) 69%
indicated that the dedicated staff assigned to this role are not grant funded. Only 6% indicated that
their dedicated staff assigned to this role are grant funded. This is an interesting observation because
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anecdotally, the assumption is that wildfire community risk reduction programs are unsustainable
because staff positions are grant funded. In this small sample it is evident that this is not the case, with
only 6% of the interviewees indicating their staff positions are fully grant funded.
a. Cultural Barriers to Mitigation Efforts. Numerous interviewees expressed desire for their
departments to be more of a partner to homeowners in managing vegetation in residential areas.
However, many mentioned homeowner resistance as a barrier to implementing these types of
mitigation practices. The most common reasons cited for homeowner resistance included disdain for
and fundamental disagreement with top-down regulation on private property. In addition, there was a
general lack of “buy-in” in regards to the importance of wildfire mitigation practices in some
communities.
Interviewees often referred to “buy-in,” and homeowners’ resistance or willingness to do so, as
reflective of the local or regional culture. Although some fire department staff in western states might
not be satisfied with the level of community awareness and involvement in mitigation efforts, others
see the culture of people in the west as one that understands and appreciates the significant threat of
living with fire. A captain from the urban south sees his area’s culture as varying greatly from the
western states in terms of people’s relationship with fire. When asked about the major barrier he sees in
implementing wildfire risk reduction efforts, this interviewee points directly to these distinctions:
Excerpt 9: Case 38: Captain, Urban, South
“Just culture. The culture of fire in western states and western communities and maybe
out in rural communities in our state, people are familiar with fire, they live with it, it's
acceptable and a realistic part of their life. I think culture is a big one and not just from
the people, the community itself, but the fire departments as well. They're a
representation, a manifestation of their communities so the culture has got to shift to a
greater realization of what the problem really is, how to really fix it, and so I think that is
the major barrier is culture.”
Our interviewees seemed to reaffirm certain cultural characteristics of community archetypes 40,
particularly in terms of the local ecological and fire knowledge of “rural lifestyle communities” and
“working landscape/resources dependent WUI communities” and the greater willingness of “formal
suburban WUI communities” and “high amenity, high resource WUI communities” to work with
Carroll, Matthew S., and Travis Paveglio. Community Diversity and Wildfire Risk: An Archetype Approach to
Understanding Local Capacity to Plan For, Respond To, and Recover from Wildfires. Ecosystem Workforce Program Working Paper No. 50, 2014. 1-20.
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government agencies in fuel reduction activities. According to our interviewees, urban and suburban
WUI communities are not only more willing to allow government agencies and contracted services to
perform mitigation work41, but they also tend to rely on these agencies both to carry out fire prevention
and mitigation activities and to defend their homes with suppression tactics should a fire occur. Indeed,
in many interviewees’ opinions, they rely too heavily on the local fire department and do not take
enough individual responsibility to manage vegetation on their property and create defensible space
around their homes. An urban fire department in the midwest focuses its public communication around
such efforts, as its chief reports:
Excerpt 10: Case 124: Chief, Urban, Midwest
“The only thing that we're trying to do is engage property owners and business owners
for them to take some ownership and responsibility for those mitigation efforts. And it's
a societal thing. The general public has come to rely on government, [thinking] ‘Hey I
don't have to worry about a big fire on my property, the fire department's going come
and they're going to put it out, no big deal.’ And we kind of explain to them, ‘You need
to treat your property because if there is a big fire we may be overwhelmed. We don't
have unlimited resources. The fire may burn your property, may burn your house down,
lives could be lost, and we may or may not be able to protect it.’ So trying to get that
word out there that we have grants available and try to sell those programs so the
property owner looks at that and says, ‘Wow, I can utilize some of this free money.’
And we try to explain to them how we can make their property actually more valuable,
more survivable if there's a fire…So it's trying to shift the responsibility from
government to the property owner.”
Greater property owner responsibility and distrust of government agencies and top-down,
command-and-control regulation is characteristic of the culture in many rural areas. Homeowners in
rural areas are often accustomed to managing their properties individually or with one another’s
assistance, utilizing neighbors’ shared knowledge and social networks42. Several interviewees from
rural departments mentioned these practices as well, while others noted that the culture and
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individualistic mindsets in rural areas can also create problems and barriers for mitigating wildfire on
private lands effectively:
Excerpt 11: Case 86: Chief, Rural, West
“It's just a difficult thing because what we end up with is a lot of people that move out
here because they're tired of dealing with their neighbors in the city or something like
that. And so there's just this culture of – I don't want to say it – they're kind of
cooperative on a bigger level, they understand what needs to be done, but they're not
necessarily cooperative and working with each other to get it done.”
As described by a chief in the rural west, part of the problem also has to do with community
members not being able or willing to coordinate and collaborate among themselves. Although there is
some coordinated effort, this interviewee also sees these cultural barriers at work in the lack of success
in community risk reduction programs:
Excerpt 12: Case 86: Chief, Rural, Western
“The Firewise program® or the Fire Adapted Communities program® really hasn't
taken off too much in our area. To be bluntly honest about it, a lot of our homeowners’
subdivisions, you know homeowners themselves can't get along much less having any
kind of coordinated effort to put together whole communities that agree on the same
thing. I think we got one Firewise community in the southern part of the county. We've
tried to do that to where we get a Firewise Council going and just haven't seen a lot of
success with it at this point in time. We haven't given up by any stretch of the
imagination, but that's kind of where we're at today.”
While property owners in rural areas may be knowledgeable about their local ecology and fire
behavior, another issue is that they may not be as well equipped to perform the necessary mitigation
practices on their own. Some interviewees mentioned that they have recognized the need to educate
community members about the risks associated with prescribed burning, particularly since it is common
for local farmers to have traditionally done their own prescribed burning and for other area residents to
burn debris on their property themselves. A fire department in the rural South has worked to increase
burn restrictions in some cases after fires have gotten away from experienced farmers, who sometimes
purposefully burn on windy days in order to speed up the burning process.
Similarly, a rural northeastern chief commented on the difficulty of getting property owners –
who, “come springtime…[want] to burn their brush and burn everything” – to learn proper burning
techniques and mitigation strategies around their homes. “Until they burn something down they really
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don’t want to hear anything or be bothered with it,” he says. However, the chief has found a fairly
helpful public education approach to be through school programs such as Smokey Bear®:
Excerpt 13: Case 135: Chief, Rural, Northeast
“We've had some good report back from folks on like the SAFE program and the
Smokey Bear stuff. So it's an awareness, if we can raise awareness of the kids then
maybe they'll annoy their parents enough that they might pay attention to stuff. I don't
have a quantity of number for you, but it seems like you get a brief up swelling of
awareness. We used to have a town fair thing in the fall and then we'd try to do some
prevention work there and that seemed to generate some interest.”
b. Fire department Resistance to Mitigation Projects. Cultural barriers in implementing
community risk reduction and mitigation efforts are evident among fire department staff as well as
among property owners. As mentioned by a captain from an urban area in the south (Excerpt 9 above),
the culture of the fire department itself can have a negative impact on the staff’s engagement with the
community and their enthusiasm in carrying out fuel reduction and vegetation management projects.
Numerous interviewees emphasized the need for their departments to partner with residents to make
their communities more fire safe-- to view community risk reduction as a cooperative effort rather than
placing the responsibility solely on the department or on the homeowners. An urban western staff Chief
noted:
Excerpt 14: Case 7: Staff Chief, Urban, West
“We've got a lot of community members who are gung-ho and who want to be involved
in making their communities more fire safe and we as the fire department have to be at
the table with them. We can't just say, ‘Good luck, folks.’ You know, ‘Have fun. Let us
know if you need anything.’ It's not just that easy. We've had to give pretty firm
direction to the folks in the field that they have to be a part of that. There's some
resistance to that of course because that's not the glamorous, fun stuff that they want to
do, but it pays off when the events occur.”
When asked about the main barrier in implementing risk reduction and prevention efforts in the
community, this interviewee further elaborated on his perspective on firefighters’ lack of engagement:
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Excerpt 15: Case 7: Staff Chief, Urban, West
“Because I don't believe that most paid employees have yet really fully embraced the
prevention concept as part of their paradigm. I think if you were to poll them and if they
were honest, I think most of them would say, if you said, ‘What's your role in
prevention?’ ‘Well, you know, that's somebody else's job. We have a prevention bureau.
Other people do that. I'll help out when I can.’ I don't think most of the staff today thinks
of themselves as a prevention officer, in my opinion. I wish I could wave my magic
wand and make all of them think of themselves as a prevention officer, but they don't
yet, so it's not the glamorous thing, they don't get to turn the lights and sirens on to go do
an inspection. So I think that there's a resistance on their end…So I'm almost
embarrassed to admit the fact that I think it's the paid staff resistance more than
anything.”
Chiefs and other interviewees from around the country commented on this similar kind of
organizational culture that sees mitigation work as outside of the purview of firefighters’
responsibilities. A few interviewees expressed frustration with the blasé attitude toward mitigation they
have seen among their staff. Along with a “culture change” in departments, there is also a need for
more funding for staffing wildfire prevention and mitigation:
Excerpt 16: Case 38: Captain, Urban, South
“Money obviously [is a barrier]. And having the financial ability to commit people and
that's really right now the most important thing is being able to commit people to various
projects and programs…and there's still again – we've already talked about it – but
there's still some cultural resistance to anything wildfire. They don't see, they honestly
do not understand or see the significance of say, a public education program here in the
suburbs. They say, ‘No, that doesn't affect us.’ No, but we're, we mutual aid with
communities that it does affect greatly, and it could in a small way affect us in some
areas in our jurisdiction. But by and large that's somebody else's problem, we don't deal
with that kind of stuff so… a little bit of culture, money.”
In terms of vegetation management on private lands, it seems to remain a topic of debate among
firefighters as well as chiefs as to where the ultimate responsibility lies in performing the actual
mitigation work. Not all interviewees took as firm of a stance on firefighters’ involvement in fuel
reduction activities on private property as Excerpt 15 (above) from the urban west. For example,
another chief from an urban area in this region, defers to, if not also shares, the culture and
“philosophy” of his organization in this regard. Although this department works with local government
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personnel in mitigating fire risk on public lands, it has a much less hands-on approach when it comes to
private property:
Excerpt 17: Case 9: Chief, Urban, West
“I think a lot of the philosophy that drives that [fire department staff resistance to
mitigation] I think is the push back, so to speak, [that] that's an individual homeowner
responsibility. I mean certainly we should equip our firefighters, we certainly should
provide them the right equipment, the right PPE, the right training, but when it comes to
clearing brush from Mrs. Smith's yard, it's probably dependent on her to do that. We can
give her the recommendations, but I don't know that it's going to be a budgetary item for
me to go out and take my guys to go out and clear brush away from their house. As
valuable as it may seem, there is a very intense cultural feel in my area that it is up to the
individual homeowner to take the responsibility to do that.”
Taken together, these comments regarding staff resistance to prevention and mitigation efforts
highlight a major obstacle these chiefs and captains face in having their fire departments as engaged
and active in community risk reduction. As reported, some firefighters do not see these activities as
being a duty of the job, nor the responsibility of the fire department, and much prefer to focus on tasks
related to fire suppression. Resistance to wildfire prevention and fuel reduction efforts seems to be
particularly strong among urban firefighters, who may not see wildfire as a threat to their communities.
c. Adoption and Enforcement of Regulations and WUI Codes
In recalling some successful community risk reduction strategies, a few interviewees mentioned
brush clearance regulations and wildland/urban interface codes. In general, the interviewees see brush
clearance and fuel reduction as effective tactics in mitigating fire risk in wildland/urban interfaces;
however, they did not always agree about whether there should be stricter government regulations and
enforcement of WUI codes. A chief of a northeastern fire department represents the view that state
regulations must be enforced at the local level and residents should be aware of the consequences for
failing to adhere to the codes:
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Excerpt 18: Case 135: Chief, Rural, Northeast
“It's the state, the state sets some of that, the state sets most of it, and then we have the
enforcement issue that we're trying to deal with and that's kind of with the towns which
is something we're asking for this year, is just stepping up the fines codes, and all that.
Folks don't understand that when you start violating the codes that you're going to get
punished. So because we get called out for an un-permitted burn, you going to roll all
the stuff on the call and it takes time away from doing other things, and there's a cost
that you have to incur for someone basically being foolish and disobeying the law so.
And I tell people, ‘I don't have a problem if you have a permit for your burn and
something happens and you lose it, at least you're making a good faith effort, but when
you just go out and start burning stuff because you don't feel like getting a permit then
you probably should be fined.’”
As mentioned above, ideologies about government regulations can also affect people’s
willingness to embrace, adopt, or abide by WUI codes. An interviewee from the rural west may
represent the struggles other fire departments face in trying to enforce state WUI codes at the local level
in communities with similarly minded residents or in older residential subdivisions:
Excerpt 19: Case 86: Chief, Rural, West
“[State Name]’s a very pro-property rights state, and so codes and ordinances especially
in the rural areas don't go over very well. So at times it's very difficult. I know there's
some movement on the state level to implement some of the WUI codes into the fire
code into the planning part of these subdivisions and everything like that, but on a local
level it's very tough sometimes to get like your county governments to implement.
They'll go along with the planning side of the subdivision, but if the subdivision's
already been in place it's very difficult to go in and do any code enforcement and that
type of thing. So there is some movement but it's always usually challenged and very
slow to actually get it implemented.”
On the other hand, strict enforcement of universal codes can lead to problems when local
contexts are not given adequate consideration. In the following excerpt, an interviewee from a western
city describes how hasty adoption of codes made for an irrelevant and unreasonable regulatory
environment at the local level:
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Excerpt 20: Case 18: Captain, Urban, West
“There was a significant amount of interest in making a change and making it now and
so when you're pushed that way and you don't have a well thought out, collaborative
process, you get decisions that are made sometimes that aren't the best decision for the
long term. And so in that regard, we didn't adopt a whole code set; we should have, with
amendments. And so now stepping back a bit and looking at that and seeing the
difficulties the builders are having with having to put two layers of 5/8s and sheet rock
up on their soffits for that fire resistance rating, and not being able to utilize soffit vents,
even if they're rated, it doesn't make a whole lot of sense. There's things in there that just
don't make sense. In the WUI Zone A and WUI Zone B, there's homes that are deep in
the interior of these wildland urban interface areas that don't necessarily need to be so
restrictive in terms of maybe the roofing or decking material as other homes that are
closer to the fringe, like one, two streets over from the wildland area. And so we're
looking at all that and we're looking at redefining our WUI zones, and if you look just at
your fuel types, so [City] is high desert, it's a safe step ecosystem, that's what we live in,
and it's topographically steep in certain areas but it's still safe step, and so your fuel
types don't require more stringent building standards when you look at the IWUIC 43 or
NFPA codes, they don't require those stringent standards but we instituted a subset of
those stringent standards in 2010. And so now scaling that back to something that's more
reasonable and makes more sense, you know our tax developers and builders are excited
about that change and so they're looking forward to the new code adoption.”
A chief in another western city presents a different alternative to a similar situation he and his
department faced when trying to making changes in their community to better mitigate and prepare for
wildfire. Instead of immediately adopting or starting stricter enforcement of codes and regulations, they
took a more holistic, forward-thinking approach to making community awareness and behavior change,
which he believes kept politicking at bay and allowed for real progress over time:
Excerpt 21: Case 73: Chief, Urban, West
“I think our community had maturity thrust on it I guess back in the mid 90's when the
fires and had to grow up and change. And I think changed in the right way in terms we
began an effort, we incrementally began to do work and over time through behaviors
and demonstrated actions we changed the community. We didn't jump in right out of the
gate with regulations we didn't jump in and force people to do stuff. We built up an
43
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understanding and an awareness of what the change looked like that was no longer scary
for the community over time and we've gotten to the point we're at. I think that a major
barrier for other communities that I have looked at that have come to us they try to skip
that development stage. They try to go right into regulations. They try to go right into
issues that have a lot of proponents of either side and then they get caught up in political
issue or a public fight, and even if they win the fight it's at a cost...So I just think…of
trying to approach this in a phased sequence or a long term outlook versus we need to
make what many people might consider Draconian changes today.”
d. Environmental Regulations as a Barrier to Risk Reduction
In addition to cultural barriers within communities and fire departments, some interviewees
pointed to environmental regulations as a major barrier to the implementation of wildfire prevention
and mitigation practices. Some see imbalances in the extensive regulations for the protection of wildlife
and natural resources which have thus far failed to account for the serious risk and devastating effects
of wildfire to these environments and the species that inhabit them. A captain from an urban fire
department in the south explains this paradox:
Excerpt 22: Case 14: Captain, Urban, South
“I would say the main barrier is probably a structural barrier in that because [City Name]
recently woke up to the reality of wildfire. Most of our regulations locally are oriented
towards preservation of endangered species’ habitat, critical environmental features,
watershed quality, and other community values that are all very important, but they have
not been oriented towards wildfire… and so essentially by no fault of anyone our
regulation has been developed in absence of wildfire consideration and so it creates a
very complex environment for homeowners – even for us as a fire department and our
partners – to know what we can and can't, where we can and can't do it, when we can do
it… So our biggest challenge is, we're in a highly complex regulatory environment that
has not considered wildfire regulation to add appropriate balance to protect natural
resources from the existing identified threats – to include wildfire as one of the potential
threats to the environment, to the community as a whole, and that consideration into our
overall values.”
This captain continues to explain this conflict of regulations by describing the process of
removing invasive species of plants from the environment. He notes that in practice, this removal
results in piles of debris (fuel) being left in the wildland which then may increase the severity of any
fire that might occur there:
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Excerpt 23: Case 14: captain, Urban, South
“And so we're working to even identify what best practices from, say, an invasive
species management standpoint might be a great idea and we're all for managing an
invasive species, but what you do with the byproducts and how you manage the debris is
being done and to some degree independent of wildfire as a consideration and part of
that is because there's so many dang rules as it is, that just adds complexity to an already
complex environment. But until it's addressed, until we really look at it from how the
rules are in place, may be perpetuating our wildfire risk and we're going to be stuck with
public education and awareness as our primary mechanism for behavioral change. And
so I think that's our biggest barrier is that we don't have balance right now to protect our
values from everything that places a risk, including wildfire.”
Regulations and interest groups with aims to preserve forests have also been particularly
problematic for fire departments’ ability to carry out thinning and fuel reduction projects in a rural area
in the west, as a chief there describes:
Excerpt 24: Case 3: Chief, Rural, West
“One of my biggest frustrations is that we have a watershed right now on the northern
part of the county, it is on federal land and they keep coming and begging us that they
want to thin this area, but they can’t because of some environmental considerations. And
that is one of the biggest frustrations that you run into, so many issues with
environmental laws or groups, special interest groups don’t want us to thin the forest. So
you really get frustrated with those things.”
As the southern captain mentions above, public education is one of the main ways to affect
positive change in people’s awareness of wildfire risk and in their involvement with mitigation efforts.
A key factor in such outreach, which could also lead to changes in the regulations, is to help the public
better understand how residential development in the wildland fundamentally alters its “natural” state.
This recognition, some of our interviewees explained, is necessary for better protection of the natural
environment as well as people’s lives and property in wildland/urban interfaces. Public outreach and
education through various avenues, including formal programs, social media, community meetings, and
face-to-face consultants, are being utilized as tools to heighten the level of awareness and
understanding around these issues, as these interviewees explain:
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Excerpt 25: Case 10: Battalion Chief, Rural, West
“…we’re hopeful with that [that Firewise will grow in their community], because…it’s
more about getting people to realize that, you know, they love the forest, but once you –
there’s a difference between a community forest and a natural forest – and once you’ve
taken a natural forest and put homes in it, it is no longer a natural forest. Not only how
we clear around our homes to help the forest by doing fuel reduction, doing the home
hardening, doing all of those things to make it safer not only for them, but for us.”
Excerpt 26: Case 28: Chief, Urban, West
“…we were more successful once people realized that their homes look like nicely
painted firewood. Suddenly they wanted to be on the bandwagon too. So we've always
had a mitigation program. We have, one of our captains is a, has a bachelor's degree in
forestry and is a certified arborist, and he works, the state forestry department has a very
aggressive and effective education campaign, however we had a lot of push back from
our residents in that, ‘Well there's always been a lot of trees here and I like a lot of trees
here, and I think a lot of trees here is the natural condition.’ And so a lot of the education
we've had to do is, ‘No, that's not the natural condition and you need to be removing
trees so that your forest fire doesn't become a house fire and your house fire doesn't
become a forest fire.’ They used to not believe us and then you eat up a couple hundred
homes and suddenly they believe you now. The other thing that's happened is at a county
level we have gone in for a number of large county grants where people have been able
to participate in chipping programs, mitigation programs, and dealing with the biomass
that needs to come off the mountains so that we can mitigate homes and get rid of the
flammable biomass to build fire breaks around homes and to build neighborhood-wide
fire breaks and get that stuff out of there and get it moved to a location where it's not
doing any harm. Part of that was helped, on a side note, we had an enormous flood two
years ago and that took care of a lot of the biomass by golly. It cleaned out the canyons
pretty good and so sometimes Mother Nature takes care of herself.”
Soon after, the Chief adds:
“And so it really comes down to keeping the education up, reminding people of all the bare
patches that are still on the mountain and that the natural state of affair around here is to not
have a lot of trees, it's to have a ponderosa here and a ponderosa there and open breaks in the
canopy.”
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Summary. In sum, these conflicts between environmental regulations and fire mitigation goals
and efforts cannot be solved solely at the department level. They will require cooperation between
agencies. Fire departments must therefore not only educate the public about wild fire risks and
mitigation responses, but must also open communications and educate those in charge of these
regulations to create balance between these conflicting needs. Further research on the perspective of
environmental regulators and activists on wildfire risk and mitigation would be beneficial to Fire
department leaders as they deal with these conflicts.
e. Summary. In sum, the barriers to community risk reduction are not limited to homeowners’
resistance and cultural factors within particular communities or regions of the country. Resistance is
also evident among Fire department staff, as some firefighters see prevention and mitigation work to
fall outside the realm of their duties, let alone their work preferences. Fire department personnel at the
captain and chief level, however, seem to place great value on both homeowner and fire department
staff involvement in mitigation activities. As we discuss next, public education and outreach programs
have helped to increase community awareness of fire risk as well as to create a sense of shared
responsibility among homeowners and fire departments. Further research is also needed on how state or
federal policies inadvertently affect one another, particularly regarding the effects of environmental
regulations that do not adequately account for wildfire.
V. Public Education and Community Risk Reduction
While in some cases, implementation of mitigation strategies has been left to the property
owners, nearly all of the departments interviewed seem to view community outreach and public
education as critical elements of community risk reduction. Regardless of the interviewees’ views on
whether homeowners and fire departments should share the responsibility of mitigating fire risk on
private lands, nearly all seem to agree about the role that fire departments can and should play in
getting information out to the public about fire risk, as well as about mitigation strategies.
a. Efficacy of the Defensible Space Concept. A major part of public outreach and
communication, as the Public Communications section of this report touches upon, is focused on efforts
to better inform homeowners about fire risk and how to create defensible space around their homes. As
the following excerpts highlight, numerous interviewees commented on the importance of managing
vegetation around homes to create defensible space in the event of a fire. Fire department leaders in the
pilot data set validated and affirmed the effectiveness of this concept and related practices. Some
consider defensible space creation as one of the most effective strategies in risk reduction. Indeed, an
urban western staff chief credited his department’s past efforts to create defensible space with
protecting homes in recent fire events:
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Excerpt 27: Case 7: Staff Chief, Urban, West
“…the significant part of it was that there'd been a battalion chief who had overseen that
area prior to his retirement, had probably about eight years prior to this event occurring
had done a very aggressive defensible space clearance along that hillside below all those
large homes up on that hillside and it is, it is absolutely positive that the fire burning
along that ridge when it hit the reduced fuel levels, of course some growth had returned,
but the quantity and density of it was of course a lot less because the fuel break had been
put in a number of years prior and so it definitely played a significant role in keeping
those homes safe.”
As he continues, this staff chief celebrates the ultimate success of his battalion chief’s dedicated
and prolonged efforts to increase public buy-in regarding mitigation work:
Excerpt 28: Case 7: Staff Chief, Urban, West
“Primarily the battalion chief, I have to give credit to the battalion chief who really
pushed it. He was able to get buy-in from the community and the county to allow and
the landowners to all agree to have this work done on the property. And it took quite a
while, it was a couple of years of work to actually go through and do the thinning and
clearing and all that kind of thing. And then it just sat of course, and then along comes a
fire and it worked. So, it was a good opportunity to kind of showcase the fact that those
kind of efforts can really pay off in the long run.”
Some fire departments have faced in increasing public buy-in and mitigating fire risk on private
property. A captain from an urban fire department in the south describes how homeowners may not be
as aware of the importance of removing fuels close to their houses:
Excerpt 29: Case 14: Captain, Urban, South
“Just education to our public on, one, what a true threat is and then, two, how that threat
is to be mitigated… and it's a really struggle when we engage in these interactions with
our public to be able to shift the focus, because what we've learned from experience and
what we've learned statistically and what we've learned scientifically is that the best
protection for these homeowners is the work that they can do in and around that home
ignition zone. And so we'll meet with the community or we'll do a home assessment and
often times the first thing out of the shoot is a community member asking for some type
of fuel break or something to occur on the other side of that fence, and when we turn
around and look at that house, we look at a tremendous amount of work that can be done
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within that whole ignition zone. And so trying to impress the importance and the true
gravity of the work that needs to be done in that home ignition zone, long before any
work on the adjacent properties, sometimes can be a struggle and can be trying.”
Similarly, a chief from an urban area in the northeast wants to better educate the public about
the concept of defensible space, which he thinks is not discussed as much, or properly, as it is in
western states:
Excerpt 30: Case 134: Chief, Urban, Northeast
“…what I really want to teach people is defensive space. If I can teach them defensive
space and get them to buy into it, then it makes it a whole lot easier for me. And I know
that defensive space is very popular out in the west, I don't think we talk about it here
correctly. People build right up to the woods – I shouldn't say that's too terribly bad, my
house is built right up to the woods – but there should be some kind of an idea of
teaching that. I want to try to do that in the future.”
In a rural western area, a battalion chief sees precarious development and unrestricted
vegetation growth combining to create considerable fire risk in some residential areas. He, too,
emphasizes the importance and efficacy of defensible space:
Excerpt 31: Case 10: Battalion Chief, Rural, West
“And the other part of that, too, not only with the very little mitigation they've done with
defensible space, but that is an old development of that community. The homes are very
close, most of them were built out on those drainages or on those slopes, the ridge tops
was the road access and then the homes were built out over the drainages and because it
was an older area it was, ‘I don't want to see my neighbors,’ so the houses are 40 feet
apart. It was nothing but timber and brush in between so ‘I don't see my neighbor’s
house’ type-thing. So the biggest thing we can learn from and the biggest thing we can
improve is really the enforcement and the education of the defensible space to minimize
having those impacts in the future.”
Interestingly, this interviewee was the only one to mention the role that insurance companies
could play in identifying and mitigating risk on private property. His comments, while unique in our
data, may represent the viewpoints of other fire department personnel and/or offer important insights
for further consideration:
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Excerpt 32: Case 10: Battalion Chief, Rural, West
“I wish we had a stronger way to kind of, that would be the biggest thing that there was
way where we could really become effective on the enforcement of defensible space
clearances. And it is unfortunate that insurance companies aren't more proactive to go
into the areas before a wildfire hits and identify with their policyholders of ways they
can do it. They're wanting to get involved in the fire suppression side and they're
wanting to be able to go in and pretreat during a fire, but they’re not, I almost look at is
there would be money better well spent if they helped the fire department and the
counties with education or enforcement or with reduction to reduce those claims based
on fuel reduction on properties. You know, we don't have the ability to go out and work
on private property as a county agency or a state agency, but the insurance company
could hire a vendor to come in to do a fuel reduction project and tag it to their client
versus raising their rates, because they're raising the rates for living in the wildland
anyway because the fire danger is higher, but then they're not giving them any other
measures to really support the reduction of those fires.”
b. “Survivable” Space: A Necessary Paradigm Shift? Overwhelmingly, our interviewees were
in agreement about the importance of reducing fuels around one’s home to mitigate fire risk. As noted
above, some viewed mitigation as being a primary determinant of whether or not a home could survive
a major fire event. Another chief, this one from an urban western area, reported a similar situation and
its effect on subsequent housing development:
Excerpt 33: Case 28: Chief, Urban, West
“Really the thing that made a difference was, did the customers – did the homeowners –
mitigate the houses effectively? If they did, that was great. So a lot of what's come out of
the after effects of the fire is making sure that the resources are out there and that the
education is out there to mitigate the homes better and to construct them better so that
when they are rebuilt they won't become part of the wildfire.”
While there is continued debate over the mitigation responsibilities of fire departments,
government agencies, and homeowners, a chief from a northeastern city is resolute in his position that
fire departments and homeowners must share in their mitigation duties. The fire department must make
the community aware of the risk they face and of effective mitigation strategies. The homeowners must
heed this advice and be proactive in advance of a fire. This chief illustrates his point with the following
scenario:
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Excerpt 34: Case 135: Chief, Urban, Northeast
“I'm sure when they put this [outreach program] together they went for the communities
that were impacted by fires and looked at what happened and why and how it could be
prevented and looked at all the mitigation stuff that they know works out in other places
and say, ‘Hey, this works. If this works, then we should sell this and people should be
aware of it. People should know that if they follow these protocols...if they followed
what they were supposed to do, you wouldn't have half the loss of those houses.’ There's
been some hard facts coming out of [a recent] fire and we make our guys look at that fire
because of the tragedy, but also because, hey, these people had an opportunity to protect
their homes and they blew it. They didn't do what they were supposed to do and they lost
all their homes and it's like, ‘Hey, if you want to live out in that type of environment,
this is what you’ve got to do.’”
Mitigation work on private property also becomes particularly important in circumstances in
which terrain, fire behavior, weather and wind conditions, or other factors may make it impossible for
fire departments to protect every home threatened. In acknowledging these situations, an interviewee
from a rural western area suggested that the term “survivable” space be used in addition to “defensible”
space. In such circumstances, fire departments might not be able to defend the home and it therefore
needs to have had the proper mitigation work done on the property in order to have a chance of
surviving:
Excerpt 35: Case 86: Chief, Rural, West
“I think we need to change it [messaging about mitigation strategies] up a little bit as
well in the aspect of we've used the word ‘defensible’ space for a long time, and I think
it ought be looked at as ‘survivable’ space. And that doesn't mean just for you as a
person, that means your home from the aspect of we may not have enough fire apparatus
to put trucks there, and so build it and design it so that it's survivable so it can stand
without us intervening type of thing. And I think sometimes we tend to lend ourselves
towards saying or at least the public perception is, if they do all of these things it's a
guarantee that their house is going to be standing after an event. And I think that we
need to maybe look at changing the message a little bit to say, ‘it's a better chance of
surviving.’”
This interviewee suggests that the term “defensible” space gives homeowners a false sense of
assurance that the fire department will be able to protect their homes in the event of a fire. He offers the
following real-life example to further illustrate this point:
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Excerpt 36: Case 86: Chief, Rural, West
“There was an incident…a couple years ago where there was an individual who did
everything by the book. They did the mitigation around the home, they changed stuff up
around the home – and I shouldn't say ‘everything by the book’ because I wasn't there, I
didn't see what it looked like before – but I do know they were a very strong advocate of
the mitigation programs and – in a generic word I'll use – in Firewise programs. Their
house burned during that event. And that person was extremely upset after the incident
based on the fact that, ‘I did everything I was told to do and my house is still gone.’ And
I think, and it may not be the intent, but sometimes we can sell programs based on the
fact, they go, ‘Well, if you do this your house is going to survive.’ Well that's not
necessarily the case. There's too many factors out there that dictate that beyond just
whether you had rocks next to your house rather than grass. And I think somehow we
have to change the message or mix up the message enough that says, ‘These all increase
the chance of survival, but…it's no guarantee. You choose to live in these conditions,
you get what you're dealt, but these are the steps that you can take to help alleviate the
chance of [your] home burning.’ And I think a lot of the information actually says that,
but we got to be careful I think when we're presenting it that it doesn't come across as a
guarantee.”
c. Verisk Analytics/Insurance Services Office Fire Suppression Rating Schedule
Seventy-six percent of the interviewees indicated they were aware of the Insurance Services
Office (ISO) fire suppression rating schedule (FSRS). Thirty-five percent were aware of the that a fire
department can get an additional 5.5 points (over and above a possible 100 points) for “community risk
reduction” efforts on the updated FSRS rating schedule. Forty percent of the interviewees thought that
the additional points was an incentive for them to implement community wildfire risk reduction
programs and activities, with a further 36% indicating they need more information. A further, 24% of
the interviewees indicate the additional 5.5 points would not incentivize them to do more community
risk reduction activities with their community.
Summary. In sum, the majority of our interviewees believe that public education and outreach
about fire risk can greatly increase overall community awareness as well as homeowners’ engagement
in mitigation activities. In particular, educating homeowners about defensible space and fuel reduction
around their homes is considered to be a highly effective strategy, one that ultimately increases the
likelihood of structures surviving in the event of a fire. Formal community risk reduction programs
have also served as conduits for education and increased cooperation and collaboration among
homeowners and with their local fire departments.
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VI. Summary and Conclusions
Nearly all of our interviewees spoke to the positive effect community risk reduction efforts can
have on mitigating the risks of major wildfire events and of losing homes and property should a fire
occur. However, numerous barriers continue to impede risk reduction efforts in wildland/urban
interfaces around the country. While homeowners in some communities seem to rely too heavily on fire
departments to do fuel reduction projects, others want little to no involvement from outside agencies
when it comes to managing the vegetation on their private property, particularly when departments are
trying to enforce state regulations and codes of which residents are also not in favor. In either case,
these viewpoints make it difficult for fire departments to engage homeowners in collaborative
mitigation efforts. Furthermore, resistance to mitigation work is also present among some fire
department staff, who seem to either be uninspired by the humdrum nature of the work or see these
duties belonging solely to homeowners.
Regardless of the continued debates over mitigation responsibilities, the vast majority of the
chiefs and captains we interviewed seem steadfast in their belief in the importance of increasing
community awareness of wildfire risk and community engagement in mitigation efforts. Most of the
fire departments represented have public education and outreach programs aimed to engage residents in
their communities, which might involve going door-to-door to discuss homeowners’ risk, teach them
about defensible space, and provide strategic advice. The departments might also play a major role in
adopting and implementing formal community-based programs like Fire Adapted Communities®,
Firewise Communities®, Ready, Set, Go!®, or others. Financial issues and a lack of dedicated staff
can greatly inhibit departments’ and communities’ ability to carry out community risk reduction
projects and implement formal programs. Further research, though, could offer greater insight into fire
departments’ successes and failures in adopting and enforcing WUI codes in their local jurisdictions.
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CHAPTER 6: RELATIONSHIP BUILDING AND COOPERATION
I. Introduction
In regards to wildfire preparedness and mitigation planning, the extent of relationship building
and cooperation among the fire departments, community members, government agencies, political
leaders, and others stakeholders varied greatly. While some of our interviewees considered there to be
very little cooperation or collaboration among these groups in their communities, others provided
detailed accounts of the extensive relationships and networks that have been cultivated in the planning
process. We begin this chapter with a brief overview of the main reasons given for poor relationshipbuilding and communities’ lack of cooperative preparedness and mitigation planning. The majority of
this chapter, though, looks at the kinds of plans and programs that communities have adopted and
implemented through cooperation among multiple stakeholders and jurisdictions. The last section
addresses our interviewees’ hopes for improved wildfire mitigation planning and implementation in
their communities.
II. Impediments to Formal CRR Program Implementation: Relationships and Cooperation
between Stakeholders
When asked about the barriers fire departments face in implementing risk reduction or fire
prevention strategies, several of our interviewees mentioned their and their communities’ relationships
with federal and state agencies as an impediment. Although these interviewees often referred to “fire
prevention” more so than they used the term “community risk reduction,” the activities and programs
they described relate to mitigation as well as prevention. For example, while a chief from a western
city, considers his department to have “the best working relationship…in the state with the local Forest
Service and the state and then the State Forestry,” he also thinks that a major challenge in developing
their Community Wildfire Protection Plan (CWPP) has been that the Forestry staff are overwhelmed
and “wearing too many hats” (Case 9). Since they are involved in so many different programs, it has
been difficult for his department to get help from the state forestry on CWPP development. Given this
lack, the chief plans to have more of his staff work on the CWPP. This is a luxury which smaller
departments in his district do not have, due to inadequate staffing. In his opinion, in part because of
staffing issues and in part because other chiefs have not given wildfire programs the same kind of
support, these departments have not made wildfire preparedness a “high enough priority” (Case 9).
As discussed in Chapter 5 on Community Risk Reduction, other challenges in developing
wildfire prevention and mitigation programs relate to a lack of community interest, poor working
relationships among various stakeholders, and reliance upon federal and state partners to manage these
matters. When a “community at large…just doesn’t embrace it,” as a division chief from a rural
southern area notes (Case 6), it can be difficult to develop and implement programs and plans like
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CWPPs. Additionally, poor working relationships among state and federal agencies and the public can
present challenges. A fire chief from a rural midwestern community describes how stubbornness,
exclusion, and “head-butting” between the state and the general public have been major obstacles in his
jurisdiction’s ability to adopt or implement wildfire risk reduction and prevention strategies:
Excerpt 1: Case 25, Chief, Rural, Midwest
“Well that's probably easy, people are stubborn. But part of it is a lot of our prevention
programs that we can use or have access to and are using a little bit are conducted through our
[State] department of natural resources organization and there's not a very good working
relationship with the general public and the department of natural resources in our northwest or
northern part of [State]. So. And what, and the reason I say that is it's a state agency funded by
tax payer money but, and they have things that they're trying to do and rules and concepts, and
the problem is over the years they've been reluctant to work with the general public in their own
areas. And some of it might be personnel, but the whole point is there's been lots of headbutting between the general public and this state agency over the years. The bright side is we
have a very good department relationship with the Forestry Division that would be able to
((inaudible)) fires. And we're starting to maybe mend some of that. But that's the biggest hurdle
is the ability of a state agency to work with the public and not exclude them.”
In other cases, inter-agency cooperation has been lacking, as fire departments and City staff
have failed to partner with state and federal partners in prevention programs and public education. A
chief from an urban department in the south believes there needs to be a greater shared responsibility in
these efforts as opposed to relying solely upon the state and federal agencies to plan and carry out
prevention and risk reduction activities. Importantly, he also sees local fire departments as playing a
crucial role in facilitating a shared sense of responsibility and building local capacity:
Excerpt 2: Case 14, Captain, Urban, South
“I think that's one of the other challenges that I've picked up on is that the ownership of that
program [Smokey Bear] really rests at the state and federal level and they probably should look
how we can leverage that better at the local level. And in addition, and not just the traditional
federally regulated tools like Smokey Bear, but also the concept of fire prevention teams and
fire prevention education teams at a local level and building that capacity, because the truth in
[State Name] is we won't get fire prevention teams until either the incident management team
for the state is stood up, which means bad things are already happening. Because we don't have
the local severity funding and the value of those prevention teams very often are preemptive
strike on conditions and so recognizing the value and the model of a fire prevention team and
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working to build that capacity locally so we can have an appropriate response to enhanced fire
danger. Because I think fire prevention is something that's messaging from the fire department
to the public, it's behavioral change by city staff and by other partners outside of just the public
realm that need to understand their role, and that kind of comes back to our earlier discussion of
helping our other partners in the city with responsibility for wildfire preparedness, and maybe
even response, understand their appropriate role, and it may be that we have departmental fire
prevention plans for each department—not be part of the problem and realizing their role being
part of the solution.”
In addition to more community engagement, a division chief in the rural south also believes his
department could be more involved in the programs instead of relying so heavily on the state and
federal agencies. “When it comes to mitigation or prevention,” he says, “it falls back to our federal and
state partners” (Case 6). While his department is involved to some extent in their development review
process involving codes and standards, this chief sees his department challenged by the fragmentation
of responsibilities:
Excerpt 3: Case 6, Division Chief, Rural, South
“I think the most major barrier here is, let me see how do I want to put this, is the same thing
that makes us great in a response may work against us in a prevention. Because we have so
many different agencies involved in our response between the federal and state and state parks,
etcetera, and water management, that I think we're very cohesive in our response, but we're very
fragmented in our prevention and I think as a county we rely heavily on the state and the federal
to manage that instead of being as involved as we should be. And I think what works great one
direction doesn't work as great as it should in the other. I mean, don't get me wrong, the feds
and the state do a lot of burning, they do a lot of education, they do a lot of outreach, but that's
one place I think that we as a structural department should be very much in tune with them as
well.”
III. Successful Approaches to Collaborative Planning
While some interviewees noted numerous obstacles they face in collaboratively developing and
implementing prevention and mitigation plans, others reported a high degree of collaboration among
various stakeholders. For many of these departments, there are dedicated personnel for these projects as
well as ample resources and networks for them to utilize to facilitate the planning and implementation
process. departments and communities that have been successful in collaborative planning also seem to
be highly organized, with dedicated groups, task forces, or coalitions that have been established for
these efforts. These data reveal some common themes involved in wildfire mitigation planning efforts.
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More than a handful of interviewees, representing (mostly urban) fire departments, in each
region of the country, offered extensive descriptions of the cooperative relationships they and their
communities have cultivated. We found that references are made to numerous and diverse stakeholders
that are involved in such collaborative planning, including government agencies at city, county, state,
and federal levels. In this section we discuss the variety of relationships, team compositions, and
strategies and approaches used to successfully engage in collaborative planning.
a. Leadership Core and Shifting Membership. One captain reports that their collaborative
planning groups are characterized by a combination of a core group of stake holders (including an
executive committee with representatives from all key agencies or departments) and shifting
membership from a variety of other groups. The captain serves as a liaison between the core
membership/leadership and the various task groups.
Excerpt 4: Case 14, Captain, Urban, South
“And the team is dynamic, and so we don't have a defined solidified membership outside
of our executive committee, but we do have long standing members and groups that
have participated in the coalition and were constantly looking to expand that as
appropriate, especially as we stand up new task groups that focus on key
recommendations in the CWPP.”
b. Regularly Scheduled Meetings of the Collaborative Group. Another key factor to successful
seems to be a consistent schedule of periodic meetings of the leadership group. For example, one
department reports holding quarterly meetings of the core planning groups, with specific task groups
meeting more frequently between these meetings. These planning groups try to include many different
stakeholders in the process of mitigation planning. These groups meet regularly, from twice a month to
once a quarter, to develop mitigation plans and implementation strategies, network and share lessons
learned, or to potentially build regional cost sharing opportunities.
c. Reaching out to External Stakeholders when necessary. The captain in an urban west
department describes his experience on a collaborative group which meets frequently to work on
wildfire mitigation issues. When they face issues that require input, resources, or cooperation from
stakeholders external to their membership, they reach out to other individuals or organization to solve
those problems. This could include a wide range of organizations and individuals. Some examples of
relevant external stakeholders include utility companies, the federal or state government, county
emergency managers, other fire districts, other fire departments, insurance companies, neighborhood
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association and homeowners association leaders, and individuals who work in conservation, fishing, or
game departments or organizations.
d. Public Events or Forums to Bring together Stakeholders on Specific Issues. These public
events might be a one time educational event or a yearly forum focusing on wildfire mitigation issues.
Excerpt 5: Case 18, Captain, Urban, West
“And it's an educational meeting, but it's also meetings that set up throughout the entire
day with numerous breaks so it provides a networking opportunity. That way, people
can build cost sharing opportunities, they can build efficiencies in what they're doing,
and see what other people in our area are currently working on in the field of wildfire
mitigation.”
By organizing an annual educational event on wildfire mitigation, fire departments and the
numerous other stakeholders involved are able to extend their knowledge base as they learn about the
challenges and best practices of others throughout the region.
e. Create connections and networks between neighborhood groups or communities. One
strategy used to facilitate collaboration was to create “meta-groups” or informal alliances between
smaller units such as Firewise communities or small cities and towns. One interviewee (Case 14)
describes how “Firewise” communities were brought together to create a broader group that contributed
to community education efforts:
Excerpt 6: Case 14, Captain, Urban, South
“So we brought our existing [Firewise] communities together [into a broader group]. And what
we've seen as the result is a couple things. They're the steering team for the content for the
wildfire preparedness day and then they also are a singular focus for information that gets
distributed out to the communities. And then one of our lieutenants that works very closely with
our Firewise communities serves as a representative on the coalition back to the communities
and can bring in community members as appropriate to hear their stories, lessons learned, and
keep them engaged.”
f. Working with Faith-Based Organizations in the Community. One strategy mentioned was to
partner with faith-based organizations “to train both congregation members to be a resource for
congregation but they also work with us to open that up to all members of the community
geographically.” (Case 14).
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g. Grass roots organizing to facilitate formation of community groups and program
participation. As discussed in Chapter 4 on “Communicating with the Public”, face-to-face
interactions with residents are often used to recruit them for participation in programs such as Firewise
Community:
Excerpt 7: Case 18, Captain, Urban, West
“And so you take that concept where you're hitting those folks on an individualized basis
at these neighborhood association meetings and homeowner’s association meetings, it's
that much easier to go to the next step and get them to become a Firewise Community.”
One department took a multi-faceted approach to mitigation work. This department took a very
methodical approach to planning interactions with homeowners. In addition to the intense mapping of
individuals houses and analyzing risk on a microscopic level, they used this information to educate the
public, both directly and through homeowner’s associations. They then tied these efforts to helping
homeowners with mitigation through their chipping program. They then worked on a “macroscopic”
level, by taking what they had learned to external organizations and stakeholders:
Excerpt 8: Case 29, Battalion Chief, Urban, West
“We've gone through and did a risk analysis within the WUI and literally drove to every
area, every house, and classified it: Is it a stand alone? Is it something that could
potentially survive with assistance? Can we prep it and hold it? And through that,
developed a map which showed every residence, and whether it was in a red or a yellow
or a green dot on it, showed what's the potential of this structure surviving a wildland
fire. And with that we were able to basically come up with a plan and start doing
community education. So it started pulling in the homeowners associations and we can
show this map and say, based on the terrain, the typography that you're in, and the
growth, this is where your structure is located. So here is some things that our mitigation
group, we can offer training for how you can better mitigate your personal property so it
would have a better survivability chance. So a huge education piece stemmed off of that.
From that education, then our mitigation crews, boots on the ground are out cutting and
assisting. And we put in a chipping program, so if a neighborhood goes through and
does their own mitigation, they can take all their shrubbery, all their tree branches,
everything out, stack it just right out on the curb, and then our mitigation crews go out
and pick up all of that [refuse], and chip it away. So there's really been a huge
collaboration in that piece of it. Evacuation, planning, working with the homeowners,
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getting them involved in our field exercises and having that participation, again
understanding I think just within our community that the risk really is there, has opened
the eyes and we've had great cooperation with our homeowners in recent years... I think
the best is working through the homeowners associations and getting the word out. With
the homeowners associations typically you can get large size groups of individuals
gathered together to get that information all out at one time. But having our specific
mitigations program in place they have such an outreach in multiple ways at this point
within our community. I think the homeowners’ is the best way that we have seen an
actual outreach. Now we've been able to take the information from our mitigations crews
and actually gone to multiple conferences where our individuals have been able to be the
key speakers and present our information so trying to make a larger impact even
globally beyond just our own immediate area.”
h. Creating Meta-Organizations or Collaborations. In addition to organizing collaborations
from the bottom-up by doing grass-roots organizing, some departments were working toward
expanding collaborations upward and outward. This was done through coordinating with other region’s
planning groups. For example, one interviewee discusses efforts to create collaboration between a
number of neighboring counties. The desire to facilitate networking opportunities and share
information across cities and counties seems to represent the utility of viewing wildfire preparedness
and mitigation efforts from a regional perspective. As many interviewees noted in regards to emergency
response and suppression, wildfires do not know jurisdictional boundaries. Therefore, cooperation,
relationship building, and information sharing across jurisdictions in a given region are clearly
important not only when fighting wildfires, but when planning, mitigating, and adapting for them.
Excerpt 9 shows the chief in an urban western department describing how their district
organizing efforts go beyond district boundaries. These types of broader scale efforts require
collaboration across established boundaries.
Excerpt 9: Case 28, Chief, Urban, West
“So we have a CWPP. We have done the fire analysis. We actually brought in an outside, it’s a
private company that does risk analysis for us to make sure that we were getting a fair view of
the district and its threats... We've been part of large grants to do county-wide projects. We've
taken our CWPPs and actually merged them with all the CWPPs for all the neighboring
districts, so that ours actually goes a mile out of our district boundaries using the information
gathered from the neighbors, so that what's coming to us we also know about, and then they're
all kept in a common repository so that the Incident Management Team that has to deal with it
can see all of what's going on and know all the scouting details that we have in the CWPP.”
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As this chief mentions, his department uses the wildfire protection plan in his county to help
guide the outreach to homeowners about mitigation. This outreach involves partnerships between city
and county representatives and homeowners groups, which many interviewees believe to be important
avenues through which to reach local residents.
Excerpt 10: Case 5, Chief, Rural, South
“Well, [State Name] requires that every county operates a local mitigation strategy. So when it
comes to those type of opportunities, they are done in partnership with the municipalities and
occasionally some homeowners' groups through that local mitigation strategy that wildfire is
just a component piece of that. Flooding is another component, hurricane resistance is another
component of it, but the wildfire component is where we have a member of the [State Name]
Forest Service is on that, they sit with us, they talk about where they have those mitigation
opportunities. Sometimes it’s in a municipality, sometimes it's in the county, and they'll partner
with them to ensure that we are letting the neighbors know what is going on and what they are
doing, but it also drives the ability, well even through the county Wildfire Protection Plan to
identify those areas where we have to talk with homeowners about defensible space and those
type of things and then we get that information out to them through door-to-door distributions in
high risk areas. And the last one was that first Firewise Community coming online next week.”
i. Staffing Wildland Fire Mitigation Efforts. Another key element to collaborative work,
especially when attempting to integrate the public in these efforts, is the appropriate level of staffing.
This chief in an urban western department describes the efforts a dedicated staff member makes to
work with homeowner associations, as well as planners and developers, and to help guide home
assessments, code enforcement, and mitigation work in their communities:
Excerpt 11: Case 73, Chief, Urban, West
“Internal to us within our Wildland Fire Program we staff a Firewise Specialist position and that
individual is responsible for when we have development coming into town reviewing
development plans, enforcing our wildland urban interface code, ensuring that vegetation
management occurs on site before combustible building materials go into place. So that is one
aspect of that. The other thing that individual does is works extensively with homeowner
associations and they’re the ones that field calls from individuals that want their home looked at
or their property look at to get a wildfire assessment risk assessment and what they can do so I
look at that person and that effort and that's internal to us in the city as that's kind of the pipeline
for us to get to the mitigation work and one of the challenges that we have with some of our
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elected officials is connecting that dot we can't just jump into mitigation work. It takes that
pipeline to get us to that point and somebody to be feeding folks into the mitigation work and
into the awareness world and so that's a major theme that we have internal. Now with, and that
individual works with our planning department in the city on our wildland/urban interface code
on our zoning ordinance in town and other components that occur. We also work closely with
our police department and law enforcement on transient patrols, when we find things in the
woods that they need to take enforcement action on working together on all of that so it's done
well.”
IV. Looking Forward: Fitting National Programs to Local Contexts
While many interviewees shared models of cooperative wildfire prevention and mitigation
planning and implementation, several also expressed areas which they would like to improve upon
going forward. In addition to building cooperative working relationships with homeowners’ groups,
some departments would also like to incorporate elements of national programs to try to make other
programs more effective, such as using Ready, Set, Go!®, Firewise® programs, CWPPs and having
liaisons for their networks like in Firewise. Importantly, several interviewees also highlighted the need
to be able to adjust national programs to fit local contexts. Nearly all of these issues are touched upon
in the following excerpt, as this captain offers suggestions for how to make programs more effective:
Excerpt 12: Case 14, Captain, Urban, South
“So one question that I, being at a local level and having worked at other levels, is can you, and
this is something I've learned from working in the fire department and it's a model that I like is
if you push the tasks down to the lowest level of proficiency they can accomplish that task so
your officers don't get impressively bogged down by complexity of the tasks that can be
handled by the folks in their chain of command. And so looking at that model and what I see
when programs such as Firewise were first initiated, and the state liaison was established that
was back when there were very few Firewise communities as a whole and mostly it just was a
handful and that individual's job was very straightforward. He or she would make the rounds to
those Firewise communities, support them how he or she could and that state direct community
assist model was working really well, and what I'm seeing now with a robust expansion of
Firewise program, one state liaison can't possibly make the rounds in [State Name] and go up to
like 63, each of those communities and give them a level of direct support, that their local
municipal fire department could, and so what I would like to see is the localization of these state
national programs with a real ownership at that local level with support by the state agencies
that provide oversight for that program or programs and I think that's why you're seeing a little
buy in to Ready, Set, Go! ® level because it points directly back to the fire department as the
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lead entity implementing the program with support from state and federal agencies versus state
and federal agencies leading these programs and then soliciting support from the municipalities.
What I would suggest is where you have capacity, if you have the fine staff that have been
dedicated to wildland issues within their department is you develop a local liaison certification
and start to leverage the local communities that are willing to take ownership of mitigation
programs because, I'll be honest with you, from my perception it's been a little bit of a challenge
to retain ownership of Firewise at the municipal level, which to me it's within a city you got a
fire department that have a defined staffing to support those programs, they should be owned at
the local level and supported at a broader level, versus the model now which is the state
perceives that solely as their program and any help they can get from the local fire department is
a bonus, but it's the state's program. My model would be get everybody a star on the map but
also start to get municipal ownership of those programs and so they do see it as their
responsibility as something they can enhance and the reality is that you go to a [City Name]
Firewise community or a subdivision of [City Name], you give a general wildfire presentation
and the [City Name] fire department gets to clean up after that because of the necessity for
somebody not from our area to make generalizations to make broad recommendations about
mitigation. When if it was provided at a local level to somebody with a local situational
awareness, and I'll use the complex environment in [City Name], it would be very difficult for
somebody not from [City Name] to come in and answer and speak to questions about all the
regulatory issues that relate back to Firewise best practices. So I think you'll see broader
support, broader buy in, if you find a model for getting some of these programs down to the
local level where they have that capacity.”
Findings in Paveglio et al’s (2014) study44 on Fire-Adapted Communities also support this
interviewee’s suggestion for building local capacity. In researching 18 community wildfire case studies,
Paveglio and his colleagues found there to be increased participation and greater success in
accomplishing goals with “wildfire programs, outreach strategies, and recommendations for managing
wildfire risk that were tailored to local adaptive capacity”. From these findings, they assert that “the
most successful approach for any setting requires consideration of community context, and may require
site-specific methods and outcomes”.

Paveglio, Travis, and Jesse Abrams. Promoting Fire-adapted Communities: The Importance of Social Diversity in the
Wildland Urban Interface. Ecosystem Workforce Program - Briefing Paper No. 60, 2014. 1-2.
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V. Summary and Conclusions
While not every one of our interviewees talked of building relationships and robust networks in
fire preparedness and mitigation planning, those who did gave extensive and detailed accounts of their
cooperative efforts. Interviewees representing departments that work with multiple and diverse
stakeholders in the planning process seemed proud of the relationships they have cultivated and the
plans they have cooperatively developed and implemented. Some look to other departments as a model
to emulate in their own efforts. Through networks like the FAC Learning Network, conferences, and
forums, fire departments have been able to share lessons learned, best practices, and challenges, which
seem to greatly benefit all parties involved. Other interviewees also emphasized the importance of
reaching across jurisdictional boundaries to consider wider issues at the county level and regional level.
However, some fire departments collaborate very little with other agencies and organizations in
fire preparedness and mitigation planning. While some have wide-reaching networks and partnerships,
others reported very minimal engagement with government agencies, residents, homeowners’
associations, and other groups. Further research is needed to better understand the barriers to
cooperative planning for these local departments. A lack of funding and dedicated personnel for
mitigation planning and implementation is an issue for some departments. Related, a lack of
involvement in national programs like Firewise and FAC, which provide an avenue for state and federal
grants as well as access to educational materials and learning networks, is another likely impediment to
relationship building and cooperative planning. As the interviewee in Excerpt 12 above notes, not all
elements of national programs work well or are appropriate for certain contexts. In light of his
suggestions and Paveglio’s argument45 for better “understanding local social context”, further research
is needed to identify the site-specific challenges involved in adopting and implementing mitigation and
adaptation programs. Further research could also try to gauge the effects of municipalities and local fire
departments taking more leadership of these programs.

Paveglio, Travis, and Jesse Abrams. Promoting Fire-adapted Communities: The Importance of Social Diversity in the
Wildland Urban Interface. Ecosystem Workforce Program - Briefing Paper No. 60, 2014. 2.
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CHAPTER 7: CONCLUSIONS
I. Summary of Findings
Our goal in this report was to summarize the major findings of the phase one investigation into
wildland/WUI fire preparedness and readiness capabilities. As we pointed out in the introduction to
this report, wildland and WUI fires are a major problem in many parts of the country, and are
increasing in frequency. In addition, these fires typically require more resources in terms of personnel
and equipment than any one department has available, and so by their nature require cooperation and
coordination between multiple departments, agencies, and organizations. In addition, while historically
fire departments focused primarily on fire suppression/control responsibilities, increasingly the need for
greater effort in wildfire risk reduction is becoming important. This is thus a time of transition for
many departments. For some departments these conditions require only minor adjustments in their
organization, procedures, and activities, while for other departments a major shift in outlook and
approach may be required.
The topics covered in this report address some of the main areas of concern that departments
will have to deal with in order to more effectively respond to and manage wildland/WUI fire risk.
Equipment and training are essential components of wildfire response, while communicating with and
educating the public through a variety of means including community risk reduction programs, are
essential components of wildfire risk mitigation efforts. The work done to build cooperative
relationships with stakeholders outside the department is essential for both areas of responsibility. For
each of these topics we attempted to present a clear picture of what departments were currently doing,
what the reasons were for the approaches they took or the decisions they made, and what the strengths
and weaknesses were for different approaches to handling each of these domains.
In terms of equipment, we explored fire apparatus, personal protective equipment, and radio
communications equipment. For fire apparatus we discussed availability, the advantages and
disadvantages of different types of apparatus, and the rationales behind dispatch protocols. All of the
departments did the best job they could of choosing the types of apparatus that would meet their needs
given resource constraints. For many departments this meant choices had to be made in terms of what
types of apparatus could meet their needs for responding to both structural and wildland/WUI fires.
Departments differed significantly in local conditions and requirements and the types of equipment
they felt were best suited to their needs. Choices made in designing dispatch protocols were critical for
maximizing the effectiveness and availability of the apparatus they had for incident response. We
found that fire departments were moving away from a traditional approach in which Type 1 vehicles
would be routinely dispatched to more strategic dispatch models in which different types and
combinations of vehicles would be dispatched in different situations.
For personal protective equipment we found that departments consistently reported high rates of
compliance with the use of PPE. However, when interviewees discussed this topic in detail, it was
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clear that there were a range of factors preventing departments from achieving 100% compliance with
PPE use. We examined how departmental procedures and policies, supervision and enforcement
efforts, staffing issues, equipment availability and budgetary issues, as well as fire type transitions
resulted in less than perfect compliance with PPE use.
For radio equipment used for internal, inter-department, and inter-agency communications
during wildland/WUI fire incidents we, found that there were frequent problems involving radio
communications. These problems centered on equipment and radio frequency compatibility. While a
variety of steps were taken to resolve or mitigate these problems (such as using reprogrammable radios,
training staff to handle radio frequency incompatibility, providing extra radios of different types or
frequencies, having dispatch handle coordination between units with incompatible radio frequencies,
and investing in state of the art radio systems), no one solution was a “silver bullet” which eliminated
all communication problems. In addition to budgetary limitations, departments faced geographical,
topographical, and population density issues. They also varied in terms of the types of external partners
they needed to communicate with. In addition, a constantly changing technological environment
requires frequent updates and transitions in equipment used.
In terms of training, we examined the wide range of approaches used to achieve or exceed
wildland/WUI firefighting competency. This included consideration of a statewide system for
wildland/WUI fire training, the use of interagency simulations and drills, the augmentation of refresher
courses to include Wildland/WUI training, the use of a continuous education approach, the use of
experiential training through participation in external wildland/WUI assignments, and the creation of
wildfire divisions and programs within a department. We found that the current need for increased
training in wildland/WUI fire events has required transitions in approaches to training in order to
increase these skills in personnel who may be more oriented to structural firefighting. Standards,
guidelines, and training materials have been developed and are used by these departments in a variety
of ways. Our interview data suggest that effective implementation of wildland/WUI training is not yet
universal, and that physical fitness training and certification also needs to be improved to meet the
demands of this type of fire event.
In terms of how departments communicate with the public, we examined the methods used in
routine contexts to facilitate education, mitigation efforts and emergency preparedness. This included
consideration of the modes of communication used to communicate with the public, the degree of
knowledge and comfort with the use of social media, how specific subgroups are targeted, and what
strategic approaches to messaging are advocated. We found that a wide range of direct communication
approaches (e.g., attending open houses and community meetings, conducting home visits or
inspections, and running prevention/education programs for the public) and technologically mediated
communication approaches (e.g., the use of websites and social media such as Facebook, Twitter,
Instagram). We found differences in knowledge of social media and how to best use it to target specific
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subgroups. There was also considerable variation in perspectives on the relative value of face-to-face
and technologically mediated approaches. Some departments viewing face-to-face methods as
superior, while others believed that a multi-modal approach to communicating with the public was
essential. There were also some concerns expressed about the availability of internet to given
populations, as well as the challenges of communicating in rural areas, in areas where cultural
differences are pronounced, and in areas where large portions of the population are transient.
In terms of fire departments’ community risk reduction efforts we examined how departments
used formal community risk reduction programs and investigate the individual, organizational, and
meta-organizational barriers they perceived to increasing participation in mitigation efforts. On an
individual level, there were cultural barriers to homeowner’s participation in mitigation efforts, on the
organizational level there was fire department personnel resistance to mitigation projects, and on the
meta-organizational level there were problems with the adoption and enforcement of WUI codes and
regulations, as well as perceived conflicts between environmental protection regulations and wildfire
mitigation goals.
In terms of the work fire departments do to build cooperative relationships with stakeholders
outside the department, we explored both successful approaches to community risk reduction program
implementation and collaborative planning as well as problems experienced with these efforts. We
found that there was consensus that formal community risk reduction programs are effective. Barriers
to effective implementation and community “buy in” to these approaches included cultural attitudes
regarding independence and the role of government, resistance of fire department personnel to
mitigation as opposed to response duties, attitudes towards the appropriateness of government codes
and regulations, and conflicts between wildfire mitigation approaches and environmental protection
regulation.
In terms of external relationship building and cooperation, we found that departments used a
number of effective techniques to create and improve collaborative planning and cooperation between
themselves and other departments, agencies, organizations, and community groups. Staff responsible
for such efforts reported working on small scale local levels (e.g., doing grass-roots work among
community members and individual homeowners) and large scale levels (such as networking with other
departments or agencies or creating networks of community groups focused on mitigation work). They
used public events or educational forums to maintain connections and communication among
collaborators, and successfully managed a wide and shifting membership of organizations and
individuals. Barriers to effective cooperation included poor relationships between agencies, or lack of
sufficient staff to devote to creating and maintaining such relationships.
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II. Directions for Further Research
Several directions for further research have emerged from this phase one project. In terms of
equipment need, further research in regional differences in preferred apparatus and dispatch protocols
needs to be conducted. Further research into rates of PPE use compliance, strategies for improving
compliance is also necessary. Research on the perspective of the personnel using the PPE in terms of
the factors affecting compliance would complement this phase 1 data on the perspective of
departmental leadership. In terms of radio equipment, an evaluation of the best types of radio systems
for different regions, topographies, and external relationships needs to be conducted.
Our investigation of training efforts suggests several additional areas for research in the area of
wildland/WUI fire training. Research should investigate such questions as how widely adopted are
each of the approaches to training discussed above, the proportion of personnel in each department that
participate in this training, how common are departmental “training needs assessments” and how are
they done, the extent wildland/WUI training is provided for both paid and volunteer staff, and the
relative effectiveness of the different approaches to training discussed above.
In terms of communicating with the public, the access to internet and cell phone service in rural
areas and across social class spectrums should be further explored. Research is also needed in to ethnic
and language differences play a role in the effectiveness of fire department communications. An
evaluation study of the best methods of public communication for targeting specific subgroups of the
population would also be beneficial.
In terms of community risk reduction efforts, further research on the perspective of
environmental regulators and activists on wildfire risk and mitigation would be beneficial to fire
department leaders as they deal with conflicts between these two independent sets of regulations and
mechanisms of enforcement. In order to help departments maximize their efforts at extra-departmental
relationship building and collaborative planning, further investigation into the types and extent of staff
dedicated to these tasks should be conducted.
General needs for further research. While phase one collected data from fire department chiefs
and others holding leadership positions, the perspective of firefighters should also be obtained on many
of these topics (e.g., their perspective on radio communication problems and factors affecting PPE
compliance would be particularly relevant). In terms of communicating with the public, surveys of the
public’s perspective on their awareness of fire department communications and its value would also
complement this research.
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Appendix A. Interview Survey Form
LOCAL FIRE DEPARTMENT WILDFIRE PREPAREDNESS AND READINESS CAPABILITIES:
IDENTIFYING MOTIVATORS AND BARRIERS TO CHANGE
PRE-INTERVIEW SURVEY QUESTIONS [Please see definition of terms on the last page]
Name of Person Completing Form: _______________________________________________   Title / Rank: ___________________________
Fire Department: _____________________________________________________________________________________________________
City / State: __________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Date: _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Contact Phone Number: ________________________________________________________________________________________________
Fax: _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Email Address: ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

1. Please check whether your Fire Department is staffed by career, volunteer or both career and volunteer firefighters [combination]:
◻ All Career
◻ All Volunteer
◻ Combination. Approximately what percent of your firefighters are volunteer’s ________ %
2. What percentage (%) of your Fire Department’s revenue comes from grants [check one]:
◻ Greater than 50–100 %
◻ Greater than 25– 50 %
◻ Greater than 10–25%
◻ Greater than 1–10%
◻ 0%
3. Check the types of organizations / stakeholders and describe the organization’s activities your Fire Department works with on wildland
fire / wildfire issues [check all that apply]:

Organizations / Stakeholders

Located and
available in the
community

Fire Department
works with

Does Wildfire
Response
Suppression

Does Wildfire
Risk Reduction
(Mitigation)
*actions that moderates
the severity of a fire
hazard or risk.

Private Homeowner’s / Property /
Land Owners Association

◻

◻

◻

◻

Local (city / town)

◻

◻

◻

◻

Local (county)

◻

◻

◻

◻

State

◻

◻

◻

◻

Federal (non-military)
FEMA, USFS, NPS, BLM, BIA, FWS

◻

◻

◻

◻

Federal (military)
DOD

◻

◻

◻

◻

Tribal (local authority not BIA)

◻

◻

◻

◻

Non-Governmental Conservation /
Land Protection

◻

◻

◻

◻

4. For the organizations your Fire Department works with, please check whether or not you have cooperative agreements, mutual training,
or a coordinated approach to community fire awareness / risk reduction efforts (i.e. the Fire Adapted Community Approach).
My fire department has [check all that apply]:

Organizations / Stakeholders

Has Cooperative
Agreements (e.g. automatic
aid / mutual aid)

Does Mutual Training
(e.g. classroom and /or
simulation)

Has a community wildfire
awareness / risk reduction /
mitigation program

Private Homeowner’s / Property /
Land Owners Association

◻

◻

◻

Local (city / town)

◻

◻

◻

Local (county)

◻

◻

◻

State

◻

◻

◻

Federal (non-military)
FEMA, USFS, NPS, BLM, BIA, FWS

◻

◻

◻

Federal (military)
DOD

◻

◻

◻

Tribal (local authority not BIA)

◻

◻

◻

Non-Governmental Conservation /
Land Protection

◻

◻

◻

5. On average, which of the following types of fires does your department devote more of its fire response time to? [check one]
◻ Wildland Fire / Wildfire
◻ Structural Fire
◻ About the same for both
6. On average annually, what percentage of your department’s time is spent on response, training, and prevention for wildland fire,
structural fire, and EMS?
			
Prevention
Response
Training
(Preparedness & Mitigation)
Wildland Fire / Wildfire

______ %

______ %

______ %

Structural Fire

______ %

______ %

______ %

Emergency Medical Services (EMS)

______ %

______ %

______ %

Other (Hazardous materials response, technical rescue . . .)

______ %

______ %

______ %

100  %

100  %

100  %

7. Does your Fire Department have a wildfire pre-attack plan (SOP / SOG) in place?

◻ Yes ◻ No

8. During an active wildfire event, does your Fire Department have firefighters who are assigned to support or auxiliary roles only
(i.e. roles that don't involve active or direct firefighting, such as first aid, directing traffic, command post ops, rehab, water supply,
communications, logistics)? ◻ Yes ◻ No
9. Does your Fire Department have a firefighter health screening program? ◻ Yes ◻ No
10. Does your Fire Department have a firefighter fitness program? ◻ Yes ◻ No
a) If Yes, does your Fire Department utilize the “pack” test? ◻ Yes ◻ No   Other test: __________________________________
* The ‘Pack Test’ is a NWCG physical fitness test that consists of walking a specified distance, with or without a weighted pack,
in predetermined period of time, with altitude corrections.
b) If Yes to 10a., at what level are all firefighters who respond to wildfire expected to be certified?
◻ Arduous duty
◻ Moderate duty
◻ Light duty
◻ Depends on job requirements

11. Does your fire department use chainsaws in a wildland fire / wildfire event?

◻ Yes ◻ No

[If No, skip to question 12]

a)	What percentage of your personnel that use chainsaws on the fireground have been formally trained (classroom and field instruction
like, but not exclusively: S-212 Wildland Fire Chainsaws class) to use chainsaws?
◻ 100% ◻ Greater than 50% ◻ Less than 50% ◻ 0%
b) If formally trained, are all firefighters who use chainsaws (sawyers) certified as fallers (Class A, B or C)?

◻ Yes ◻ No

c) How many firefighters who use chainsaws are equipped with the appropriate personal protective equipment (PPE)?
◻ All ◻ Some ◻ None
d)	How many firefighters who use chainsaws (sawyers) on the fire ground (suppression or mop-up activities) wear the appropriate
PPE (eye & ear protection, chainsaw chaps, gloves, boots)? ◻ All ◻ Some ◻ None
e) Do all firefighters who assist the sawyer wear the same PPE?

◻ Yes ◻ No

12. On average, which of the following fire prevention / community risk reduction activities does your department devote more of its time to?
[check one]
◻ Wildland Fire / Wildfire prevention / community risk reduction & mitigation
◻ Structural fire prevention / detection / suppression related devices (example: smoke alarms, fire extinguishers, fire sprinklers) or
behavior related (example: cooking safety, heating appliance safety, home evacuation)
◻ About the same for both
◻ Don’t do fire prevention/community risk reduction
13. Does your department have a wildfire risk reduction (mitigation) program (i.e., Fire Adapted Communities approach)? ◻ Yes ◻ No
a) If Yes; check any / all that apply:
◻ Community Wildfire Protection Plan (CWPP) update process
◻ Code & Ordinance adoption / enforcement
◻ Development review process
◻ Public education / outreach
◻ Fuels management
◻ Business outreach / Contingency planning
◻ Evacuation planning (local government coordination & planning)
◻ Evacuation preparedness (community awareness, outreach and evacuation drills)
◻ Defensible space & resilient structure activities
◻ Open space, parks, utility easements, mitigation activities
◻ Protect and mitigate around cultural and historic sites
◻ Protect and mitigate utilities (watershed / natural resources)
◻ Do not have a wildfire risk reduction program
◻ Other: ____________________________________________________________
b) If Yes to the above, is there dedicated staff assigned to these activities & programs? [check all that apply]
◻ Career firefighter
◻ Volunteer firefighter
◻ Civilian (full-time)
◻ Civilian (seasonal / part-time)
◻ None
c) If Yes to the above, what percentage of staff are grant funded: _________  %
14. When addressing wildfire risk in your community, which of the following best describes the type of authority your Fire Department has?
[check one] ◻ Clear authority ◻ Shared authority
a) If shared authority, please check all of the following authorities within your service area with whom authority is shared:
◻ Local (city / town)
◻ Local (county)
◻ State
◻ Federal (non-military)
◻ Federal (military)
◻ Tribal
◻ Other: ___________________________________________________________________________________________
15. Are you aware of the Verisk Analytics / ISO Fire Suppression Rating Schedule (FSRS)?

◻ Yes ◻ No

16. Are you aware that you can get an additional 5.5 extra points (over and above a possible 100 points) for “community risk reduction”
efforts on the revised Verisk Analytics / ISO Fire Suppression Rating Schedule (FSRS)? ◻ Yes ◻ No
17. Does the Verisk Analytics / ISO Fire Suppression Rating Schedule (FSRS) on “community risk reduction” provide enough of an incentive
for your Fire Department to implement community wildfire risk reduction program / activities? ◻ Yes ◻ No ◻ Need more information
18. There are a number of wildfire outreach and education initiatives and programs available [check all that apply].
Is your Fire Department
aware of?

Wildfire Program

Does your Fire Department
participate?

Has your Fire Department
received formal training in?

Fire Adapted Communities
Learning Network

◻

◻

◻

Firewise Communities / USA
Recognition Program

◻

◻

◻

One less spark — One less wildfire

◻

◻

◻

Ready, Set, Go! Program

◻

◻

◻

Smokey Bear Program

◻

◻

◻

Other (fill in blank)
Do not participate in any wildfire
outreach programs

◻
◻

No formal training

19. How important do you think collaboration with other emergency response local organizations or agencies is in protecting your
community against wildfire [check one]?

Unimportant

Not Very
Important

Less
Important

Moderately
Important

Important

Extremely
Important

◻

◻

◻

◻

◻

◻

20. How important do you think collaboration with other local organizations or agencies is on wildfire community risk reduction / mitigation
is in protecting your community against wildfire [check one]?

Unimportant

Not Very
Important

Less
Important

Moderately
Important

Important

Extremely
Important

◻

◻

◻

◻

◻

◻

DEFINITIONS
Community Wildfire Protection Plan (CWPP): A CWPP is a plan developed by a community in an area at-risk from wildland fire. The CWPP is a collaborative product
involving interested parties, local government, local firefighting agencies, the state agency which oversees forest management and, if present in the vicinity, federal land
management agencies.
Fire Adapted Community: A fire adapted community acknowledges and takes responsibility for its wildfire risk, and implements appropriate actions at all levels. Actions
address resident safety, homes, neighborhoods, businesses and infrastructure, forests, parks, open spaces and other community assets. Every community has a unique
set of circumstances and capacities, so the kinds of actions they take will vary. Further, there is no end-point in becoming a fire adapted community. Sustaining, growing
and adapting strategies, partnerships and capacity through time are key.
Firewise Communities / USA Recognition Program: A national community recognition process that empowers neighbors to work together in reducing their wildfire risk.
Using a five-step process, communities and neighborhoods develop an action plan that guides their residential risk reduction activities, while engaging and encouraging
their neighbors to become active participants in building a safer place to live.
Firewise Community: A community or neighborhood that is a recognized Firewise Communities / USA site.
Mitigation: Action that moderates the severity of a fire hazard or risk. Risk reduction.
Ready, Set Go! Program: A wildfire preparedness program that seeks to develop and improve the dialogue between fire departments and the residents they serve.
Wildfire: An unplanned, unwanted wildland fire including human-caused fires, escaped wildland fire use events, escaped prescribed fire projects, and all other wildland
fires where the objective is to put the fire out. A wildfire can include both built (structures) and natural environments.
Wildland Fire: Any non-structure fire that occurs in vegetation or natural fuels. Wildland fire can include both prescribed fire and wildfire.
Wildland / Urban Interface: The presence of structures in locations in which the Authority Having Jurisdiction (AHJ) determines that the topographical features,
vegetation fuel types, local weather conditions, and prevailing winds result in the potential for ignition of the structures within the area from flames and firebrands of a
wildland fire. It is where the built environment meets the natural environment.
Wildland / Urban Intermix: An area where improved property and wildland fuel meet with no clearly defined boundary.
Wildfire Response: Activities and actions that occur to suppress and extinguish a wildfire. Including evacuation activities.

Appendix B. Interview Guide
A. Questions about the Fire Department, Equipment, Training (NOTE: WILL REFER TO
ANSWERS PROVIDED IN THE PRE-INTERVIEW SURVEY)
1. Do the terms wildland fire and wildfire mean something different to you? If yes, what do they
mean? If no, what do they mean? [looking for a quick response to address the ambiguity that exists between the
terms wildland fire and a wildfire]
2. How does your fire department respond (including dispatch) differently for a wildland
fire/wildfire versus a structural fire?
3. Which equipment/apparatus gets dispatched, and how is it decided what will be used for a given
incident? (e.g. chainsaw equipment)
4. Does your Fire Department have specialized wildland/WUI firefighting personal protective
equipment (PPE) and apparatus? If so, what types of specialized equipment, apparatus and training
does your Fire Department have? (e.g. Type 3 hybrids)
5. Who is responsible for ensuring PPE is worn and decides at what point in the wildfire event the
PPE equipment is put on? (e.g. Chainsaw safety gear, wildland firefighting gear, fire shelter)
6. What proportion (or percentage) of the firefighters responding to a wildfire event do you believe
wear wildland firefighting PPE? Are there any circumstances in which PPE is not used?
7. What proportion (or percentage) of the firefighters who respond to wildfire incidents have the
necessary wildland/WUI firefighting training? If not 100%, what are the reasons why some
firefighters do not have this training?
8. What does your Fire Departments wildland/WUI fire training typically include?
9. [Ask only if ‘yes’ in question 6 of pre-survey] Does providing EMS services interfere with fire
suppression training?
10. [Ask only if ‘yes’ in question 8 of pre-survey] If your Fire Department has firefighters who are
assigned to support roles only during an active wildfire event, explain what the support role may
entail and how many firefighters might be assigned to support roles during an event?
11. How well do volunteers work within the department? If career/paid fire department then ask
how well does your career fire department work with volunteer fire departments when
addressing this wildland fire/wildfire issue?
Follow-up questions if necessary:
a. Volunteer age?
b. Retention issues?
c. Training issues?

B. Questions about Recent Major Wildland/Wildfire Event
If you have participated in or lead your department’s response to a major wildfire event, please
answer the following questions:
1. When and where did the major wildfire event occur?
2. What was your Fire Department’s primary role and what was your role in the event?
3. Tell us what happened.
4. Did your community identify that there was a wildfire risk before the incident?
Follow-up questions if necessary:
a) How did you first learn of the fire event?
b) At what point, if any, was the assistance of other departments/organizations requested,
and how was this decision made?
c) Who implements the command structure during major wildfire events?
d) How did the command structure adapt to the escalation in severity and complexity?
e) If you had a pre-attack plan for the incident, was it followed? Successful?
5. How successfully did your Fire Department handle this major wildfire event?
Follow-up questions as necessary:
a) What went well and what could have gone differently?
b) Challenges, weaknesses, successes.
c) How do you think your FD might have been better prepared?
d) Were your critical communication technologies and procedures adequate for handling the
wildfire event? Could they have been better and, if yes, how so?
6. Is it standard operating procedure for your Fire Department to complete an internal review or
develop an After Action Report after a major wildfire event? If so, is this document used to effect
changes within the fire department and if used, how is it used? Is a department debrief used?
C. Responses and Changes
1. Other than what you have already told us, what changes has your fire department done in order to
improve preparedness and readiness capabilities?
Follow-up questions, if necessary:
a) Changes in equipment?
b) Changes in training?
c) Changes in personnel, leadership?
d) Changes in policy?
e) Changes in wild fire prevention/risk reduction efforts and/or community education?
f) Code/Ordinances
g) Changes in communication technologies/software/procedures?
h) Changes in cooperative/mutual aid agreements?
i) Changes in funding?
j) Changes in approach to local government (e.g., affecting funding, zoning, other types of
support)?

k) Changes in department’s internal organization/hierarchical structure/working procedures?
2. If changes were made not based on the recent fire event, what motivated the Fire Department to
make these changes?
3. How were the above changes accomplished?
4. What changes would you like to make that they have not yet made?
5. What are the major barriers to doing so (e.g., need for additional resources/funding, rules or
regulations, leadership issues)?
6. What resources, actions, or training does your Fire Department need in order to be better
prepared for a subsequent major wildfire event?
D. Community Awareness/Fire Prevention/Risk Reduction
[Note: As a transition, can mention the collaborations with other local organizations or agencies that the Fire
Department noted in the pre-interview survey (question 3 & 4 and then segue into involvement in the community]
1. Is this collaboration coordinated?
2. Is your Fire Department involved in any wildfire outreach and education initiatives [see presurvey Question 18]?
a) If not, why not?
b) If so, what motivated your department to adopt this program/s? If not, what were the
reasons not to participate at this time?
3. What does your Fire Department do to reduce the risk of a wildfire in the community?
For example, Community Wildfire Protection Plan; Community Wildfire Threat Analysis; Firewise Communities
Assessment; Community Vegetation Management Plan, Individual parcel hazard ratings, daily fire danger ratings,
advertising/marketing, stakeholder collaboration, outreach to realtors, developers.
4. How effective are these activities in protecting your community?
5. What would be the best way to get information about awareness/prevention programs to your
communities?

E. Wrap-Up and Review
1. What do you think is the most effective wildfire prevention/community risk reduction mitigation
methods or programs? Why is this method or program so effective?
2. What do you think is the most effective wildfire response strategy or tactic? Why is this strategy or
tactic so effective?
3. What is the main barrier to adopting/implementing wildfire risk reduction efforts in your local
jurisdiction?
4. If your Fire Department had unlimited funding for wildfire risk reduction and wildfire response
what would be the top 3 investments your Fire Department would make?
5. Are there any other things you would like share about communications whether it be within the
community, inter-departmental or on the fire ground?
6. Is there anything else that you would like to share with us?
7. Is there anything else that you think is important for us to ask about that we did not already
discuss?

